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This letter responds to your Freedom oflnformation/Privacy Act (FOi/PA) request dated
June 09, 2016, addressed to the Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA), Freedom of
Information/Privacy Act Unit (SARF), seeking access to information regarding the above subject.
Your request for intelligence products is being fulfilled on a rolling release to accommodate
the extensive review process required prior to the release of the documents. Review of the nine (9)
above referenced intelligence reports is now complete. This response applies only to the following
Intelligence Products:
1. 56017 (6017): Marijuana Situation Report New York and Native American Territories
2. DIB-026-12: (U/IFOUO/DSEN) United States: Green Acres is the Place to Be -Drug
Traffickers and "Ganjapreneurs" Are Exploiting Colorado's Medical Marijuana
Industry
3. DIR-037-14: (U/IFOUO) Going to Pot: Medical Marijuana
Decriminalization/Legalization in the in Washington Division
4. BUL-019-15: Medical Marijuana Legislation on Florida's November Ballot
5. BUL-089-14: (U) Cannabis Toxicity Death
6. BUL-089-15: (U) Marijuana Vending Machine Opens
7. DIR-050-15: (U/IFOUO) Inch by Inch: The Progression of Medical and Recreational
Marfjuana Legalization Policies in Maryland and Virginia
8. 08029: Operation Breakthrough Dictionary
9. DIR-052-15: The Progression of Medical and Recreational Marfjuana Legalization
Policies in Washington, D. C.
The processing of your request identified certain materials that will be released to you.
Portions not released are being withheld pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act,
5 U.S.C. § 552, and/or the Privacy Act, 5 U.S.C. § 552a. Please refer to the list enclosed with this
letter that identifies the authority for withholding the deleted material, which is indicated by a mark
appearing in the block next to the exemption. An additional enclosure with this letter explains these
exemptions in more detail. The documents are being forwarded to you with this letter.
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The rules and regulations of the Drug Enforcement Administration applicable to Freedom of
Information Act requests are contained in the Code of Federal Regulations, Title 28, Part 16, as
amended. They are published in the Federal Register and are available for inspection by members
of the public.
For your information, Congress excluded three discrete categories of law enforcement and
national security records from the requirements of the FOIA. See 5 U.S.C. § 552(c). This response
is limited to those records that are subject to the requirements of the FOIA. This is a standard
notification that is given to all our requesters and should not be taken as an indication that excluded
records do, or do not, exist.
You may contact our FOIA Public Liaison at 202-307-7596 for any further assistance and to
discuss any aspect of your request. Additionally, you may contact the Office of Government
Information Services (OGIS) at the National Archives and Records Administration to inquire about
the FOIA mediation services they offer. The contact information for OGIS is as follows: Office of
Government Information Services, National Archives and Records Administration, Room 2510,
8601 Adelphi Road, College Park, Maryland 20740-6001; e-mail at ogis@nara.gov; telephone at
202-741-5770; toll free at 1-877-684-6448; or facsimile at 202-741-5769.
If you are not satisfied with my response to this request, you may administratively appeal by
writing to the Director, Office of Information Policy (OIP), United States Department of Justice,
Suite 11050, 1425 New York Avenue, NW, Washington, DC 20530-0001, or you may submit an
appeal through OIP's FOIAonline portal by creating an account on the following web site:
https://foiaonlinc.regulations.gov/foia/action/public/homc. Your appeal must be postmarked or
electronically transmitted within 90 days of the date of my response to your request. If you submit
your appeal by mail, both the letter and the envelope should be clearly marked "Freedom of
Information Act Appeal."
If you have any questions regarding this letter, you may contact Government Information
Specialist J. Kewley on 202-307-7728.

Sincerely,

'f<ft iu

t

utvPI y~ 'd:.

Katherine L. Myrick, Chkr'
Freedom of Information/Privacy Act Unit
FOI/Records Management Section
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DEA Sens itive (OS)
Material marked DS is information that does not qualify for classification as National Security information.
Nevertheless, it requires special protection against unauthorized or inadvertent disclosure to protect
sources and methods of investigative activity, evidence, and the integrity of pretrial case reports. OS
material may be disseminated only to those persons having a bona fide need to know. Further, DS material
must be stored in a locked container. When disposing of this document, it must be shredded or burned.
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Marijuana Situation Report
New York and Native American Territories
Message from the Special Agent in Charge, New York Field Division

{U) This report is published and distributed by lbe Drug Enforcement
Administration's (DEA) New York Field Division. The ~rij
Situation Report
in New York and Native American Reservatio is prov~ed to individuals and
agencies with drug law and/or border enforc ment responsibilities in the
United States and Canada .
(U) Marijuana continues to be the most widely available and fr uently abused drug in the
United States. Of growing significance is the threa po c1' o New York by increasing amounts
of indoor-grown, high-grade Canadian marijuan
ported across the international border
between New York and Canada for distribution thro
ut New York and other East Coast states.
Intelligence further indicates an increase.ct. use of Nati"'9•American Reservations along the New
York-Canada border to smuggle the dru~ p r i ularly through the St. Regis Akwesasne Mohawk
Indian Reservation (AMIR).
(U) The DEA is committed to pr din
for tion that it collects on threats of mutual concern to
promote the productive exchange of information among federal, state, and local law enforcement
agencies and welcomes f edback.

John P. Gilbride
Special Agent in Charge
New York Field Division
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OVERVIEW
• (U) Marijuana is the most widely
available and frequently abused
illicit drug in the United States, with
an estimated 14.6 million current
users. Likewise, marijuana is the
most frequently abused illicit drug
throughout the State of New York
with abuse rates comparable to the
national average.
(U) Mexico-produced marijuana
accounts for the majority of the
foreign-source marijuana distributed
in the United States. Similarly, most ot
the foreign -source marijuana found
in New York is produced in Mexl o.
Other foreign sources include Canada
and Jamaica.
(U) Cannabis plant

Source: DEA photo

(U) Of growing significa
w
the threat posed to
of i d
increasing amou
high-grade Can
transported acros
border between Can
and New
York for di tribution throughout New
York and oth r ast Coast states. In
any inst nces, this marijuana is
Into New York by Canadadru rafficking organizations
(DTOs) and outlaw motorcycle gang
(~embers through the St.
egis Akwesasne Mohawk Indian
eservation (AMIR) or Ports of Entry
(POEs) on the New York-Canada border.
• (U) Reporting indicates that Native
American residents of the AMIR are
often used by trafficking groups
to transport Canadian marijuana
through the reservation into New
York. Contraband smuggling routes
established over the decades continue
to be used for marijuana smuggling.

' (U) OwlView of Findings from tlw 2005

National Survey on Drog Use and Health,

Department of Health and Human Servkes,
Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services
Administration, Office of Applied Studies,
September 2006.

(U) Jamaican criminal groups are
the most prominent marijuana
distributors overall, particularly for
wholesale and mid-level quantities;
however, no single group dominates
any distribution level. DEA intelligence
indicates that for approximately the
past 10 years Jamaican trafficking

organizations have established a
network of cells along the Southwest
Border. Jamaican OTO cells have
been purchasing Mexican marijuana
at border sites and transporting it to
distributors in New York.
• (U) The U.S. Southwest Border
remains the primary entry point for
marijuana shipments from Mexico
ultimately entering New York State.
Commercial tractor-trailers are
the principal conveyances used to
transport the marijuana.
• (U) Due to increased law enforcement
dication efforts, marijuana producers
in upstate New York are continuing to
shift cultivation operations indoors to
customize the growing environment.
Indoor grows produce a better
·
quality marijuana with more resinous
plant material that is high in THC
(tetrahydrocannabinol) content. The
higher the THC content, the more potent
the marijuana, which in turn commands
higher prices. Outdoor marijuana
sells for $900 per pound, whereas the
higher potency indoor variety is priced
between $3,000-$5,000 per pound.
Marijuana Abuse
(U) The trafficking and abuse of
marijuana attracts people from all
walks of life. This trend is fueled by
tremendous profits and some continuing
perception that marijuana Is harmless.
According to the National Survey on
Drug Use and Health, marijuana Is the
most commonly used illicit drug, with
14.6 million past-month users (6 percent
of the population age 12 or older) in 2005.1
(U) Marijuana Is the most frequently
abused illicit drug throughout
the State of New York with rates
comparable to the national average.
There is no typical marijuana user
in the state. Abusers of the drug
represent every racial and social group.
The majority of marijuana abuse in the
state continues to be concentrated in
the New York City metropolitan area .
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Number of Drug Abuse Deaths in New York City, 1999-2002 2
1999

2000

2002

Marijuana-related Deaths

19

37

55

28

Total Drug Deaths

729

924

894

496

(U) According to the New York State
Office of Alcoholism and Substance
Abuse Services (OASAS), there were
13.471 marijuana-related t reatment
admissions in New York City in 2003. In
addition, marijuana-related drug abuse
deaths reported to the Drug Abuse
Warning Network (DAWN) steadily
increased in New York City between
1998 and 2002. In 2003, of the 496
drug abuse deaths reported by New
York City medical examiners, 28 were
marijuana-related.
(U) DAWN statistical data indicated
that in 2002, marijuana ranked fifth
among the top five drugs in drug
abuse-related emergency department
visits in New York City. For the period
depicted in the following chart, the
number of emergency department
visits remained fairly steady. Of particular
note, however, is the spike in marijuana ~

related emergency admissions in the city
from 3,501 in 2001 to 3,923 in 2002 (last
available data).
(U) It is opined that the increase in

abuse could be partly attributed to
attempts to alleviate emotional distress
among Manhattan residents in the
weeks after the attacks on the World
Trade Center (WTC) on September 11 2001 .
According to results of a survey con
ed
by the National Institute of Drug Abuse ·
(NIDA) in 2002, marijuana us{ffi"lcrea(as well as smoking and ati:>hol user
among residents of Man hattan in thlfl
weeks after the at~s. Pa rticipants
were asked aboutltheir
rijuaM·
et te smoking
use (in addition to
and alcohol use) befo . d after
the att
The survey iffijicated
that alm o tone -th ird of nearly 1,000
p-ons intervfewed in Manhattan
por1fd alt ncreased use of marijuana

2003

following the incident. During the week
prior to September 11th, 4.4 percent
reported using marijuana. After the
attacks, marijuana use increased to 5.7
percent of the participants. The majority
of persons interviewed in dicated that
increased marijuana use helped them to
more easily cope with the severe stress
emotional trauma resulting from
the attac ks.
(U ) According to the Substance
Al>use and Mental Health Services
Administration (SAMHSA) data,
there were 40,174 marijuana-related
admissions to substance abuse
treatment facilities licensed or certified
by the State of New York in 2005.

Number of Drua:Abus•·im rgency Department Visits in New York City, 1998-2002 3
1998

1999

2000

2001

2002

Marijuana-related Emergency Admi

3.682

3,491

3,544

3,501

3,923

Total Admissions-All Drug Types

36,141

30,662

31,880

32,307

33,645

Substance Abuse Treatment Admissions for the State of New York, 2001-2005 4
2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

Marijuana-related Admissions

34,336

37,123

37,134

36.400

40,174

Total Admissions-All Dru g Ty pes

301,815

313,258

309.453

285.398

296,028

z (U) Office of National Drug Control Polley (ONDCP), Clearinghouse Profile of Drug Indicators for the New York City Metropolitan Area, June 2005
•(U)lbld.
' (U) Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration, 2003
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MARIJUANA SOURCES TO
NEW YORK
(U) Marijuana is the most widely
available illicit drug in the State of
New York. The majority of marijuana
available for distribution is commercialgrade marijuana produced in Mexico
and transported into the state. In
addition, significant amounts of highgrade indoor Canad ian marijuana
trafficked across the Canada -New
York border are increasingly available.
Marijuana is also cultivated locally,
especially in remote areas in upstate
New York. To a lesser extent, Jamaican
marij uana remains available throuq.Qout
the state.

(U) Annual Foreign-Source
Marijuana Production
Mexico

7,300 Metric tons

Canada

1, 100 - 2,700 Metric tons

Jamaica

23-55 Metric tons

' (Ul University of Mississippi Potency
Monitoring Project. 2005
6 (U)

International Narcotics Control
Strategy Report: Drug And ChemiQJ

Contro~ 2006

(U) According to University gf
Mississippi Potency Monit ng Proje
data, the average mar" n otency
or THC content of s ed s m"••lc...<l.r.
marijuana in the U
d
percent. This represents a sign ificant
increase from an avera
HC content
of 3.48 p
tin 1985 an 3.96 percent
r
· ticated cultivation
in 1995.s
tee; iques,
p duce more
resinous p lant tnaterial, are thought to be
responsible forlthe increase in potency.
(U )
ijOana varies significantly in its
potency, depending on the source and
s ction of the plant materials used.
arijuana consisting primarily of the
resinous flowering tops, also known

(U) Southwest Border Marijuana Trafficking Routes

as colas or buds, is prized because of its
high THC content. Commercial-grade
marijuana, however, often is composed
of leaves and stems, as well as fertilized
buds containing seeds, and is less
potent.

Mexican Marijuana
(U) Mexico is the major foreign source
of su pply for marijuana consumed
in the United States and has been a
supplier of marijuana to the United
States for several decades. Cannabis is
cultivated in small fields in inaccessible
areas in every state in Mexico, with the
heaviest concentration in the western
Madre Mountains. Mexican OTOs
arly all marijuana production
Mexico, most of which is believed
stined for the United States.
(U) Available statistical information
Indicates that annual marijuana
production in Mexico has risen steadily
since 1999 and was estimated at 10,400
metric tons in 2005. The Government
of Mexico seized over 1,760 metric tons
of marijuana and eradicated 30,000
hectares of cannabis in 2005. 6

Trafficking
(U) The Southwest Border of the United
States is a major transit area for Mexican
marijuana smuggled into the country.
Most shipments are smuggled across
the border overland via vehicle through
or between ports of entry in Arizona,
California, New Mexico, and Texas. Based
on El Paso Intelligence Center (EPIC)
seizure data, the primary route used to
transport bulk shipments of Mexican
marijuana from the Southwest Border
extends from Los Angeles eastward
through Arizona, New Mexico and
Texas and turns northeast through the
Southeastern and Mid-Atlantic states to
Washington DC, Philadelphia, New York
City, and New England.
(U) Mexican OTOs and criminal groups
with extensive networks of associates
within the United States control the
smuggling of Mexican marijuana to the
United States. Methods of transportation
primarily involve commercial and
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private vehicles crossing the border.
Tractor-trailers are used most often for
shipments of 500 kilograms or more.
Shipments involving private vehicles
range from 25 to 250 kilograms.
(U) Although no single group dominates
any distribution level, Jamaican DTOs
and Mexican DTOs continue to be the
most prominent wholesale, mid-level
and retail distributors of marijuana in
New York. For the most part, Jamaican
traffickers are supplied with Mexicoproduced marijuana by Mexican DTOs,
and transport multlhundred kilogram
amounts of the drug from the U.S.
Southwest Border into New York via
tractor-trailers and private vehicles
Smaller amounts (5 to 10 kilograms
marijuana are primarily convey d via
commercial postal and parclfservices
(i.e., FedEx).
(U) DEA intelligenc
for approximately
Jamaican trafficking
established a network klls along
the Sout
Border. The'Se Jamaican
OTO cells have bffn.,eurchasing
M
an marijuana at border sites and
transporting it to distributors in eastern
citi es. In this •se, the Jamaican OTO
that acts cu porter, wholesaler, and
distrib tor realizes profits much greater
than o anizations using middlemen.
T is system of total control over all levels
f1f distribution means that members never
have to exchange money with outsiders
until the marijuana is sold on the streets by
local dealers.
(U) These organizations also direct the
domestic transportation and wholesale
distribution of the marijuana in the
northeastern states. Illicit proceeds
gained from the sale of the marijuana
are then filtered through local business
enterprises such as restaurants, clothing
outlets, and music production studios.
'(U) National Drug Intelligence Center
(NOIC), Marijuana-New York Drug Threat
Assessment, November 2002

(DS) In addition to Jamaican and
Mexican DTOs, members of traditional
organized crime and independent
traffickers also distribute large quantities
of marijuana. At the retail level, street

Marijuana Situation Report

gangs such as the Bloods, Latin Kings, and
smaller gangs also distribute quantities of
marijuana throughout the state.
(U) New York City is a major distribution
center for commercial-grade marijuana
from the U.S. Southwest Border as well
as a transshipment hub to major market
cities outside the state. Marijuana
shipped from New York City is destined
for distribution primarily in cities along
the East Coast. According to EPIC drug
interdiction data, destinations for the
seized marijuana included Baltimore,
Maryland; Charlotte, North Carolina;
Houston, Texas; Roanoke, Virginia; West
Beach. Florida; the U.S. Virgin
Island (USVI); and cities in upstate
New York such as Albany, Buffalo,
ghamton, Rochester. and Syracuse.
(U) Street gang members and local
independent distributors from Albany,
Buffalo, Rochester, Syracuse and other
cities in upstate New York frequently
travel to New York City to purchase
marijuana from suppliers. usually
Jamaican criminal groups, and then
transport the marijuana back upstate,
sometimes with other drugs, in private
vehicles. Reporting also indicates that
an increasing number of distributors
in upstate New York are purchasing
commercial-grade marijuana directly
from Mexican and Jamaican criminal
groups based in the southwestern
United States, primarily in the states of
Arizona and Texas. 7
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Investigative Activity:
JOHN SHOP Organization
(DS) The networking of Jamaican DTOs
and Mexican DTOs is evidenced in the
Bronx-based JOHN SHOP Organization.
The JOHN SHOP Organization, a New
York Field Division (NYFD) Priority
Target, was responsible for the
importation of thousands of kilograms
of marijuana from Mexico via a Mexican
source of supply based in Los Angeles,
California. The organization controlled
the domestic transportation and
wholesale distribution of marijuana in
the northeast United States. The JOHN
SHOP distribution network extend
to New Jersey, Georgia and Ca liforn

(U) CD produced by JOHN SHOP RECORDS.
Source:

(DS) The organization distri ted
between 500 and 1,000 kil rams
of marijuana per mo
. The
organization oper
ei'ld
y
on a domestic leve~"""· ··Mexican nationals as sou rces of
supply. Along with distr
ing
· ograms of marijuana,
thousan ·
the orga
at1
reputed to
us v io len ce to furt er their drug
c ivit ' . T JOHN SHOP crew has
been
pliCJ.e d in numerous drugrelated h
icides.

tigations involving Jamaican
affickers show that many of these
anizations use what can best be
escribed as a shotgun approach to
transporting marijuana through various
parcel services. They ship 50-100
boxes containing 10 to 25 kilograms
per box. This activity is repeated
many times per week. The boxes are
sent from Southwest Border states to
multiple recipients in the New York City
metropolitan area and various cities
throughout the state. Marijuana has
been shipped through several parcel
services including FedEx. UPS, and
Airborne Express.

(D ) Ttie illicit proceeds gained

Jamaican Marijuana

(U) Marijuana, money. and a 9mm Ruger semi-automatic nandgun seized in tne Bronx from a JOHN SHOP
organization member.

from the sale of the marijuana were
filtered through several business
enterprises, including the JOHN SHOP
music production studio and SASHI
music and cultural festivals. The
heads of the organization directed the
domestic transportation and wholesale
distribution of the marijuana from
the Southwest Border into New York.
Their main methods of transportation
included the use of tractor trailers and
express mail. During the course of this
investigation, a total of $3.2 million
in assets and over 1,600 kilograms of
marijuana were seized. There were 18
arrests and 23 handguns seized.

Source: DEA photo

(U) Jamaica is the largest producer and
exporter of marijuana in the Caribbean
and is the only significant Caribbean
source for marijuana consumed in
the United States, including New
York. During 2005, the Government of
Jamaica (GOJ) seized 17,654 kilograms of
cannabis . There is no accurate estimate
of the amount of cannabis under
cultivation or the number of harvests
per year. Lack of crop survey data and
baseline figures makes it impossible to
quantify the effect of GOJ eradication
efforts on the total crop. The level of
marijuana production has changed from
large hectares to smaller plots nested
in hilly and rocky terrain that proves
to be inaccessible to vehicular traffic.
A new strain of marijuana maturing
to approximately 3 feet was recently
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discovered in Westmoreland, Jamaica.
Very sophisticated cultivation methods,
including portable irrigation systems
and generators, make the fields difficult
to locate from the air. As a matter of
policy, Jamaica does not use herbicides
to eradicate cannabis nor does it have
the capability. Manual cutting is the
primary eradication method .9
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an importation company in New York
City and shipped multi-ton amounts of
marijuana concealed in maritime cargo
from Jamaica to the Port of New YorkNew Jersey. When the vessels arrived
in port from Jamaica, the marijuana
and maritime cargo were loaded onto
trucks and transported to a warehouse
in Brooklyn and ultimately distributed
through several restaurants in the Bronx,

Trafficking
(U) In contrast to the Jamaican posses of
the 1980s, the new Jamaican marijuana
trafficking organizations live modestly,
in low profile, not displaying the violent
behavior previously seen. Assets in the
United States are kept to a minimum,
utilizing inexpensive vehicles and
homes. Most of the profits derived from
the marijuana business are channeled
back to Jamaica. Typically, drug
traffickers who have successfully moved
their money back to Jamaica purchase
several houses and businesses there
with drug proceeds.

•(U) lntematlonal Narcotics Control
trategy Report: Drug And Chemical
Control, 2005
'(U) NOie, Port of Entry Profile, #200JLOSS6-004, August 2003

(U) Jamaican DTOs smuggle bulk
quantities (1,500 to 5,000 kilogram
amounts) of Jamaican marijuana into
the Port of New York-New Jersey,
primarily using containerized cargo
and concealed compartments on
maritime vessels from Jamaica and
other Caribbean nations. The port
encompasses 2,600 acres and 7~· iles
of waterfront and contains 10 marln
terminals on New York Harbor.•

Investigative Activity:
Operation Green Leaf
(U) The largest marijuana seizure
recorded to date in the NYFD originated
from Jamaica. On May 27, 2004, at
Port Elizabeth, New Jersey, a container
in which over 10,000 kilograms of
marijuana was concealed in a shipment
of yams from Jamaica was seized.
(OS) In December 2003, the New York
Organized Crime Drug Enforcement
Strike Force (NYOCDESF) initiated an
investigation into the drug -trafficking
and money laundering activities of a
Jamaican organization based in New
York City. The organization owned

(U) 10,000 kilograms of Jamaican marijuana conceciled in produce shipment May 24, 2004, Port Elizabeth, New .le!wy.
Source: DEA photo
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owned by organization members.

cannabis growers in the state continue
to shift operations indoors. Reports
indicate that sophisticated indoor growing
operations are increasing in an attempt to
enhance quality and avoid detection.12

NEW YORK STATE MARIJUANA
(U) Based on the DEA Domestic Cannabis
Eradication/Suppression Program
(DCE/SP) statistics for the State of New
York, a significant level of cannabis
cultivation continues in the state,
especially in remote areas of upstate
New York. Enforcement efforts in 2005
resulted in the seizure of 14,855 plants
that were cultivated outdoors; 4,761
plants cultivated indoors; and 3,440
kilograms of bulk/ processed marijuana,
representing respective increases of 6
percent, 40 percent, and 50 percent ove~
2004 figures. 10
(U) Several outdoor grows hav

1J1 {U) DEA Domestic Cannabis Eradication/
Suppression Program (DCE/SP) Statistics.
Aprll 25, 2006

11

(U) NOtc. Marijuana-New York Drug

Threat Assessment. November 2002
12

n
located in very remote area$, upstate
accessible only by foot or via boat or afl
terrain vehicles (ATVs) an annabi ~
growers use public
C:I, U!1cTIUmed
land, or land own
yi
cent third
parties. Large parce
and are no
longer being used for outd oor cannabis
cultivati
any g rower?'l§ re planting
:_~ots in an attempt
ffy-faw enforcement. In
a tt ion, m
outdoor grows show little
so phistlcatioh ~egarding concealment
and irrigation .11

(U) Indoor cultivation of cannabis

provides a controlled environment
conducive to the production of buds
high in THC content. It permits
year- round production and can be
accomplished in a variety of settings,
ranging from several plants grown in
a closet to thousands of plants grown
in elaborate, specially constructed
greenhouses. Special fertilizers, plant
ones, steroids, and insecticides
ri6m"f(~egetative growth rates. Indoor
nnabis cultivators frequently employ
such advanced agronomic practices
,a!i cloning, hydroponics, automatic
metering of light, water, and fertilizers,
as well as providing an atmosphere
enriched with carbon dioxide.

(U) Ibid.

(U) In cators also suggest that outdoor

Investigative Activity:
Marijuana Cultlvatlon Farm, Brooklyn
(U) Investigations indicate that New
York-based traditional organized crime
(TOC) groups have taken an interest in
exp loiting the profits gained through
large-scale indoor cannabis cultivation
and distribution. In March 2005, DEA
Long Island, in conjunction with the

(U) New York Stat e Domestic Cannabis Eradication/Suppression Program
2003

2004

2005

384

323

369

95,385*

13,974

14,855

2003

2004

2005

97

96

93

4,038

3,390

4,761

4,196

2,279

3,440

2003

2004

2005

49

48

58

*During 2003, one outdoor plot accounted for more than 80,000 plants that skewed statistics.
Source: DEA NYS DCE/SP Statistics, April 25, 2006
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(b)(7)(C)

Nassau County District Attorneys '
Office, dismantled a large indoor
cannabis production operation' ru n
by a group linked to thef
I
organized crime family. The group
had operated a large-scale cannabis
cultivation and marijuana distribution
organization since 1997, employing
approximately 15 individuals and
grossing a total of nearly $12 million.
The defendants grew hydroponic
cannabis at three indoor locations.
One of the cultivation operations was
located in a warehouse at 1041 East
46th Street and 1510-1514 Schenectady
Avenue In Brooklyn, across the street
from public elementary school P.S.
109. This location contained a large
hidden room where the cannabis was
grown with heat lamps under carefully
controlled temperatures.
(U) The defendants powered this
operation with nearly $800,000 in
electricity and gas stolen from public
utilities through illegal connec t ions
and utilized a complex exhaust system
to flush the scent of marijuana from
the building. Law enforcement agents
searched each of the defendants' drug
operations and seized more than 160
cannabis plants weighing in excess
of 1,200 kilograms and nine jars of
•kif: an extremely rare and poten
form of marijuana, which retails
approximately $1,000 per jar. Agen t
also seized nearly 25 kilograms of
marijuana •buds,· worth over $2,300
per kilogram, a quantity of hashish,
a truck, a Donzi speed boat, $50,000
in cash, and various tools, lights, and
irrigation systems used to cultivate
the cannabis. Agents further seized
$3 million in drug proceeds and
property in New York City, upstate New
York, and Florida. The marijuana was
distributed in New York City and on
Long Island.
" CARTOON NETWORK"
(U) In late 2005, DEA arrested
12 members of the "CARTOON
NETWORK." an organization
distributing high-potency marijuana
to customers throughout the New

York City metropolitan area. The
arrests were the result of a DEA Long
Island Priority Target investigation
initiated in 2004.
(U) The defendants allegedly distributed
more than a ton of highly potent,
hydroponically grown marijuana between
January 1, 1999 and December 1, 2005,
utilizing a mobile call center that regularly
changed locations from hotel rooms and
apartments in New York City and Long
Island. Managers of the drug enterprise
operated the call center, which involved
multiple pagers, mobile telephones, and
computers. The organization received up to
600 customer telephone calls per day from
over 50,000 different telephone numb:rs.
(U) Customers typically conta
· '1_l.e"
defendants through pager numbers.
Their calls were then retur d by
managers at the call center ,lltVho used
the codeword ucar
.• T e
rs
were required to provid
entifying
information, which the
checked against their c
ce a
records
ustomers.
customer's ide tity was confirmed, the
or~ was ace
ted, enerally In an
mount ran ~g from between $100 to
$500. T e ma uana was then packaged
ili<plastic vials bearing the CARTOON
NETWORK logo and delivered by the
organization's couriers. New customers
had to be referred by an existing
stomer and, before being added to the
computer database, they were checked
out by the organization's manager of
security, who also provided protection
for the defendants.

(U) Indoor cannabis grow operation, Brooklyn.

Source: DEA photo

(UJ Seized vials of high potency marijuana from "The
Cartoon Network" organization. Above vials were

(U) To date, the Investigation has
resulted in the seizure of $837,000
worth of marijuana and approximately
$685,000 in cash. In addition, seven
residences in New York, located in
Massapequa, Rosedale, Lynbrook,
Ridgewood, and Brooklyn, and
16 vehicles used to facilitate the
organization's drug-distribution
operations have been seized, along with
thousands of vials packaged for holiday
season delivery to customers with the
greeting ftHappy Holidays from Your

packaged for the 2005 holiday season with the greeting

"Happy Holidays from Your Friends at Cartoon!~

Source: DEA photo
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Friends at Cartoon."
(U) Suppl iers provided wholesale
quantities of marij uana to the
organization at prices ranging from
$5,000 to $7,000 per pound. The
organization delivered hundreds of
$50 to $100 amounts of marijuana to
custome rs in the New York City area
on a daily basis. It is estimated that the
organization sold approximately $25,000
to $40,000 of marijuana on a daily basis.

CANADIAN MARIJUANA
(U) Canada has become a source country~
for indoor-grown, high-grade (9.5 to
20 percent THC) marijuana destineg,,.for
the United States. Cannabis cultivat
because of its profitability an!iLrelatively
low risk, is a thriving indust
n Ca
a.
The production of high -gr e mariju a
in Canada has led to
nc
the demand for an
aila ih
nited States,
Canadian marijua int
particularly in those states like New York
that lie adjacent to the
adian border.
Seizure data and lnvestiga ive reporting
indicate that mult i-ton quantities of
ana are · uggfed from Canada
th Uniftd States annually.

11

(U) RCMP· GRC, Drug Situation In Canada·
2004, September 22, 2005

l Based on 2005 reporting from
Can dian law enforcement agencies,
Ca adian annual marijuana seizure
t
a rage Is approximately 1,300,000
nnabis plants. This translates
into an annual production estimate
ranging from between 1,070 metric
tons of marijuana to 2,676 metric
tons of marijuana. Multi-thousand
plant operations In Canada are not
an uncommon occurrence. The Royal
Canad ian Mounted Police (RCMP)
estimates that there may be 50,000
cannabis grows across Canada.
(U) In 2004, 33,777 kilograms of

marijuana and 1,548,303 cannabis plants
were seized in Canada. According to
Canadian police agencies, marijuana
seizure totals indicate the problem is
particularly serious in British Columbia,
Ontario and Quebec.' 3
(U) In 2004, U.S. Customs and Border
Protection (CSP), often in conjunction
with Canadian components of Integrated
Border Enforcement Teams (IBETs),
seized approximately 19,160 kilograms of
marijuana destined for the United States.
This represents a tenfold increase over a
5-year period.

ff le king
,... ,,~··-.. ing number of Vietnamese
1minal groups are establishing
tensive indoor cannabis grow
operations in most Canadian provinces,
including British Columbia, Ontario,
Alberta and Quebec. These organizations
are known to possess sophisticated
lighting and irrigation equipment that
facilitates the production of high-quality,
high -potency marijuana, and have
quickly placed themselves in a position
to become significant indoor marijuana
producers in Canada.
(U) Hells Angels Motorcycle Club (HAMC)
is involved in producing, smuggling,
transporting, and distributing marijuana.
Canada-based chapters of HAMC
produce significant quantities of
marijuana for distribution in Canada
and the United States. Canadian law
enforcement reports indicate that
HAMC's hydroponic cannabis operations
produce superior quality marijuana that
is high in THC content.
(U) RCMP intelligence reveals many
operations often involve several criminal
groups of different ethnic origin working
together to ensure the success of the
conspiracy. These collaborations are a

(U) U.S. Customs Marijuana Seizures Originating From Canada
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result of relatively recent trend toward
the breakdown of ethnic barriers in
the organized crime world. Canadian
law enforcement officials report that
Vietnamese organizations have begun
to work in concert with ethnic Chinese
and occasionally with the HAMC In
cannabis cultivation. The popularity of
and demand for a higher grade product
ensures a higher potential profit to be
gained through marijuana trafficking.
(OS) In recent years, the northern
New York State-Canada border has
experienced a marked increase in the
importation of Canadian marijuana
into upstate New York . CBP indicates
traffickers have begun to shift their
smuggling operations from points
of entry in British Columbia to the
Buffalo, New York, metropolitan area
where they perceive that there is a
smaller law enforcement presence
guarding the border.
(U) A large portion of the marijuana
seized in western New York is destined
for locations outside of the region.
Recent investigations indicate
that points of entry in the Buffalo
metropolitan area are increasingly
being used for transshipment of
marijuana to distribution points with.iA,.
the state and along the East Coas
CBP reporting indicates that th
of marijuana shipments is increas
Commercial tractor trailers contain
shipments ranging from 250 to 1,000
kilograms of Canadian marijuana
crossing the Canadian-United States
border in the Buffalo area. CSP officials
report that illicit drug seizures at the
northern border in New York increased
threefold (from 1,500 kilograms to 4,500
kilograms) from 2003 to 2004.
(OS) NYFD OCDESF agents have seized
numerous 100-pound-plus loads of
Canadian hydroponic marijuana. The
marijuana arrived via tractor trailer
from Canada and was transported to
locations in New York City and Long
Island. From there, the marijuana
was distributed in New York as well
as Pennsylvania, New Jersey and
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Virginia. Intelligence obtained as part
of these investigations revealed that the
proceeds from the sale of marijuana in
the United States were being used by
the Canadian OTO to pay representatives
from Colombia for shipments of cocaine
sent to Canada from Colombia.
Canadian Indoor Cultivation
(U) The most sign ificant and publicized
case was the discovery of a 20,000
plant grow operation set up in a former
Molson brewery located near Barrie,
Ontario on January 24, 2004. The RCMP
reports that this operation would have
produced marijuana worth $30 million
(Canadian). Some of the old beer vats
were converted into incubators for the

(U) Indoor cannabis grow operation in a former

brewery, Barrie, Ontario, January 2004.

Source: DEA photos
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seedlings, where the temperature and
humidity could be precisely controlled.

NATIVE AMERICAN
RESERVATIONS AND TRAFFICKING
(U) The State of New York, principally the
upstate region, is home to several Native
American reservations, some of sizeable
proportion both in terms of geography
as well as population. A number of
the reservations operate gambling
casinos that attract patrons from across
the region and Canada. Some of the
reservations are in close proximity to or
are directly on the Canadian border and
have been traditional smuggling routes
for decades. Unlike most Indian lands
in the Southwest, the Native Ameri n
reservations in New York State are
federal preserves but rather, as a result
of Congressional action some decades
ago, the responsibility of ttli! State
of New York. Thereto th~ imary
law enforcement authority fo N~ttve
American land in New York'State is
the New York State Police (NYSP). The
following Is an overvie .of the Native
America
in the NYF(1. the drug
threat sit
io
e reservations
anga su mmary'Of tlft! most recent
investigations involving the reservations
conducted by~EA. 1 s

k

15 (U) DEA Report, John J. Bryfonski,
ASAC, DEA Albany, NY, February 3, 2005

ft• Mohawk Indian
erVatlon
(l)) The Akwesasne Mohawk Indian
servation (AMIR) consists of
approximately 14,648 acres of land in
the United States and 7.400 acres of
land on the Canadian side of the border.
It is the home of the Kanaienkehake
(People of the Flint) or Mohawks, one of
six nations in the Iroquois Confederacy.
Approximately 9,500 tribal members
reside on the U.S. side of the border
with an additional 8,000 tribal members
residing on the Canadian side. The AMIR
straddles the border between the United
States and Canada along the St. Lawrence
Seaway. and is situated in two counties in
the State of New York and two provinces
in Canada .

(U) The terrain of the AMIR favors
smuggling organizations. Densely

wooded areas allow smugglers to move
contraband quickly and unobserved
almost anywhere at any time. Many
public and private boat ramps along the
St. Lawrence Seaway allow immediate
and quick transfer of contraband across
the international boundary. Contraband
is often offloaded and stored inside
various residences on the AMIR prior to
its transportation to cities in northern/
central New York for distribution and
further shipment to major East Coast
and Midwest drug markets.
(DS) The land boundary between the
Canadian and American portions of the
AMIR is practically impossible to patrol
or secu . . Winter presents a unique
oblem to law enforcement on the
IR. When the St. Lawrence River
f eezes over, an Nice bridge• Is created
linking the Canadian and American
shores. After the ice bridge is deemed
safe and solid, a virtual highway is
established for Native American vehicular,
snowmobile, sled and ATV traffic.
(DS) U.S. Interstate Highway 81 and
Interstate Highway 87 link the AMIR to
Syracuse to the west and Albany and
New York City to the east and south. A
commonly used method of transporting
large shipments of marijuana or bulk
currency derived from the sale of drugs
to and from the AMIR is the use of
multiple vehicles traveling in tandem.
The lead car of the tandem is commonly
referred to as a "scout car#. The "scout
car• looks for any type of potential law
enforcement interdiction, road blocks,
and police presence. The load vehicle
is usually a non-descript sedan or other
common vehicle that blends in with
other vehicles on the road and does not
attract attention.
(05) The unique nature and culture of
the AMIR, in addition to its location,
present significant challenges for
U.S. and Canadian law enforcement.
Members of the various nations interact
in a closed cultural community which
facilitates conspiratorial activities
especially those involving organized
marijuana trafficking. The AMIR has
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been the site of several serious civi.1
disorders over the past 30 years. Civil
riots in the 1970s and 1980s required
the deployment of hundreds of NYSP
Troopers to the AMIR. Recent political
disputes over land claims and the
taxation of goods on the AMIR resulted in
a reemergence of protests and aggressive
activities towards law enforcement on
the AMIR. The AMIR Tribal Police has no
law enforcement authority in the State of
New York and can only enforce civil tribal
law and ordinances.
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(U) Sign on State Route 37, Hogansburg, New York,
upon entrance to Akwesasne Territory.

Source: DEA photo

-

Canadian portion of the AMIR. The OTO
was responsible for the distribution
of multi-hundred kilogram quantities
of high quality Canadian marijuana
throughout the eastern United States.
Intelligence developed from this
investigation indicated the organization
smuggled at least 100-200 kilograms of
marijuana into the United States on a
weekly basis from Canada through the
AMIR. Intelligence derived from sources
of information identified the HAMC as
the source of supply for the marijuana
distributed by the OTO.

Investigative Activity
(U) Many DEA investigations in upstate
New York involve the trafficking
of Canadian-sourced, high quality
marijuana that transits the AMIR, as
well as the seizure of bulk currency
which is often the proceeds f~ its sale.

(OS) This investigation resulted in 9
federal arrests, 3 state arrests, 21 arrests
, the seizure of 260 pounds
marijuana in the United States, the
~zure of over $93,000 in assets in the
_lfnited States and $600,000 (Canadian)
in Canada. In addition, a judgment was
made against the property belonging
to the head of the organization in the
amount of $2.2 million.

Operation Two By Four
(DS) In June 2003,
Pia ts
in conjunction wi
P and
NYSP, initiated an in
a Canadian marijuana t [;j,cking
eaded by a"Native

DEA Albany-AMIR Investigation
(DS) DEA Albany initiated a Priority
Target/OCDETF investigation in 2004
targeting a marijuana trafficking
organization distributing multi-hundred
pound quantities of high-grade Canadian
hydroponic marijuana to the Capital
District Region, as well as Queens, NY;
Myrtle Beach, SC; West Palm Beach,
FL; Wilmington, Winston Salem, and
Charlotte, NC. The source of supply was
located on the AMIR. In November 2004,
approximately 400 pounds of marijuana
were seized, as well as a number of
firearms, including a fully automatic
machine gun. Follow-up investigation
led to the seizure of $2.1 million located in
a wall safe in Schenectady, New York. On
March 23, 2006, 13 individuals were indicted
in the Northern District of New York
(NDNY) including a Native American
who was identified as a multi-hundred
pound smuggler/distributor of
marijuana that operated on the AMIR
in Hogansburg, New York.

~~• 0 donthe
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(U) Akwesasne Mohawk Indian Reservation (AMIR), Red area depicts Ontario; Yellow, Quebec; Blue, New York.

~

(DS) On April 12, 2006, a federal search
warrant was executed on the AMIR
residence of the Native American.
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Seized were $93,375 in Canadian
currency, $45,588 in U.S. currency;
and $212,0889 that was seized from
five bank accounts. Also seized were
approximately 100 pounds of marijuana,
one handgun, six rifles, and a 2006 BMW
750 (no lien and valued at approximately
$90,000 USC). A lien was placed against
the 6,000 square-foot residence on the
AMIR, estimated to be worth up to $5
million. On the same date, three Native
Americans were arrested on the AMIR
with the assistance of St. Regis Mohawk
Tribal Police. Additional arrests occurred
in Charlotte, NC and Tampa, Fl.
Operation CAUGHT-AGAIN

(UJ Saf'e containing $2. l million dollars seized in
(OS) A DEA Syracuse Priority TargetL
Schnectady, NY.
Source: DEA photo OCDETF investigation involved a large-

scale marijuana distribution and oney
ting
laundering organization op
out of the northern Onond a and
southern Oswego counties fft . entral
New York. This inv~ tgatiqn, lni i ed in
January 2001, was ~jQintJnvestigation
involving DEA Syracuse; the Onondaga
County Sheriff's Office -.SO), and
lmmigra
d Customs nforcement
(ICE). Marijuan ~transported into
Ne
ork S ate,rom' anadian suppliers
the MIR.
nization was responsible for
tion of multithousand pounds
of ar ana throughout central New York
f several years. The organization sold
arijuana at $2.400 per pound and earned
a profit of $200,000 per month for a total
profit of $2.4 million per year.
(OS) Shipments of marijuana in New York
were tracked to locations in Syracuse,
Binghamton, Rochester, Buffalo, Albany
and the New York City area. Additionally,
shipments were tracked out of the state to
Pennsylvania, Ohio, South Carolina, Virginia
and Missouri.
(OS) On July 12, 2005, agents and
detectives executed 11 search warrants
and arrested 13 targets pursuant to federal
marijuana conspiracy and distribution
charges. Over 100 pounds of marijuana
were recovered, and three handguns and
over $1 million in assets seized.

Onondaga Indian Reservation
(OS) The Onondaga Nation in
Nedrow, New York, rests on 7,300
acres approximately five miles south
of Syracuse and has a population of
approximately 1,500. The Onondaga
Nation is governed by a Council of
Chiefs and clan mothers and also has
an extensive history of civil unrest. The
reservation is essentially considered
a safe haven for criminal activity
due to the Nation's extreme antilaw enforcement stance. Generally,
any unknown subject noticed on the
reservation will result in the subject
being surrounded and escorted off.
On4' the Onondaga County Sheriffs
Office, :which has a memorandum of
understanding (MOU) with the Onondaga
~tion, enters the reservation.

(OS) Some investigations conducted
by the DEA Syracuse Office involve
Native Americans from the Onondaga
Nation associated with Native Americans
from the AMIR in marijuana trafficking
activities. These individuals are believed
to provide storage and/or further
transport on the Onondaga Reservation
for marijuana shipments trafficked
through the AMIR for distribution in the
Syracuse area and further shipment to
other distribution points in New York.
(OS) The drug threat situation on the
Onondaga reservation is similar to that
of all the reservations in upstate New
York with marijuana being the most
prevalent illicit controlled substance
and the commodity of choice for
organized traffickers. The closed
culture of tribal communities also
effectively thwarts any law enforcement
opportunity to penetrate criminal
organizations through traditional means
of investigation.
·
(U) The Oneida Nation reacquired
approximately 15,000 acres of
aboriginal land in the Oneida, New
York, area and has a population of
approximately 1,000. The Syracuse
Resident Office has in the past
intercepted a drug trafficker with
$235,000 cash en route from the
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Oneida Nation to the AMIR, which was
tied to the trafficking of Canadian sourced marijuana .

Western New York Ar•• Reserv•tlons
(U) The chart below describes reservations
located in western New York in the DEA
Buffalo Office area of responsibility.
(OS) The only one of the five Western,
NY, Indian reservations that shares an
international border is the Cattaraugus
Indian Reservation. That border is a
water border with Canada defined by
Lake Erie. Numerous incidents of civil
unrest have occurred over the past
several years on both the Cattaraugus
and Allegany Indian Reservations. Tjlese
incidents have been directly relate~ _
attempts by the State of New York to
regulate and tax the sale of dg arett s
and gasoline to non -lndian(co nsum ers.
(DSJ More recently
i merely drug
are moving beyon
transporters. They arl!!l\OW beginning to
establish organizations~ direct links
to distri bution.s_roups throughout the
state. These Native American DTOs are
g to av ait the selves of the higher
fits at
rijuana commands at
maj or rug Q'l kets.
(U) Thel'fice of Canadian marijuana on

the AMIR is reportedly between $1,800$2,100 per pound. Prices for marijuana
ansported through the AMIR to
Syracuse increases to $2,200 -$6,000 per
pound. High-quality marijuana shipped
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from the AMIR to New York City can
command up to $7,000 -8,000 per pound.

RETAIL MARIJUANA
DISTRIBUTION PRICES
(U) Marijuana prices in the New York
metropolitan area range between $500$1,500 per pound for commercial-grade
marijuana and between $3,000-$5,000
per pound for indoor hydroponic (grown
without soil) marijuana. #Purple Hazea
marijuana (brand name of Canadian
marijuana marketed in the New York City
metropolitan area) is priced between
$7,000 -$8,000 per pound.
(U Prices on Long Island for commercialade marijuana range between $700500 per pound and $3,000-$5,000 per
.Pound for hydroponic marijuana .
(U) In upstate New York, prices range
between $800-$3,000 per pound for
commercial-grade marijuana and $1,800$6,000 per pound for hydroponic marijuana.
(U) Reporting indicates that marijuana
is sold on the street as joints or in
ounce quantities packaged in small
paper or plastic bags. In the New York
City metropolitan area, marijuana is
generally sold from smoke shops, bodegas
(grocery stores), record shops, and small
ufast-food" restaurants. However, due
to law enforcement pressure, street
level distribution has begun to occur in
apartments and other dwellings in the city

(U) Western New York Area Reservations
SENECA NATION OF INDIANS

LOCATION AND POPULATION

Seneca Nation of Indians

Allegany (Cattauaugus County); population 1,099

Cattaraugus Indian Reservation

Cattaraugus (Erie, Chautauqua and Cattaraugus Counties); population 2.412
Oil Springs (Cattaraugus and Allegany Count ies); population 11
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MARIJUANA PRICES
Pound (Commercial)
Pound (H ydro)
Ounce (Commercial)
Ounce (Hydro)
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New York City ArH

Upstate New York

Western New York

$500 - $1,500

$800 - $3,000

$1 ,100 - $3,800

$1,800 - $7,500

$2,600 - $6,000

$2,500 - $3,000

$65 - $125

$100 - $150

$100-$150

$800 - $1,000

$200 - $300

$130

Ne w York City Metropolitan Area
(U) Jamaican DTOs continue to be
responsible for the importation of
thousands of pounds of marijuana from
Mexico via Mexican sources of supply
based in the southwestern United States.
These organizations direct the domestic
transportation, wholesale and retail
distribution of the marijuana to the
northeastern states. New York-bas
traditional organized crime groups
have taken an interest in ex ploi i 9 the
profits to be gained throu
marijuana cultivation a d
tribution
Marijuana distributig s per eived by
TOC as a steady, h' -pro und rtak ing
with less risk than R
• powdered

(U) lnvestiga iv .data reveal that criminal
org izat i s operating on Long Island
d' 1bute t
sands of pounds of
commerc ia l grade Mexican and highrade an · n indoor marijuana in
the
a. Long Island also serves
shipment point for quantities
exican and Canadian marijuana
tined for delivery to New York City as
Jt\rell as other cities in New York State and
distribution markets along the East Coast.
(U) Long Island also has numerous
warehouse facilities that can be used
as stash/storage sites for marijuana
awaiting further shipment. Some
criminal groups on the island also ship
marijuana using mail parcel services such
as FedEx, UPS, and other overnight carriers.

Distribution - Northern/Central New York
Albany/Albany County 11
New York State Local Drug
Distribution bas@d on several NDIC New
York Field Contacts Reports
' 6 (U)

(U) Both hydroponic and commercialgrade marijuana are readily available
in Albany and throughout Albany
County. Hydroponic marijuana is usually
transported to the area from the AMIR

in northern New York. The buyers travel
to the AMIR to negotiate with the Native
American dealers, after which the Native
Americans transport the product via
privately owned vehicles to a local
shopping mall in the Albany area where
they will meet the buyer and complete
U1e exchange.
(U) Instances of marijuana transported to
'tie county via mail services or package
livery services have not been common;
owever, when marijuana is transported
via these methods, it is usually shipped in
quantities of less than 5 kilograms.
(U) Transportation of marijuana via aircraft
has decreased since September 11, 2001 .
Just prior to that date, 57 pounds of
marijuana were seized from an inbound
plane; a Jamaican organization, which
operated in the Poughkeepsie area, was
involved in the incident.
(U) Some marijuana has also been
transported to Albany County from
New York City as well as from the U.S.
Southwest Border area. Several multihundred pound seizures of marijuana
have occurred in the county; the
marijuana had been transported via
privately owned vehicles from Arizona .

Schenectady/Schenectady County
(U) Marijuana is readily available throughout
Schenectady; marijuana distribution-related
violence is prevalent in Schenectady. Local
marijuana distributors are typically affiliated
with local gangs. Distributors travel to
New York City to obtain marijuana from
sources of supply and transport the drug via
privately owned vehicles to Schenectady
for retail distribution. The drug sporadically
is shipped to the city via express delivery
services primarily from the U.S. Southwest
Border area.
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(U) Marijuana sells for $700 to $2,000 per
pound, $100 to $275 per ounce, and $25 to
$70 per one-quarter ounce in Schenectady.
Syracuse/Onondaga County
(U) Marijuana is widely available In
the Syracuse area and throughout
Onondaga County. High-potency
marijuana distribution and abuse have
become a major problem in this area
over the past few years. Most of the
marijuana available in the Syracuse area
is transported from Canada via private
vehicles. Several years ago, most of
the marijuana available in the area was
shipped from California and Arizona via
various package delivery services.
(U) Native American males and fem.\
transport high-potency marijuan
usually 10 to 150 kilograms ft!r trip-from Canada through the St. Regis
Mohawk (Akwesasne) Reservation
(AMIR) to the Ono
ya R~se•-........._
in Syracuse. Half-p
d
antities of
marijuana typically ar
ackaged in

County Map of New YorkSta
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vacuum -sealed or resealable plastic
bags and transported in sports bags.
The marijuana packages are sometimes
covered with coffee grinds or fabric
softener sheets to avoid detection by
law enforcement. Marijuana is sold
not only to local distributors but also
to distributors throughout New York,
making Syracuse a transshipment point
for high potency Canadian marijuana.
(U) Marijuana sells for $2,500 to $3,000 per
pound in Syracuse, $1,500 to $1,800 per
half pound, and $180 to $250 per ounce.
New Paltz/Poughkeepsie/Ulster County
arijuana is the most widely
a
and commonly abused drug
In the New Paltz-Poughkeepsie area.
tail-level marijuana distributors
t pically travel from New Paltz to
Newburgh or Kingston in private
vehicles to obtain marijuana. Marijuana
generally sells for $175 per ounce.
Rome/Utica/Oneida County
(U) The majority of marijuana available
in the Rome and Utica metropolitan
areas and smaller locations in Oneida
County is the commercial grade variety.
Cannabis is cultivated outdoors within
the county, while quantities of Mexican
marijuana are shipped to the county
from U.S. Southwest Border states via
package delivery services. Marijuanarelated violence is rare. Marijuana sells
for $5, $10, and $20 per bag, depending
on the size.
Ithaca
(U) Marijuana is the most commonly
abused drug in Ithaca. Mexican, Canadian
and locally produced marijuana is available
in the area. Mexico-produced marijuana
is transported Into the area primarily
via package delivery services. Canadaproduced indoor marijuana is transported
into the area in private vehicles.
Rockland County
(U) Marijuana is widely available
throughou t Rockland County. Most of
the drug is transported to the area from
the U.S. Southwest Border via package
delivery services. Shipments range in
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weight from 25 to 50 kilograms. The
center of marijuana distribution in the
county is the village of Spring Valley.
The drug, typically Mexican marijuana,
sells for $700 to $900 a pound.

is transported in multi-kilogram
quantities that are contained in
concealed compartments. Some is
shipped via package delivery services
in 5 to 10 kilogram packages.

Troy/Renss•l••r County
(U) Marijuana is widely available
throughout the county. Most of the
marijuana available in the area is
commercial-grade marijuana, although
some high-grade hydroponic marijuana
has been seized. Some marijuana is
produced locally in rural areas of the
county. Marijuana also is shipped to the
area via package delivery services from
sources of supply in California. Marijuana
sells for $120 to $240 per ounce in
Rensselaer County.

(U) Jamaican traffickers in Monroe
County obtain commercial-grade
marijuana from sources of supply
located in Arizona, California, and
Texas. The marijuana is shipped to
Monroe County from these areas
primarily via mail services. Task force
officers have seized shipments that
contained anywhere from 10 to 50
kilograms of marijuana. Jamaican
criminals in Monroe County also
mmercial-grade marijuana
o
·from sources of supply in New York
City and transport the drug to the
.county, primarily via private vehicles.
Commercial-grade marijuana sells for
$800 to $1,200 per pound and $250
to $350 per quarter pound in Monroe
County.

(U) A small contingent of the Latin Kings
street gang is based in Troy. tin Kings
members are Hispanic
t
les ancj
females, ranging in
• ies
to their thirties. Lat
in
embers
distribute marijuana at the street level.
They usually possess ilte4Jlt andguns.
Bloods and(rjps members primarily
are Africarl"American males ranging in
ag
om fifteen \o their thirties. They
re invqived PJ:imarily in the street-level
distribut ion ofboth crack and marijuana.

"ion - Western New York
te r/Mon roe Count y
Marijuana is readily available,
pically in one -ounce to onepound quantities, throughout the
Rochester area . Significant marijuana
trafficking groups are prevalent in
the urban, suburban, and outlying
communities of Rochester with
associated distribution cells . The
sources of supply for the marijuana
in the Rochester area are in New
York City, Southwest Border states,
Canada, and Jamaica . Jamaican drug
traffickers control the commercial grade marijuana market. The Jamaican
organizations' marijuana is usually
shipped in from Tucson, AZ, and Los
Angeles, CA. The primary method of
transporting marijuana from these
places to Rochester is via privately .
owned vehicles; the drug often

(U) Hydroponic marijuana became
available in Monroe County
approximately 3 years ago. Jamaican
criminals in Monroe County obtain
hydroponic marijuana (typically in 5 to
25 kilogram quantities) from sources
of supply located in Massena and then
transport the drug to the county via
private vehicles. Hydroponic marijuana
is smuggled into Massena from Canada
by Native Americans. Hydroponic
marijuana sells for $2,500 to $3,500
per pound and $800 to $1,200 per
quarter pound in Monroe County.
(U) Hydroponic marijuana has been
increasing in availability in the
Rochester area over the past year. The
dealers obtain hydroponic marijuana
in Plattsburgh and then transport the drug
back to the area via private vehicles.

Buffalo/ Erle County
(U) The majority of marijuana seized in
the Buffalo area originates in Canada
and is typically grown in Ontario. A
common smuggling method used
to import marijuana into the area is
in the spare tires of vehicles. A large
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(U) New York Field Division Statistics
MARIJUANA CASES INITIATED

MARIJUANA SEIZURES

-

~

4,625

273

1,232,186.1 kg

2,641.5 kg

4,589

295

1,181,936.1 kg

6,417.7 kg

4,135

221

1,118,550.3 kg

2,238.7 kg

Source: FOSS

Source: DEA CAST

MARIJUANA ARRESTS

MARIJUANA ASSET SEIZURES

I
5,435

200

5,470

312

4,823

260

Source: DEA-DEAL

portion of the marijuana seized in the
Buffalo area appears to be destined
for locations outside of the western
New York area.
(U) Hydroponic marijuana is

transported into Buffalo via privately
owned vehicles on a regular basis.
The quantities range from 5 to 10
kilograms at a time. Much of the
marijuana is transported by females
who are employed as mules by dealer
of Vietnamese or Arab/East lndi n
descent. These couriers are pa id
approximately $500 a trip for brin
the marijuana across the border
from Canada into the United States.
Hydroponic marijuana sells for $2,000
to $3,000 per pound.

,

G
....
Source: DEA CAPS

Ni agu• County
(U) Marijuana is readi
vailable
throughout Niagar County. The d mand
for marijuana is greiftl!J., m the county's
outlying areas than in its fllajor cities. Of
the mariju na available iri'~ county,
some is pro uc d indoors locally, while
the r.!'!st is smuggl d rom Canada.
~uana in Ntagara County sells for
~00 to $2,000 per pound depending on
q1-4aijty, and.•n average pound sells for
$1,300. O•quarter ounce of marijuana
sells for ~70.

$97,697, 187

$9,157,137

$116,797,999

$9,596,526

$158, 108,662

$10,323,247
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Drug Enforcement Administration
Drug Intelligence Brief
Serial: DEA-DEN-DIB-026-12
Product Date: April 24, 2012

(U/ /FOUO/DSEN) United States: Green Acres is the Place to Be--Drug
Traffickers and "GanjapreneursH Are Exploiting Colorado's Medical Marijuana
Industry
(U) EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
(U//FOUO) Drug traffickers and out-of-state
opportunists are exploiting Colorado's
medical marijuana laws. Recent revisions to
state law have done little to prevent the
involvement of criminals and individuals who
use the law for financial gain.
(U//FOUO) Currently, convicted criminals
{U//FOUO) Exterior of a recently seized nonmpliant grow operation; Source: DEA
and known drug traffickers participate in
Colorado's medical marijuana industry.
Moreover, an influx of traffickers and entrepreneurs from other states is seeking to cash in on
Colorado's medical marijuana industry. Investigative and intelligence information reveal a
significant volume of Colorado-prodtlced marijuana being diverted to out-of-state marijuana
markets where it commands a higher price. This activity is facilitated both by those directly
involved in medical marijuana businesses, as well as illicit brokers who seek "excess" or diverted
marijuana to sell to marijuana traffickers.
(U) Information contained in this report may be related ta ongoing law enforcement operations involving
human sources or law enforcement undercover personnel. Unauthorized use or release may endanger
the lives of law enforcement officers or jeopardize ongoing criminal investigations or prosecutions. Use
of information in this report is pre-approved for US Govemment Intelligence Community
products, induding finished analytic products distributed to US executive branch
departments/agencies. The portions used must carry the same dassification and controls as this
report, and readers of this report must hold appropriate dearances. The information in this report may
not be used for operational or intelligence collection activities, nor shared with foreign persons or
agencies, nor entered into non-DEA databases for operational purposes unless specific permission is
granted by DEA.
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(U) Background

(U//FOUO) When Amendment 20, which established the state constitutional right for medicinal
marijuana in Colorado, was passed by citizen petition in November 2000, the law dealt with the
use and distribution of medical marijuana in a very general fashion. By 2010, Coloradans had
witnessed a proliferation in the number of medical marijuana patients, caregivers, commercial
dispensaries, sophisticated grow operations, and various associated business ventures such as
marijuana brokers and consultants. Vague legislation and loose enforcement combined with an
aggressive, profit.able industry presents ample opportunity for diversion and exploitation.
Colorado's legislative attempts to address the evolving industry are described in DEA-DEN-DIB012-12. This document identifies avenues being used by drug traffickers and "ganjapreneurs"
exploiting the permissive medical marijuana industry for profit.

(U) The usual suspects: Criminal Involvement in Medical Marijuana
(U//FOUO) The Colorado Medical Marijuana Code prohibits an individual who has served a
sentence for a felony conviction in the past five years or has ever been convicted of a drugrelated felony from owning a medical marijuana business.1 The law allows for exceptions when
"evidence of rehabilitation, character references, and educational achievements" are presented
for consideration by the Medical Marijuana Enforcement Division (MMED) of the Colorado
Department of Revenue, the agency charged with regulating the industry. 2 Nonetheless, the
current Colorado medical marijuana industry is rife with individuals possessing both felony and
misdemeanor criminal histories, as well as individuals known to be involved in drug trafficking.
A July 2010 analysis conducted by the DEA Denver Intelligence Group found that approximately
58 percent of registered dispensary owners had some type of criminal history. Thirty-one
percent had felony arrests. Twenty-one percent had felony drug arrests. Twenty-eight percent
had some type of drug criminal history. 3 Subsequent analyses with updated figures produced
similar percentages. These statistics suggest that, while some of these individuals are legally
eligible to own medical marijuana businesses, they are likely to have affiliations with criminal
elements or activities.
(U//FOUO) Some drug traffickers enter into the medical marijuana business through various
schemes designed to hide their Involvement. Businesses have been established In the names of
family members or associates with no criminal history. In some cases, traffickers or convicted
felons have covertly invested in medical marijuana businesses.
(U//FOUO) DEA reporting suggests that criminal groups, many ethnically-based, are involved in
Colorado's medical marijuana industry. Members of Russian, Chinese, Vietnamese, and Mexican
criminal organizations have been identified as medical marijuana business operators. Some also
appear to have ties to non-medical marijuana criminal activities.
•

(U//FOUO/DSEN) An ethnic Vietnamese family organization with registered dispensaries
and off·site grow operations within Colorado was distributing medical marijuana outside
the state.4
UNCLASSIFIED//FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY/DEA SENSITIVE
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(Ul/FOUO/DSEN) Reporting corroborated by recent enforcement action indicates that
members of an ethnic Chinese group linked to the largest indoor multi-agency marijuana
seizure in Colorado in 2008 are currently operating a dispensary and two offsite grow
operations In suburban Denver.5

11

(U//FOUO/DSEN) An individual acting as a sales representative for a marijuana grower
is allegedly in partnership with a known Russian organized crime figure in Denver.
Reporting suggests that once dispensaries enter into an agreement with this supplier,
the Russian component begins exerting leverage on them, ultimately taking over the
businesses. 6

11

(U//FOUO/DSEN) An individual tied to a Mexican poly-drug trafficking organization has
been linked to a dispensary in northwest Denver. 7

(U) One Step over the Line: Colorado Medical Marijuana Going Out of State
(U//FOUO/DSEN) There is significant evidence that Colorado medical marijuana is distributed
to out-of-state markets where it commands a high price. For example, between October 2010
and March 2011, two-thirds of the marijuana interdiction stops by the Kansas City Highway
Patrol Interdiction Group in Topeka, Kansas, involved alleged medical marijuana from Colorado.
Seized quantities of Colorado marijuana ranged from five to forty pounds, with ten pounds
being a typical amount. 8 DEA Denver reporting in early 2011 revealed a group using private
aircraft to transport medical marijuana out of state. 9
(U//FOUO/DSEN) In early 2011, DEA Denver received information that a Denver-based
trafficker was sending hundred-pound quantities of high-grade marijuana to the East Coast.
The trafficker operated under the pretense of medical marijuana, although no marijuana
businesses were registered in his name. He operated multiple warehouse-based grow
operations and sold marijuana to multiple Colorado dispensaries as well as to out of state
distributors.10
(U//FOUO/DSEN) A number of currency seizures linked to medical marijuana have been made
in Midwestern states, including Kansas, Missouri, Iowa, and Nebraska. In July 2011, $212,000
was seized from a vehicle in Missouri. The driver stated that he had delivered and been paid
for SO pounds of marijuana from a Colorado dispensary.11

(U/ /FOUO/DSEN) The Green Migration to Colorado
(U//FOUO) The exponential growth of Colorado's medical marijuana Industry has attracted a
significant number of out-of-state fortune seekers and drug traffickers who became affiliated
with Colorado's compassionate care in order to make a profit. The Colorado Medical Marijuana
Code, presumably in an effort to regulate the volume of out-of-state individuals creating
marijuana businesses, imposed a two year residency requirement for all owners of marijuana
businesses in 2010. Officers, managers, and employees of marijuana businesses must be
UNCLASSIFIED//FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY/DEA SENSITIVE
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Colorado residents upon the date of their applications. 12 Ganjapreneurs have sought ways to
proceed despite this requirement.
(U//FOUO/DSEN) Multiple individuals from different states, with known or possible ties to
medical marijuana, appear to have used the same Arvada, CO address during 2010 and 2011.
This may have been a means of circumventing the Colorado residency requirements. Similar
patterns have been used by illegal aliens to establish residency in the state. 13
(U//FOUO/DSEN) A DEA Atlanta investigation
revealed an East Coast-based marijuana trafficker
distributing marijuana grown In Colorado by
registered medical marijuana businesses. Those
businesses were operated by associates of a
documented marijuana trafficker from Florida who
relocated to Colorado. Reporting identified other
East Coast marijuana traffickers who had or were
planning to relocate to Colorado to operate under
the pretense of medical marijuana.14
(U//FOUO) Grm area of a seized facility;

(U//FOUO/DSEN) In December 2011, a Denver
Source: DEA
area drug task force arrested two men after the°'
had negotiated with an undercover officer to self iOQ,J)Ounds of marijuana for distribution
outside Colorado. One of the men owns a dispensa · and optional premises cultivation
operation (also referred to as off-site fl!!J.'!'Y operalion5'r>Which he incorporated in 2009. Prior to
that, he resided in Louisiana. 15 NotablYiffilr ~nsary owner's associate and co-defendant has
a long history of felony drug conv.l:Ctions,
tnduding
convictions for cocaine, methamphetamine,
.
.
16
and marijuana distribution.
(U//FOUO/DSEN) Moreover, the(lispensary owner had a business partner in Louisiana who is
currently the register
gen r a handful of marijuana businesses in Colorado. One of these
businesses is a disp - . fY on file with MMED as authorized to serve more than 500 patients.
The individual who man es tltat dispensary is yet another recent migrant, having relocated to
Colorado from New Jersey 2010. 17

in

(U/IFOUO/DSEN) In Breckenridge, Colorado, rhe se/j:ident!fied owner of a dispensary began
frequently appearing in local print media articles and un the dispensary 's behalf at town council
meetings. Investigative rel·earch re~·ealed that he was a known marijuana trafficker in Richmond and
Fredericksburg. Virginia. Despite his professed ownership of rhe dispensary, he does not appear in any
business registration documentation. The business is registered to afemaie who has no criminal
history.
18
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(U) Out the Back Door: Illicit Brokers
(U//FOUO/DSEN) Illicit brokers are exploiting Colorado's medical marijuana laws in an effort to
profit from the growing industry. These individuals are not formally linked to a marijuana
business and are not necessarily legitimate medical marijuana patients. The brokers cultivate
transactions with dispensaries and grow operations willing to sell a portion of their inventory
outside the medical marijuana system. In some instances, brokers have been arrested traveling
eastbound outside of Colorado In possession of diverted medical marijuana or westbound with
currency, presumably obtained from the sale of diverted medical marijuana. 19 In one example,
the individual explained that he was transporting "surplus marijuana" from a Colorado
dispensary. 20
(U//FOUO/DSEN) DEA reporting notes instances of contact between marijuana brokers and
known drug traffickers In the Midwest and East Coast. Sometirr*5, tha:brQfrers deal with
Colorado indoor marijuana growers who make no pretense of operating as a "legitimate"
medical marijuana business, but sell product to dispensarieS
ijlidtdJsflibutors alike.
(U//FOUO/DSEN) Some small-scale traffickers know as 'marijua tourists" buy marijuana
from dispensaries and return to their home states,Wtiere _y ~ ft. 21 In some cases, they are
able to acquire marijuana from a dispensary witfloµt a medical marijuana registry card. In
other cases, they have obtained a Colorado medical f{larijuana card. Under Colorado medical
marijuana law, college or vocational scl'J._ool students Who are not long term residents of
Colorado may obtain medical marijuanc\cards. ~r example, in late 2011, a college student
admitted to transporting marijuana. purchased from Colorado dispensaries to an out-of-state
market. The student had readfty-obtajned;a medical marijuana patient card, and within weeks,
had made multiple trips from Colorado to hfis hometown to sell marijuana. The student
purchased two ounces of marijuana perday, the legal limit, and was able to double his
money. 22
(U) Craigslist has become a pgpular advertising venue for dispensaries and those representing
themselves as dispensaries. ln early December 2011, a review of Beauty and Health listings in
the Denver area revealed that 38 percent were for marijuana or marijuana cultivation
equipment. One listing in particular referenced "extra medical cannibus" (sic), and another
"extra med's for the weekend" (sic). Both offered strains of medical marijuana, but neither
specified that a valid medical marijuana registry card is required in order to purchase it. 23
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(U) The number of registered medical marijuana patients in Colorado has declined in recent ITll)nfh.s.
from a ~ak of 128,698 in June 201 J to 82,089 in December 2011. In it.s medical marijuana blog,
Westword, a prominent Denver alternative paper. pondered possible reasons for the waning numbers. A
December 12, 20 l l . blog enlry noted. "plenty of commenters on our biogs from people who have written
that they are not re-upping with the registry for a myriad of reasons, from not wanting to be a part ofa
system that many find intrusive and waiting until the registry fee drops from $90 to $35 next month, to
finding better deals on the black market ganja via sites like Craigslist. " 14

(U) Under the Table: Marijuana Businesses as Fronts
(U//FOUO) Current MMED rules require detailed recordkeeping and accountability on the part
of medical marijuana businesses. Some of these businesses' records indicate compliance with
state regulations; however, DEA reporting reveals that the businesses evade state taxes and
divert marijuana through false recordkeeping. Examples include inflating the number of
patients to whom the business or caregiver is a primary provider by possessing multiple binders
with the same patient cards arranged in different order.25 This provides cover for an excessive
number of plants. MMED rules require floor plan grids from dispel\Saries and offsite grow
operations to delineate which plants are grown for which patients. fl\-50me cases, these floor
plans are falsified in order to justify more plants. 26 Morec>ver, some cash transactions are not
entered into state-mandated sales records. 27
(U//FOUO/DSEN) Many illegal distributors began • caregivers operating within state guidelines.
At some point, the lure of extra money prompted them to enter into the black market. Denver
Police Department officials report that most of the illegal indoor grows they encounter started
out as registered caregivers for small numbers Qf patients before expanding into illegal
distribution. 28 I n late 2010, a Den\ter area drug task force arrested a husband and wife
operating a marijuana grow in tfleir basement. The two were registered caregivers for a small
number of patients. An associate bad approached them about increasing their operation and
selling marijuana for illegal distribution, to which they agreed. The couple was required to
Ir patients' registration cards, copies of which were kept at
provide the organiz 'n with
various grow sites. Thaiovesti ~ tion ultimately revealed the organization controlled six such
grow sites. The marijuana was distributed illegally throughout Colorado, New Mexico, and
Arkansas.29
(U//FOUO/DSEN) In another case, an individual who was exploring avenues through which to
enter the medical marijuana market consulted an attorney known to be involved with the
medical marijuana industry as a registered agent for marijuana related businesses. The
attorney presented the individual with a business platform which required a significant
investment. A marijuana grow operation was set up in the individual's garage, purportedly to
supply a dispensary affiliated with the organization. The individual was required to solicit as
many associates as possible to obtain medical marijuana patient identifications, which were
copied and maintained at numerous grow sites run by the organization. Later, the individual
financed the acquisition and outfitting of a grow warehouse for the organization. The individual
UNCLASSIFIED/ /FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY/DEA SENSITIVE
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ultimately realized that almost none of the marijuana grown by the organization was used to
supply the dispensary that was designated to receive the marijuana. In fact, the dispensary
served as a front for the organization's multi-site grow operation. The individual eventually
realized that the marijuana was being sent out of state. 30

(U) Outlook and Opportunities
(U//FOUO) In April 2012, MMED cut 17 of its 37 staffers because the state has not collected
enough in license fees to fund MMED's $5.7 million budget. In fact, only $418,750 in medical
marijuana license fees has been collected since July 1, 2011. Out of 817 pending applications,
MMED has issued only 81 dispensary licenses31 • Nonetheless, hundreds of dispensaries
continue to operate throughout the state. This calls into question the effectiveness of
Colorado's regulation of the medical marijuana industry and enforcement of the Colorado
Medical Marijuana Code.
(U//FOUO) The threat of decisive law enforcement and meaning.{ul regq!atjl/tfftJfy offset the
exploitation of medical marijuana by drug traffickers, organized ~inali:: and those lured by
the vast profits currently available. Moreover, in January 2012, the Cqlor'ldo United States
Attorney's Office sent notifications to 23 dispensaries located withtl\ 1,CfeO feet of schools,
requiring them to relocate or close within 45 days. Qn February 21, 2012, DEA verified that all
businesses notified had agreed to comply.
(U//FOUO) Colorado's medical marijuana system allows for widespread exploitation and illicit
""' the fledgling MMED and local law
marijuana distribution. It has yet to be seen whethef
enforcement efforts will catch up to the 1Mustly as it exists and ultimately gain effective
control. Given the current momegtum of the medical marijuana movement and outright
legalization efforts, it is a daunttng challenge. Colorado is on track to become a primary source
of supply for high-grade ma~n~rou~t the country.

(U)This product was prepare by DEA 's Denver Field Division. Intelligence Group. Permission for
operational or collection use. sh°Ming with foreign persons or agencies. downgrade, or use in operational
non-DEA databases may be requested by writing to dea.onsi@doi.ic.gov. dea.omi@dea.usdoj.sgoi•.gov. or
dea.onsi-dl@dea.usdoj.gov. Points of contact are the Chief, Production and Analysis Unit q16)(6)
1(6)(6)
jand the Chief. Production Section f61(6)
t.
..._______.
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(U//FOUO) Going to Pot:
Medical Marijuana
Decriminalization/Legalization
in the Washington Division
DEA-WAS-DIR-037-14
JULY 2014

(U) This document is the property of the DEA and may be distributed within
the Federal Government (and its contractors} and to US intelligence, law
enforcement, and public safety or protection officials with a need to know.
Distribution beyond these entities without DEA authorization is strictly
prohibited. Precautions should be taken to ensure this information is stored
and/or destroyed in a manner that precludes unauthorized access. The use
of information in this report is pre-approved for US government Intelligence
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(U) Overview
(U//DSEN) The Drug Enforcement Administration's (DEA) Washington Division area of responsibility
(AOR}-which encompasses the District of Columbia, Maryland, Virginia and West Virginia-is beginning
to follow the trend of increased public approval of marijuana use that has been reported in many other
parts of the United States. The use of marijuana for medical purposes has been approved in the District
of Columbia, Maryland, and Virginia and has been proposed in West Virginia. Public opinion on marijuana
decriminalization and legalization for recreational use varies depending on location. Legislators are
divided between recognizing the difficulties inherent in regulating the drug once laws are relaxed, and
awareness of the potential revenue increases that could be generated by marijuana sales. Thus far, the
District of Columbia is the only location in the Washington Division's AOR in which some citizens are trying
to take the decision out of lawmakers' hands; activists have collected enough signatures to put marijuana
legalization on the November 2014 ballot. The potential impact of marijuana legalization on drug trafficking
varies from state to state. Since the move to legalization is only beginning in the Washington Division
AOR. any change is likely to take some time to manifest.

(U) Background
(U) Since the legalization of medical marijuana in California in 1996, a large number of states either
have passed or considered passing similar laws. This trend is accompanied by the decriminalization of
marijuana use by an increasing numbers of cities and states, including Colorado and Washington, and
also the legalization of the recreational sale and use of marijuana. All of the entities that comprise the
Washington Division AOR have addressed one or more of these topics, either through official legislative
channels or by ballot initiatives. Virginia, Washington DC, Maryland, and West Virginia have passed or
are considering the passage of medical marijuana and/or marijuana decriminalization laws. Attempts
to legalize marijuana have commenced in Washington, DC and Maryland; however, to date, none have
passed. There have been several bills introduced in the Virginia Legislature to change a 1979 Virginia
medical marijuana law.

(U) Details
(U) WASHINGTON . DC
(U) MEDICAL MARIJUANA
(U) In 1998, the Washington, DC Councif passed
(U)
a bill allowing the use of marijuana for medical
purposes. Congress blocked the referendum by
placing a provision in funding bllls preventing
Washington, DC from enforcing or implementing the
law. Congress applied the provision every year until
December 2009, when the funding bill was allowed
to pass. In early 2010, the DC Council approved
a bill that allows the city to set up dispensaries
where chronically ill patients can purchase medical
marijuana. Patients with cancer, glaucoma, HIV/AIDS
and multiple sclerosis may possess up to two ounces
of medical marijuana; under some circumstances,
patients can obtain permission to possess up to
four ounces. Patients are not allowed to grow their
own marijuana, but companies licensed by the city's
Department of Health may sell the drug to people who
first obtain a doctor's recommendation and register
with the city. Up to 10 cultivation centers will be
limited to growing a maximum of 95 marijuana plants

MEDICAL MARIJUANA DISPENSARY IN WASHINGTON, DC
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each at a giv~n lo?ation, and will supply up to five dispensaries. The development of regulations and the
~ubsequent licensing process took three years; the first dispensaries began selling medical marijuana
in July 2013. However, the number of patients who obtained medical marijuana cards was lower than

~nticipated (only 602 patients were registered as of July 2, 2014 1). In April 2014, a DC councilmember

introduced a bill that would strike out the qualifying conditions list and permit physicians to determine
conditions for which treatment with medical marijuana would be beneficial. The bill has not yet come up
for a vote.

(U)

MARIJUANA DECRIMINALIZATION

(U) On April 1, 2014, the mayor signed a bill that decriminalizes possession of small amounts of
marijuana in Washington, DC. Possession of an ounce or less of marijuana has dropped from a criminal
to a civil offense with a fine of $25. Publicly smoking marijuana remains a misdemeanor punishable by
60 days in jail and a $500 fine. Production, sale, and possession of over an ounce of marijuana remains
a criminal offense. The bill was subject to a 60-working-day review period by Congress, during which
time Republicans on the House Oversight and Government Reform committee's Subcommittee on
Government Affairs blocked funding for the law. The outcome of this action is currently unclear. (The
Washington Post, "House Republicans block funding for D.C. marijuana decriminalization," June 2014)

(U)

MARIJUANA LEGALIZATION

(U) In September 2013, a city councilmember introduced a bill to legalize the possession and sale of
marijuana. The legislation would have removed all penalties for possession of up to two ounces of
marijuana for adults at least 21-years-old. The bill also authorized the Alcoholic Beverage Regulation
Administration to license businesses to produce, process, and sell marijuana, with a 15 percent excise
tax levied by the city. The legislation had no co-sponsors and was not scheduled for a hearing, which
prompted activists to attempt to put a marijuana legalization initiative on November 2014 election ballots;
they were able to collect enough petition signatures to accomplish this goal. Like the bill, the initiative
proposes legalizing possession of two ounces of marijuana for adults at least 21-years-old, but adds a
provision allowing cultivation of six plants at home, as well as a provision for the non-commercial transfer
of marijuana. DC initiatives passed by ballot cannot appropriate funds, so the city council would be
charged with creating a regulated recreational marijuana industry if voters approve the initiative. As with
decriminalization, Congress has the power to block legalization .

(U)

MARYLAND

(U)

MEDICAL MARIJUANA

(U) The Maryland Legislature has passed several types of medical marijuana legislation over the past
several years. In 2011, the Legislature passed a law allowing individuals diagnosed with debilitating
medical conditions such as cancer or multiple sclerosis to contest a charge of non-public use or
possession of one ounce or less of marijuana . If a judge allowed the defense, the individual was not
convicted or fined. In addition, the Legislature mandated the formation of a working group consisting of
medical, legal, and law enforcement representatives to recommend a plan for legalizing marijuana for
medical use. Recommendations by the working group led to the passage of the 2013 law requiring the
establishment of a Medical Marijuana Commission to oversee any academic medical centers interested in
designing and implementing programs that make marijuana available to defined groups of patients. The
law also included a provision enabling the governor to suspend the program if the federal government
decided to prosecute state employees who administer it.
(U) The Medical Marijuana Commission was formed; however, none of the state's academic medical
centers was interested in participating in the program. Therefore, several legislators introduced new
medical marijuana bills in 2014, which resulted in the passage of a revised medical marijuana law. Under
this law, signed by the governor in April 2014, Maryland's existing Medical Marijuana Commission will
certify physicians with the ability to recommend that their patients receive the drug. Those patients
will then obtain ID cards from the commission that will allow them to obtain the drug from a network
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of state-licensed growers and dispensaries. The measure also regulates the number of growers and
dispensaries, and it prohibits participants in the system from accepting gifts or having a financial interest
in either producers or dispensaries. In its final form, the bill allows for the licensing of up to 15 growers.
The commission may later review the program to see whether that number of growers was sufficient or
whether more are needed.

(U)

MARIJUANA DECRIMINALIZATION

{U) The decriminalization of marijuana has also been under consideration for some time. In 2012,
Maryland lawmakers passed legislation that lowered the penalty for marijuana possession (1 O grams or
less) from a $1,000 fine and up to a year in jail to a $500 fine and up to 90 days in jail. Legislators also
passed a separate measure that provides police the discretion to cite, rather than arrest, minor marijuana
offenders. In 2014, a law was passed that completely eliminated jail time. Instead, adults age 21 and
over will face fines escalating to $500 USC the first three times they are charged with possession of less
than 10 grams of marijuana. They will not have to appear in court and, like a traffic ticket, the offense
will not result in a criminal record. Offenders less than 21 -years-old will still have to go before a judge;
however, they are less likely to face prison time.

(U)

MARIJUANA LEGALIZATION

{U) In 2014, a number of legislators sponsored bills authorizing t.._legaflzation, regulation, and taxation
of marijuana, but all the bills were defeated in the House Judiciary committee. Instead, members of the
committee recommended creation of a task force on marijuana decrirntnallzation and diversion, comprised
of the state secretary of Health and Mental Hygiene, law enforcement officials, the office of the public
defender, and representatives of civil rights groups. T~ cf.l{rent governor of Maryland has expressed
serious reservations about legalizing marijuana. How.ever, ttlere is one of the gubernatorial candidates
who is in favor of legalizing, regulating, and taxing the dr~. 2
(U) WEST VIRGINIA

(U)

MEDICAL MARIJUANA

{U) In 2011 , a delegate in the West V1rginia House of Representatives introduced a bill allowing for the
medical use of marijuana. When the Ho~e Haelth and Human Resources Committee failed to advance
the bill, he continued his attempts in years ~2. 2013, and 2014. Although the bill has not yet been
allowed a floor vote, it went from having a ~gle sponsor in 2011 to having nine co-sponsors in 2014. In
addition, the West Virginia Joint Committee on Health held a hearing on medical marijuana in September
2013, after which delegates noted that public approval of the idea of legalizing medical marijuana in West
Virginia seems to be rising. 3 However, many state lawmakers have reservations about the legislation,
including a delegate who expressed the belief that West Virginia has had enough of a problem with
prescription drugs without adding the potential problem of medical marijuana. 4 The Committee did not
recommend a legalization bill in 2014.
{U) The 2014 bill would have allowed people with certain medical conditions to possess up to 6 ounces of
marijuana and 24 cannabis plants as long as they had written certification from a physician. Caregivers
would be permitted to cultivate the plants, and could grow marijuana for up to five patients. The bill also
called for five state-regulated dispensaries to be set up the first year the law was in effect, with another
nine the following year. The bill's primary sponsor intends to introduce it again in 2015, and believes he
can get it passed then. 5

(U)

MARIJUANA DECRIMINALIZATION AND LEGALIZATION

{U) To date, there have been no moves to either decriminalize or legalize marijuana in West Virginia.
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(U) VIRGINIA

(U)

MEDICAL MARIJUANA

(U) In 1979, Virginia passed a law allowing the possession of marijuana pursuant to a valid prescription
by a doctor for treatment of cancer or glaucoma, and specifying that no doctor or pharmacist be liable to
prosecution for prescribing or providing marijuana. The law was never enforced in light of the federal
prohibition of marijuana. In 2010, the Virginia House of Representatives tabled a bill that would have
expanded the law. In 2012, the House Rules Committee tabled a resolution to have the governor petition
DEA to reclassify marijuana as a Schedule II drug. Such a reclassification would have enabled the 1979
law to go into effect. A bill introduced by a representative from Virginia is currently before US Congress
and would move marijuana from Schedule I to Schedule II. This would remove the federal obstacle to
prescribing and possessing medical marijuana in states such as Virginia where it is legal.
(U) In February 2014, the Committee for the Courts of Justice tabled a bill that was introduced in the
Virginia legislature to repeal the provisions of the 1979 law to limit the ability of medical professionals to
prescribe, dispense, or administer controlled substances within the course of their professional practices.
The results of a poll released in March 2014 indicate that 84 percent of Virginians support legalizing
medical marijuana, whereas 13 percent oppose the measure. 6

(U)

MARIJUANA DECRIMINALIZATION AND LEGALIZATION

(U) To date, the Legislature has made no moves to decrimjtm'ftze-a~rm in Virginia. In 2012, the same
delegate who introduced the resolution for marijuana reclaesificatiotr also called for a study to analyze
whether Virginia Alcoholic Beverage Control stores sh~ld~ll mari ana, with a focus on the potential
revenue the state could gain by such sales. The bill - auth~ ~study was not passed.

(U) Outlook
(U//DSEN) The impact of medical marijuana laws on ma'?iJuana trafficking in the Washington Division
will depend on how many states pass such laws, and on how much control the laws exert over the
resulting marijuana businesses. Thus far, Washjngton. DC is the only location in the Division's area
of responsibility with an active program, while Maryland is in the process of developing their program.
The DC government has maintained a --1ct control of medical marijuana, and Maryland's proposed
controls are similar. However, OC is already moving to loosen restraints, and it is possible that Maryland
will find it difficult to enforce such re~utations over its much larger territory. A general increase in
marijuana trafficking in the two locations ls a possibility, especially if doctors are able to abuse their
"recommendation" powers as some physicians do with prescriptions for pharmaceutical drugs. Given the
increasing public support for medical marijuana, it is likely that West Virginia will pass a medical marijuana
law within the next few years. If West Virginia passes a medical marijuana law similar to the one
proposed in early 2014, the provision permits patients to cultivate plants which will almost certainly result
in an increase in marijuana trafficking , if only on a small scale. Virginia's position is more ambiguous, but
again, public opinion will probably lead to some type of medical marijuana legislation. Even if no such
legislation occurs, an increase in marijuana availability in Maryland, DC, or West Virginia has the potential
to spill over into Virginia.
(U//DSEN) As with medical marijuana, the impact of marijuana legalization on illegal marijuana trafficking
will depend to some extent on how many states in the Division's AOR legalize the recreational use of
marij~ana, and a~~i~ ~n how much co~trol the la~s exert over the resulting marijuana businesses. If t~~
Washin ton, DC 1n1t1at1ve asses as written - and 1s not challen ed b Con ress
(b)(7)(E)
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(U//DSEN) The potential impact of marijuana legalization in Maryland is impossible to predict since no
Sj':te_m~hjl,S been eroe<:>aed, µHowever. some of th~ concerns raised for DC would be ~alid,J___ ...-
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(U//DSEN) Decriminalization of mari'uana ossession ma affect mari"uana traffi kin
arts of the Washin ton Division.
(bH7)(E)
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Virginia seems likely to decriminalize marijuana use in the near future. so trafficking and use in these
states should not be affected except in areas where they border Maryl~nd and DC.

(b)
(7)
(E)

.~ Propose

(U//DSEN) The nascent state of existing medical marijuana laws in the Wa shington Division AOR, as well
as the uncertain future of proposed laws and initiatives. makes it unlike! that there will be a chan e in the
mari'uana traffickin situation in the Division in the immediate future, ,
00
(7.)
(E)

\b)
(7)
(E)

~(7 )(8

-----..----.--.....-----.--....-----.-....---...,..._-----....-----_,_-- The Washington
Division will need to closely track changes in laws and any corresponding changes in marijuana trafficking
over the coming years.
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(U) Medical Marijuana Legislation
on Florida's November Ballot
(U) This DEA Bulletin Is based on preliminary reporting and may be subject to updating as additional
Information becomes avallable.

DEA-MIA-BUL-019-15
OCTOBER 2014

(U) Event
(U} The Florida Right to Medical Marijuana Initiative, Amendment 2 is on the
November 4, 2014, ballot in Florida as a proposed constitutional amendment.

(U) Significance
(U) On June 16, 2014, Florida Governor Rick Scott signed the Compassionate
Medical Cannabis Act of 2014. This act allows certain patients with seizure
disorders, severe and persistent muscle spasms, or cancer to access lowtetrahydrocannabinol (THC) cannabis with a recommendation from a licensed
physician. This act allows for low-THC cannabis to "treat such disease,
disorder, or condition or to alleviate symptoms of such disease, disorder, or
condiction , if no other satisfactory alternative treatment options exist for that
patient."
(U) The Florida Right to Medical Marijuana Initiative allows physicians to
authorize the use of marijuana if a patient has a debilitating disease as defined
by the Compassionate Medical Cannabis Act. Treatment centers, physicians,
patients, and caregivers will not be subject to criminal or civil liability or
. _ctil\7XA>
sanctions under state law if the initiative is approved by the voters . .•. --~ -··

J

(U//DSEN) J

I

(U) This document is the property of the DEA and may be distributed within the Federal Government (and
its contractors) and to US intelligence, law enforcement, and public safety or protection officials with a need
to know. Distribution beyond these entities without DEA authorization is strictly prohibited. Precautions
should be taken to ensure this information is stored and/or destroyed in a manner that precludes
unauthorized access. The use of information in this report is pre-approved for US government Intelligence
Community products, including finished analytic products distributed to US Executive Branch
departments/agencies. Oted portions must carry the same classification and controls, and readers of this
report must hold all appropriate clearances. Otherwise, the information in this report may not be used in
legal proceedings, for operational or intelligence collection activities, shared with foreign persons or
agencies, entered into non-DEA databases for operational purposes, or reproduced In additional formats
unless express permission is granted by DEA based on a written request submitted to dea.onsi@aold.ic.gov
(Top Secret), dea.onsi@dea.usdgj.sgov.gov (Secret), or dea.onsi@usdgi-aov (Unclasslfted).
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(U) Details
(U) Florida ballot Number 2 Constitutional Amendment Article X, Section 29, Use of Marijuana
for Certain Medical Conditions text reads as follows: "Allows the medical use of marijuana for
individuals with debilitating diseases as determined by a licensed Florida physician. Allows
caregivers to assist patients' medical use of marijuana. The Department of Health shall
register and regulate centers that produce and distribute marijuana for medical purposes and
shall issue identification cards to patients and caregivers. Applies only to Florida law. Does
not authorize violations of federal law or any non-medical use, possession or production of
marijuana."
(U) Additionally, the fiscal note for the amendment reads as follows: "Increased costs from
this amendment to state and local governments cannot be determined. There will be
additional regulatory and enforcement activities associated with the production and sale of
medical marijuana. Fees will offset at least a portion of the regulatory costs. While sales tax
may apply to purchases, changes in revenue cannot reasonably be determined since the
extent to which medical marijuana will be exempt from taxation is unclear without legislative or
state administrative action ."
(U) Several marijuana business seminars were held throughout Florida from September 2014
to October 2014 to address potential business opportunities the new law may offer. The
seminars detail how to start and operate a successful medical marijuana treatment center
(dispensary) , legal and regulatory updates, marketing and advertising guides, and
concentrates/extracts information. Speakers included two former Miami-Dade State
Attorney's office prosecutors. The marijuana business seminar's website indicated Florida
has stated the need for 1,789 medical marijuana treatment centers (dispensaries) and
250,351 caregivers to provide service to the projected 41 7,252 medical marijuana patients.

Page
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{b)(7)(A)
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(U) Figure 2: Marijuana Laws Enacted:
Medical Marijuana Laws First Enacted:

Recreational Marijuana Laws Enacted:

1996 - California
1998 - Alaska, Oregon, Washington
1999 - Maine
2000 - Colorado, Hawaii, Nevada
2003 • Maryland
2004 - Montana, Vermont
2007 - New Mexico, Rhode Island
2008 - Michigan
201 O - Arizona, New Jersey, Washington
DC
-201 1 - Delaware
2012 - Connecticut, Massachusetts
201 3 - Illinois, New Hampshire
2014 - Florida

Washington - November 2012
Colorado - December 2012

Source: Multiple Ooen Sources

(U) This produC'f was prepared by the DEA Miami Field Dfrisio n. Comments and questions may be tu/dressed to the
Chief. Analysis and Production Section at dea.onsi@usdoj.gov.
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(U) Cannabis Toxicity Death

(U) This DEA Bulletin Is based on prellmlnary reporting and may be subject to updating as additional
Information becomes available.

DEA-EAl<' -BUL-089-14
MARCH 2014

(U) Event
(U//FOUO) In late October 2013, a 31-year-old British national woman reportedly died
as a result of cannabis toxicity. Although a recent review confirmed the coroner's
findings, the exact cause of death remains unclear and several outside organizations
dispute claims that the woman's death was caused by cannabis toxicity.

(U) Significance
(U//FOUO) Death from cannabis toxicity Is highly unusual and this is only the second
documented case of this kind to occur in the United Kingdom (UK). In 2004, a 36year-old man from Wales also is believed to have died as a result of cannabis toxicity.
While the woman's official cause of death is disputed by several marijuana advocacy
groups and other medical experts, the coroner found no evidence of any serious
medical condition or natural cause of death and, therefore, concluded that cannabis
toxicity was the most likely cause.
(U//DSEN) Although very few deaths have been attributed to cannabis toxicity,
marijuana has a wide range of toxic health effects and is potentially fatal, even when
used in small doses. For example, studies have shown that marijuana increases the
heart rate and blood pressure shortly after use, which can result in cardiac arrest,
stroke, and other acute pulmonary or cardiovascular reactions, especially in
individuals with pre-existing conditions. Although increasing cannabis consumption
and the introduction of more potent varieties of the drug could result in other health
(U) This document Is the property of the DEA and may be distributed within the Federal Government (and Its
contractors) and to US Intelligence, law enforcement, and public safety or protection officials with a need to
know. Distribution beyond these entities without DEA authorization is strictly prohibited. Precautions should
be taken to ensure this information is stored and/or destroyed in a manner that precludes unauthorized
access. The use of information in this report Is pre-approved for US government Intelligence Community
products, including finished analytic products distributed to US Executive Branch
departments/agencies. Cited portions must carry the same classification and controls, and readers of this
report must hold all appropriate dearances. Otherwise, the information in this report may not be used in legal
proceedings, for operational or intelligence collectton activities, shared with foreign persons or agencies,
entered into non-DEA databases for operational purposes, or reproduced in additional formats unless express
permission is granted by DEA based on a written request submitted to dea.onsi@gold.ic.gov (Top Secret),
c!ea.onsi@dea.uscloj.sgov.gov (Secret), or DEAintelPublications@usdoj.gov (Unclassified).
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issues, fatal overdoses will likely remain rare. A greater concern is that users will combine marijuana
with other substances and/or drive a vehicle while under the influence of the drug.

(U) Details
(U//FOUO) The woman died on October 28, 2013, in Bournemouth, England, a coastal city in the
southern part of the country. She was found unresponsive in her bed alongside a partially smoked
joint and a small amount of cannabis. She reportedly suffered from anxiety and depression and was
known to smoke marijuana every night to treat insomnia. A post-mortem examination and toxicology
report provided by Her Majesty's Coroner for Bournemouth Poole and the Eastern District of Dorset
County found "moderate to heavytt levels of cannabinoids in her system, and concluded that it is more
likely that she died from the effects of cannabis.
(U//DSEN) Cannabis remains the most commonly used drug in the UK, with approximately 6.4 percent
of adults aged 16- to 59-years-old who admitted using it in 201212013. The UK National Crime
Agency (NCA) estimates that approximately 270 metric tons of cannabis is needed to satisfy annual
consumer demand. The estimated value of the wholesale cannabis market is £842 billion ($1.4
billion). Notably, in 2009, the UK government reclassified cannabis from a Class C to a Class B
controlled drug under the UK Misuse of Drugs Act, ending a four-year social experiment in which
cannabis was classified as a Class C drug. Possession of a Class B drug can result in a five-year
prison sentence, an unlimited fine, or both.

(U) This prod11c't was prepared by rhe DEA Bnt.l'.l'els Country Office - Europe/Africa Region. Commenrs and
questions may be addressed to the Chief. Analysis and Production Section at DEAlnte/P11b/icaticms@usdoj.fOI'.
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(U) Details
(U//DSEN) Since recreational marijuana use became legal in Washington State and
Colorado, marijuana vending machine companies have hoped that the .
opening_.in <bl< 7 ><Al
February 2015 of a marijuana vending machine is the first step to future expansion . Under
Washington State law, recreational marijuana and infused products must be sold in retail
outlets; so, vending machines cannot be used outside of the controlled environment of these
state-licensed establishments. Currently, a dispensary employee checks a marijuana
purchaser's identification and medical marijuana recommendations before a purchase can be
made. Another unique aspect of these transactions is that each product being sold in the
vending machine contains a radio frequency identification (RFID) chip.2
(U//DSEN) Two additional marijuana vending machine companies have been active in other
states with medical marijuana regulations, such as California, Arizona, Massachusetts, and
Connecticut. These vending machines generally sit behind sales counters at state-licensed
medical marijuana dispensaries and use biometric technology to read the fingerprints of
patients with medical marijuana cards. Patients are then able to purchase cannabis leaves or
infused food products. The machines help to track Inventory and sales tax information and
CbXTl<A>
can be connected directly to state databases.

l

(b)(T)(A)

..........

(U//DSEN) When the initial version of the marijuana vending machine now in
ld~buted
in Colorado in 2014, it was designed to dispense its products to medical marijuana patients
only. The mpanJ is planning to install additional marijuana vending machines in five other
locations in
and Washington State. Future plans call for expansion to the states of
Alaska, California, Colorado, Michigan, and Rhode Island. In 2009, the company selling these
machines became the first publicly traded medical marijuana dispensary brand in the world.

er

2

(U) RFID technology is the basis of a tracking system that uses intelligent bar codes to track individual
items in a store's inventory control system .

(b)(TJ(A)

Jf!) J'/iis..Pmd11.c.1.n·aspcepared -by.theDEA(::!::;!JField Dfrision. Comments and questions may be adtlressed 10
rhe Chief. Analysis and Prod11crio11 Section at dea.011si@usdoj.gov.
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(U//FOUO) Inch by Inch: The
Progression of Medical and
Recreational Marijuana Legalization
Policies in Maryland and Virginia
DEA-WAS-DI R-050-1 S
JUNE 2015

(U) This document is the property of the DEA and may be distributed within
the Federal Government (and its contractors) and to U.S. intelligence, law
enforcement, and public safety or protection officials with a need to know.
Distribution beyond these entities without DEA authorization is strictly
prohibited. Precautions should be taken to ensure this information is stored
and/or destroyed in a manner that precludes unauthorized access. The use
of information in this report is pre-approved for U.S. Government Intelligence
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(U) Executive Summary
(U) Maryland and Virginia, both of which fall under the Drug Enforcement Administration's (DEA) Washington Division
area of responsibility (AOR), continue to experience changes in the public perception of marijuana use, along with
the accompanying policy modifications, which are affecting many other parts of the United States. In July 2014, the
Division published a report outlining these changes. 1 The situation is not static, however, and this report details the
changes that have occurred between July 2014 and April 2015. Maryland has continued with plans for a medical
marijuana program by developing and publishing program regulations. The program is expected to begin in mid2015 but will not be fully operational until early to mid-2016. Virginia has legalized the use of marijuana oil for severe
epilepsy, but appears unlikely to go any further in the near future. Neither Maryland nor Virginia are likely to legalize
recreational marijuana during 2015; however, some Maryland legislators did introduce legalization bills.

(U) Details
(U)
(U)

MARYLAND
MEDICAL MARIJUANA

(U} Maryland expects to begin accepting medical marijuana business applications by mid-2015, although the
program is not expected to be fully operational until early to mid-2016.
{U) In 2013, the Maryland Legislature passed a law that required the establishment of a State Medical Marijuana
Commission to oversee any academic medical centers interested in the design and implementation of a medical
marijuana program. The Commission, officially titled the Natalie M. LaPrade Medical Marijuana Commission, was
formed, but no academic medical centers were interested in participating in the program. As a result, the Legislature
passed a new medical marijuana law in 2014, giving the existing Commission the responsibility for developing
regulations for a medical marijuana program.
(U} The Commission consists of an executive director and 15 members. The members include a number of health care
professionals, several lawyers, a police chief, a pharmacist, a drug regu lation specialist, two gardening professionals,
and members of the State's Office of the Comptroller and Department of Health and Mental Hygiene.
{U) The Commission published Its prop()!ed regulations for the medical marijuana program in November 2014. It
will issue 15 medical marijuana growen' licenses, and up to 94 medical marijuana dispensary licenses. Grower and
dispensary licenses will be issued based on merit1 as determined by a comprehensive point-based application system.
Grower and dispensary applicants must pay apf)lication fees, followed by biennial licensing fees upon acceptance.
{U) In order to qualify for medical marijuana, a prospective patient must register online with the Commission, and
then obtain a written certification from a registered physician. The law significantly omits a stipulation that the patient
be a Maryland resident. Physicians must:
(U} Register with the Commission
{U) Specify the medical conditions that they propose to treat
{U) Attest that a standard patient evaluation will be completed
{U) Have a bona-fide physician-patient relationship
(U) Physicians will recommend a 30-day period of supply-not to exceed 120 grams of dried leaves and flowers
of the cannabis plant or 36 grams of tetrahydrocannabinol. Qualifying patients will pay $50 U.S. currency (USC)
for a medical marijuana identification card, plus the cost of the medical marijuana. Options for patients resistant
to smoking marijuana include marijuana extracts; but, not marijuana edibles which would require additional work
with various food sections in the health department. Plans call for adding edibles at a later date. The Commission
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hopes to establish an application process for growers and dispensers by mid-201 S. The Commission also intends to
hire a public relations advisor to inform and educate the public about medical marijuana and keep stakeholders like
growers, dispensaries, and doctors well informed.
(U)

MARIJUANA LEGALIZATION

(U) Despite the introduction of several pertinent bills in the Maryland General Assembly, marijuana legalization in
Maryland is unlikely to occur in 2015.
(U) In February 2015, a Maryland state delegate introduced the Marijuana Control and Revenue Act of 201 S. If passed,
the bill would allow adults 21 years of age and older to possess up to one ounce of marijuana (or approximately 30
grams) and grow up to six plants in their homes. The proposed law would also require the Maryland Comptroller to
establish rules and regulations for the operation of cultivation facilities, product manufacturers, retailers, and safety
compliance laboratories. It would also have to create an oversight commission to monitor marijuana businesses
and advise the Comptroller on regulatory issues. To date, neither the House Bill nor its companion bill in the Senate
has been passed by committee. The Senate President stated that he thinks senators are not ready to approve full
legalization. 2 Moreover, the governor indicated during his campaign for office that he did not support marijuana
legalization. 3

(U)
(U)

VIRGINIA
MEDICAL MARIJUANA

(U) Virginia is unlikely to legalize either medical or recreational marijuana in 2015, with the narrow exception of
permitting the use of marijuana oil for severe epilepsy.
(U) In 1979, Virginia legalized the use of medical marijuanil for the treatment of specific conditions such as cancer
or glaucoma, but there has never been a legal avenue for prescription of the drug. A new bill allowing doctors
to recommend the use of medical marijuana oil to patients suffering from severe epilepsy passed through the
Virginia General Assembly and was signed into law in February 2015, and took effect in April 2015. The oil is derived
from cannabidiol (CBD) or tetrahydrocannabinol acid (THC_A), which are non-psychoactive substances found in
marijuana. It is still technically illegal to possess the oil under Virginia law but the new law specifies that prosecutors
are prohibited from prosecuting people who have a written certification from their doctor. However, the cultivation
of marijuana remains illegal in Virginia# so the oil cannot be manufactured within the state and federal law prohibits it
from being transported across state borders.
(U) Some lawmakers cautioned that the passage of the bill did not indicate support for further relaxation of marijuana
laws in Virginia, 4 and the bill was very carefully tailored to allow for"the legislature's discomfort with the notion of
liberalizing marijuana laws."5 In addition; drug prevention advocates object to the use of the term "medical marijuana"
to describe the authorization to use non-psychoactive substances to alleviate one specific condition. 6

(U) Outlook
(U//FOUO) Of the changes in marijuana legislation in Maryland and Virginia since July 2014, the medical marijuana
program in Maryland is most likely to impact the illicit marijuana trafficking situation. Despite the regulations that
are being implemented, marijuana availability will increase and potentially could be diverted into illicit markets.
In addition, patients from out-of-state might register and take marijuana to other states to sell. The legalization
of recreational marijuana in Washington, DC is also likely to affect the situation along its Maryland and Virginia
borders. This possibility is reinforced by a "head shop" in Silver Spring, MD, which reported that sales of marijuana
paraphernalia have definitely increased since legalization, even under the current restrictions.7
(U//LES) Besides increasing marijuana availability and perhaps trafficking it to neighboring states, legalization carries
another possible danger. The abuse of marijuana concentrates is increasing throughout the United States. The
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method most commonly used to manufacture these concentrates is butane extraction, which uses highly flammable
butane gas to extract THC from marijuana plant material. This method often results in explosions and injuries.8
(bl
(1)
(E)

____

(U//DSEN)

..,....,...,

1 t at exp os1ons
However, the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) warne 1n
appeare to e increasing in states where marijuana use was legalized and where "medical marijuana" was available. 9
Easy accessibility to marijuana through a medical marijuana program in Maryland could create a market for marijuana
concentrates, which could be followed by an increase in dangerous explosions.

(U//FOUO) In spite of changes in State legislation, marijuana remains a Schedule I drug under federal law. Thus, three
bills that were introduced in Congress during the spring of 2015 seeking to liberalize marijuana regulations, could
impact the status of the drug in Maryland and Virginia should they be passed. In the Senate, S.B. 683 would eliminate
the threat offederal prosecution for medical marijuana physicians, patients, and businesses in states that have passed
medical marijuana laws. This would probably affect Virginia, whose 1979 medical marijuana law has never been used
due to the federal prohibition of marijuana; if that prohibition was removed, medical marijuana advocates would
almost certainly insist that it be implemented. The other two bills (H.B. 1013 and H.B. 1014) would legalize, regulate,
and tax marijuana at the federal level. While the bills would not force states to legalize marijuana, they would provide
a federal regulatory framework for states that have opted for legalization.
ENDNOTES

' (U//FOUO) DEA Intelligence Report "Going to Pot Medical Marijua
July 2014.
2

• Oecrimin lization/ Legahzation in the Washington Division."

(U) International Business Times, "Marijuana legalization : Maryland bill seeks t - gulate cannabis like alcohol; February 2015;
overall classification (U).

' (U) Ibid.
• (U) The Washington Post, "Marijuana oil now allowed in Virgini5fa; victims of severe epilepsy," February 2015; overall
classification (U).
s (U) The Washington Post, "Va. House allows marijuana oils for epilepsy; February 2015; overall classification (U).
ical marijuana" in Virginia; available at
ccessed March 5, 2015); overall classification (U).
7

(U) Huffington Post, "I've Nev~ Smo ed Pot. Heel's What Happened When I Tried To Get It Legally In D.C." March 2015;
overall classification (U).

a (U//LES) Drug Enforce

tion, 2014 National Drug Threat Assessment; overall classification (Ul/LES)
tion. 2014 National Drug Threat Assessment; overall classification (U//LESJ.

(U) This product was prepared by the DEA Washington Division. Comments and questions may be addressed to the Chief,
Analysis and Production Section at dea.onsj@usdoLgoy.
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(U) Overview
(U/DSEN) The District of Columbia {D.C.) continues to experience changes in both the public perception of marijuana
use and the accompanying policy modifications, which are affecting many other parts of the United States. In July
2014, the Drug Enforcement Administration's (DEA) Washington Division published a report outlining these changes. 1
Developments since the publication of the July 2014 report include the expansion of the city's medical marijuana
program, as well as the legalization of recreational marijuana. This current report details the changes that have
occurred between July 2014 and March 2015.

(U) Details
(U)

MEDICAL MARIJUANA

(U) Washington, D.C. has had an operational Medical Marijuana Program since July 2013, when dispensaries licensed
by the city began selling marijuana to patients. At that time, in order to purchase marijuana, patients with one of
four conditions - human immunodeficiency virus (HIV), cancer, glaucoma, or spasms - were required to have a
recommendation by a physician to register for the program. According to the D.C. Department of Health, which
administers the program, 650 patients had registered with the program by mid-July 2014, and 142 doctors had
requested physician recommendation forms. Since these numbers were much lower than had been anticipated,
the D.C. City Council passed the Medical Marijuana Expansion Amendment, whldi permitted D.C. doctors to decide
whether a patient had a condition that would benefit from treatment with medical marijuana. The D.C. mayor signed
the bill at the end of July 2014. By April 8, 2015, a little more than eight months later, 2,910 patients were registered,
and the number of doctors requesting recommendation forms had risen to 244. The number of male patients
registered was approximately double the number of female patients registered for the first year, and the difference
increased after the program lifted the restrictions (See Figure 1).

(U)

flGURE

1.

NUMBER OF PATIENTS LICENSED TO RECEIVE MEDICAL MARIJUANA
IN WASHINGTON,

D.C. (2014 - 2015)
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SOURCE: D.C. Department of Health Medical Marijuana Program Updates
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(U) The Medical Marijuana Expansion Amendment also increased the number of plants that cultivation centers were
permitted to grow from 95 to 500. However, the rise in the number of medical marijuana users has still outpaced
marijuana production, and, as of February 2015, the three medical marijuana dispensaries in D.C. were struggling to
meet expanding demand. Two additional cultivation centers became operational in February 2015, but they have
not yet alleviated the situation. In April 2015, in a further effort to enable growers to meet supply needs, the D.C. City
Council increased the plant cultivation limit to 1,000.

(U)

MARIJUANA LEGALIZATION

(U) In November 2014, voters in Washington, D.C. voted for Initiative 71 by an overwhelming margin of more than two
to one. The initiative legalizes marijuana possession and private consumption for people 21 and older, allowing D.C.
residents and visitors to possess up to two ounces of marijuana for personal use and to cultivate up to six plants at
their residence. After the new law passed the mandated 30-day congressional review period, legalization took effect
on February 26, 2015. Although a funding rider attached to the December 2014 congressional spending bill specified
that no funds could be used to enact the legalization or decriminalization of a Schedule I substance in Washington,
D.C., city officials stated that the initiative's passage predated the funding restriction, thus allowing the legalization
policies to go into effect.
(U) Under the terms of the initiative, possession and use of marijuana in non-public spaces is legal, but the D.C.
Attorney General warned that Congress's funding rider means that any attempt to set up a regulatory scheme for
sales of the plant would violate the spending prohibition and put lawmakers at risk of arrest. 2 To avoid the risk of
completely uncontrolled marijuana use, especially the proliferation of marijuana "clubs,n the D.C. Council passed
emergency legislation to prohibit marijuana smoking in bars, clubs, and almost any'lt'lhere outside a private home.3
This legislation, passed in early March 2015, gives the mayor the power to revoke the business license or any other
city permit of any business where marijuana is smoked and consumed. It will remain in effect until this summer, when
additional action from the D.C. City Council will be required for its continuance.

(U) Outlook
{U//LES) The legalization of recreational marijuana use in Washington, D.C. is most likely to impact the illicit marijuana
trafficking situation. The Congressional funding embargo on an officially regulated marijuana market currently
limits governmental control over distribution, although the D.C. Council has prohibited marijuana HclubsH that could
distribute marijuana in exchange for a "membership fee." In addition, a seed exchange in March 2015 distributed
seeds to approximately 1,700 recipieAtS. 4 White marl.Juana users legally may only grow six plants, at present there is no
way to enforce this regulation, and anyone who grows more could sell it illegally. Also, if restrictions are lifted and a
marketing system is established, the increased availability of marijuana is likely to spill over into the Washington, O.C.
suburbs, where possession and use is still illegal. This is demonstrated by a claim by a smoke shop in Silver Spring,
Maryland, which reported that sales of ll'larijuana paraphernalia have increased since legalization, even under the
current restrictions. 5

(b)
(1-)
(E)

{U//DSEN) Besides increasing marijuana availability and perhaps trafficking in neighboring states, legalization carries
another possible danger. The abuse of marijuana concentrates is increasing throughout the United States. The
method most commonly used to manufacture these concentrates is butane extraction, which uses highly flammable
butane gas to extract tetrahydrocannabinol (THC) from mari'uana lant material, and often results in ex losions and
·
in·uries.6
However, the
'-e ""'e_r_a_m
_
erg_e_n_c_
y""!'M":"a-n_a_g_e_m_e_n""!'t~g-e_n_c_
y .,..,rr-:"A
':"):--w-a-rn-e-d~
in'"'!2~0::-:1~3~t,....
at~t~e-e-x-p.,.o..s"!'io- n- s..a-p..p..e""'a-re-d~
to-..be increasing in
states where marijuana use was legalized and where "medical marijuana" was available. ' Colorado statistics indicated
that hash oil explosions jumped from 12 in 2013 to 32 in 2014, when recreational marijuana use began.8 Easier
accessibility to marijuana through the medical marijuana and legalization programs in Washington, D.C. could create a
market for marijuana concentrates, which could be followed by an increase in dangerous explosions.
{U//DSEN) In spite of changes in state legislation, marijuana remains a Schedule I drug under federal law. Thus, two
bills that were introduced in Congress during the spring of 2015 are most likely to impact illicit marijuana trafficking
in Washington, D.C. if approved. House Bills 1013 and 1014 would legalize, regulate, and tax marijuana at the
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federal level. While the bills would not force states to legalize marijuana, they would provide a federal regulatory
framework for states in which marijuana is legal. If these bills pass, legalization in Washington, D.C. would probably be
unencumbered, as it would send a strong message to those Congress members who placed the funding rider on the
current law. Development of a system for the sale of marijuana would increase regulation, but could also increase the
availability and potentially illegal sale of marijuana In the city.
ENDNOTES
1

(U//DSEN) DEA; DEA-WAS-DIR-037-14; July 2014; (U//FOUO) "Going to Pot: Medical Marijuana Decriminalization/Legalization in the
Washington Division; overall classification (U//LES); (U//LES) Source Description: Finished Intelligence.

' (U) The Washington Post,
classification (U) .
1

(U) The Washington Post.
classification (U).

·o.c. Council backs down on marijuana hearing after attorney general warning; February 2015; overall
·o.c. pot advocates threaten public smoke-in to protest ban on pot clubs; March 2015; overall

• (U) ABC7News, "Libertine Bar hosts free and legal marijuana seed e>echange in Adams Morgan; available at www.wjla.com/
articles/20 1SLQl (accessed March 31, 2015); overall classification (U).
5

(U) Huffington Post, "I've Never Smoked Pot. Here's What Happened When I Tried To ~et It Legally In D.C" March 2015; overall
classification (U) .

• (U//DSEN) Drug Enforcement Administration, 2014 National Drug Threat Ass. smen
7

(U//DSEN) Drug Enforcement Administration, 2014 National Drug Threat Asses

ification (U//LESJ.

nt; overall classification (U//LESJ.

• (U) NBC News. "Hash oil e>eplosions related to marijuana pose risk t~ Colorado homes." available at ~w.v,ntKn~~m (accessed
March 14, 201 SJ; overall classification (U).

(U) This product was prepared by the DEA Washington Division. Comments and questions may be addressed to the Chief,
Analysis and Production Section at dea.onsi@usdoj.gov.
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.-as part o t e pe ratlon rea t roug
rogram .
DEA informally refers to these processors as "cooks" since they tend to follow a recipe rather than have a real
understanding of drug chemistry.
- ··--··· - - ·

(.bl<il(-~---=============:=:::::::==:===========:;-----:f "".'h- 0- - -.- B-".""
k"".'h- -h- P_ __,
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(b)(7)(

~--=...-.......-==::;::;.,.-:=:::;;::::-~.;:
........
;;.""""'
;::
· ;;;:-::;·-::::=::-----.--:--------:-~~~.-.:::------.l During
these interviews, DEA chemists and analysts ask detai led questions regarding
production, to include:

_.rt ant aspect of illicit drug

• The amounts and prices of the raw materials (coc"'teaf or opium) hat the cook uses in a typical
uproduction run"
• The specific types, quantities, and costs of th e ~mic
requires for laboratory operations

ts. equipment, and supplies that the cook

• The time and labor requireme

<;_omplete the drug conversion process from start to finish

• The amount of final prodgft (coca1

t>r heroin) produced by the cook in a typical "production runN
(b\(7 \(E)

Cocaine and heroin cooks frequent! use slang or specialized terms for different facets of drug processing. This
dictionary defines many of the t erms most com monly used by cooks in Latin America and Southwest!

I:
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Operation Breakthrough
A CD of all Operation
; ' ,
;
Breakthrough interviews since 1993 is availab le upon re quest. Comments and requests are welcome and should
1
(b)( 7 ><:>Q_~ di.rected t~
~ hief, Operation Breakthrough Unit, a ~
- --- ·--..---~·· __ -·-···--·--' .•___<b><. ><C>

(l{Qfl.Y_
Anthony P. Placido
Chief of Intelligence
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How to Use the Operation Breakthrough Dictionary
This product is a compilation of data collected from Operation Breakthrough and related reporting since the
l< l E progra.m's inception in 1993. !

0 7

""''1

.__~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--'

This document is separated into four separate sections. Each section contain Identical entries, sorted on different
parameters to enable the reader to access the information from different perspectives."Tach entry will contain the
term, a brief definition of that term, the name of drug category for .w,llk:h thl5 term was used, the country and/or
region in which this term was used, the source reference docum4 t. and th e ~e of the drug trade applicable to
the term .
The four sections are:

·Term
This is an aggregate alphabetic

· g of all thelerms, words, and/or phrases followed by the

definition, drug category, countrY/feg

~rce,

and stage.

• Count ry or Region
This section is in alphabetical ord~y the country where the terms are used and/or originated.
There are separate areas for f ~ nistan, Bolivia, Colombia, Latin America (general), Mexico, Peru,
Southeast Asia, etc. Within eath country or region, the terms will be listed alphabetically, followed by
the definition and _the rest of the information.
• Drug
In this section the terms are separated into the two major drug categories; cocaine and opiates.
Within each category, the terms are listed alphabetically, followed by the definition and the rest of
the information. There are a few terms not drug specific and are identified as such .
• Stage
In this section the terms are separated into one of four stages of the drug trade: Abuse, Cultivation,
General, and Processing. The terms are then further alphabetized within the separate stages
followed by the additional information.

---
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TERM

DEFINITION

DRUG

COUNTRY/
REGION

SOURCE I
DEA6 DATE

STAGE

pesticide

Cocaine

Bolivia

8/6/2004

Cultivation

10/20

an aliphatic hydrocarbon
mixture used to dissolve
cocaine base to make HCI

Cocaine

Colombia

6/26/1996

Processing

10-30-10

fertilizer

Opiate

Latin American
Countries

Unpublished
2002 DEA
Glossary

Cultivation

a I• brava

"cold turkey•

Cocaine

Latin American
Countries

Unpublished
2002 DEA
Glossary

Abuse

a lo bronco

"cold turkey"

Cocaine

Latin American
Countrie$

abajer

con job, addict. drug
paraphernalia

Cocaine

abreoJos

first fix of the day

Latin American
Countries

ebrlga

cover load

Latin American
Countries

abrojos

Latin Am

can

Countrie~

U~bllshed

2002 DEA
Glossary

Abuse

Unpublished
2002 DEA
Glossary

Abuse

Unpublished
2002 DEA
Glossary

Abuse

Unpublished
2002 DEA

Processing

Glossary

Latin American
Countries

Unpublished
2002 DEA
Glossary

Abuse

Cocaine

Latin American
Countries

Unpublished
2002 DEA
Glossary

Abuse

first fix of the da
'<"

"

abuja

fix, joi •

abujazo

fix

Cocaine

Latin American
Countries

Unpublished
2002 DEA
Glossary

Abuse

abuso de la droga

drug abuse

Non specific

Latin American
Countries

Unpublished
2002 DEA
Glossary

Abuse

ace el

unspecified chemical added in
the conversion of batan to spin

Opiate

Afghanistan

Afghan Drug
Slang Dictionary
11/24/2007

Processing

aceite

good-quality hashish; LSD

Other

Latin American
Countries

Unpublished
2002DEA
Glossary

Abuse

arettel

---
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acelte blanco

cocaine

Cocaine

Latin American
Countries

Unpublished
2002 DEA
Glossary

Processing

aceituna

LSD user, acidhead; cubehead

Other

Mexico

Unpublished
2002 DEA
Glossary

Abuse

acetato

ethyl acetate

Opiate

Colombia

Unpublished
2002 DEA
Glossary

Processing

acetic acid, glacial

ethanoic acid or vinegar add.
A clear, colorless liquid with a
pungent odor. Used In place
of ammonium chloride or
ammonia solutions as a reagent
to adjust alkalinity In the
precipitation of morphine from
an opfum solutkln.

Opiate

acetic anhydride

acetic oxide; acetyl oxide.
Most commonly used as
an acetylating agent in the
acetylation of morphine. A k
precursor chemical and reagent
In heroin synthesis.

Opiate

acetlco

acetic anhydride

· Qpiate
Opiate

acetuna

outh

Publication DEA·
Processing
20026

Southeast Asia

Publication DEA·
Processing
20026

Mexico

3/2/2004

Processing

Peru

8/9/2004

Processing
Processing

acetyl

heroin

Opiate

Colombia

Unpublished
2002 DEA
Glossary

acetylatlon

Chemical pr~s4#Konverting
morphine base"'ttheroln.

Opiate

Southeast Asia

Publication DEAProcessing
20026

acldo chlorltlco

hydrochloric acid

Cocaine/Opiate

Colombia

Unpublished
2002 DEA
Glossary

Processing

acido sulfurico

sulfuric acid

Cocaine/Opiate

Colombia

Unpublished
2002 DEA
Glossary

Processing

a er on

a cloth that can be used for
filtering hot water extracted
latex

Opiate

Colombia

Unpublished
2002 DEA
Glossa.-y

Processing

adepto

drug addict

Non specific

Latin American
Countries

Unpublished
2002 DEA
Glossary

Abuse
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..

adulterant

Substance added to heroin after
the heroin c:onverslon process is
completed; pharmacologically
Opiate
active. Quinine and procaine
are typical adulterants added to
heroin.

Southeast Asia

Publication DEAProcessing
20026

aerosol

spray

Non specific

Colombia, Mexico

Unpublished
2002 DEA
Glossary

agrlmlna

fertilizer used during
cultlvatlon

Opiate

CuJtlvation

aguamadre

a "beer-colored" liquid
containing cocaine alkaloid

Cocaine

Processing

aguarlc:a

acid/water comblnatiOn used
to extract cocaine alkaloid
from gasoline/kerosene

Cocaine

.tuar

at random

alambre

wire

alcoho,I (ethyl
alcohol)

An anhydrous alcotiof. Us~d
as a solvent duriq;..purilicafion
of heroin base and1" the
converslo~-1lten>ln " - t

Cultivation

1/12/1993

Processing

Unpublished
2002DEA
Glossary

Processing

Latin American
Countries

Unpublished
2002 DEA
Glossary

Processing

Southeast Asia

Publication DEAProcessing
20026

heroin~rochloridt,

aleatorlo

random

Non specific

Latin American
Countries

Unpublished
2002 DEA
Glossary

alkaloid

Any of various physiologically
active, nitrogen-containing
organic bases derived from
plants.

Opiate

Southeast Asia

Publication DEAProcessing
20026

altura

height

Non specific

Latin American
Countries

Unpublished
2002 DEA
Glossary

Cultivation

amapola

opium poppy

Opiate

Latin American
Countries

Unpublished
2002 DEA
Glossary

Cultivation

ambll

chemical used on opium
poppy fields during cultivation
to prevent freezing

Opiate

Colombia

8/3/2001

Cultivation

---
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ammonium
ch lo rid•

Colorless, odorless crystals or
crystalline chunks. Used as a
reagent to adjust alkalinity in
the precipitation of morphine
(as crude morphine base) from
an opium solution.

Opiate

Southeast Asia

Publication DEAProcessing
20026

andracol

fungicide, brand, commercial

Opiate

Colombia

8/3/2001

Cultivatlon

antiaonosis

lice that attacks opium poppy
plants (treated with malatio
Insecticide)

Opiate

Colombia

8/3/2001

Cultivation

anvn

chemJcal used on opium
poppy fields during cultivation
to prevent freezing

Opiate

Colo

arrancar

to extract; pull out; tear off

Non specific

arroba

=12,s kg coca leaf; in Pero n.s

CultfvatlOn
Unpublished
2002 DEA
Glossary

Processing

Colombia, Peru

6113/1994

Cultivation

Afghanistan

4/17/2008

Processing

Latin American
Cc:>untriu

Unpublished
2002 DEA
Glossary

Cultivation

Latin American
Countries

Unpublished
2002 DEA
Glossary

Cultivation

Latin America n

unit of measure • In Cofombla

kg.of dry coca leaf

•&all
a spersl6 n

hydrochloric acid
sprinkling

a ta car

azerrllla

parasi "?;worm~ be~;mes
Opiate
a moth

Mexico

3/2/2004

Cultivation

azucu

translated me
S\Jgar typically g ra nulated sodium
bicarbonate

Cocaine

Peru

11/14/2002

Processing

bagazo

gum

Opiate

Latin American
Countries

Unpublished
2002 DEA
Glossary

Processing

baja densidad

lower density

Non specific

Latin American
Countries

Unpublished
2002 DEA
Glossary

Cultivation

bajalan

fertilizer

Cocaine

Peru

8/1/2003

Cultivation

balloon

round bottom or flat bottom
single neck bolling flask

Opiate

Latin American
Countries

Unpublished
2002 DEA
Glossary

Processing

---
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baltl

unit of measure 1 baltl = 1
metal bucket

Opiate

Afghanistan

4/16/2008

Processing

banadores

wash tub used to test cocaine
extraction

Cocaine

Bolivia

7/23/2007

Processing

Bano Marla

hot water bath used in cocaine
HCI prl>duction

Cocaine/Opiate

Colombia

6/26/1996

Processing

barbasco

Insecticide with a milky
appearance that Is made from
a plant In the jungle

Cocaine

Peru

8/1/2003

Cultivation

barro

cocaine bast converted back
to cr~de and smoked

Cocaine

Peru

Processfng

barro

residue of morphine (literally
translated as 'mud')

Opiate

p~

Processing

basblstln

insecticide

Non specific

basuca

cocaine base residue
precipitated from used
solvents - suitable for smoking

batan
beest
belma

heroin base

Cultivation
6/26/1996

Processing

4117/2008

Processlng

morphine base

Afghanistan

4117/2008

Processing

insectklde

Peru

811/2003

Cultivation

Blanca

"white" - a very cle
cocaine base

Bolivia

8/22/2008

Processing

bollo

ball of cocain:.,bas~°' ·!.

Bolivia

8/6/2004

Processing

Non specific

Latin American
Countries

Cultivation

bomba

a mixture Of~J'
..,,.-o solvents
or chemlc.als that rises up
quickly and may cause an
explosion

Unpublished
2002 DEA
Glossary

Opiate

Colombia

8/3/2001

Processing

bot6nes de flores

flower buds

Opiate

Mexico

Unpublished
2002 DEA
Glossary

Cultivation

brillo

talc·llke powder used to
adulterate cocaine base

Cocaine

Peru

8/1/2003

Processing

bolsas

bags fdf~eed bedsi
'-

'

Cocaine

.

---
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brown sugar
heroin

A common name for heroin
(any source} whkh has the
appearance of light brown,
granulated sugar. Commonly
produced in Southwest Asia
(Afghanistan. Pakistan, and
Iran}.

Opiate

Southeast Asia

Publication DEAAbuse
20026

brute

crude cocaine paste

Cocaine

Peru

11/26/2002

Processing

brutba

crude cocaine paste

Cocaine

Peru

11/26/2002

Processing

bulbo

bulb

Opiate

Cultivation

Bulls' blood

slang for Punto (alcohol-based
liquid used for Ph testing
(phenofphthalein))

Cocaine

Processing

bumlng (as In
"the solution Is
burning"}

a sta9e when a substance
(usually carbonate} is added
in order to neutrallze the acid
within a mixture - typically the
mixture appears to bubble or
boll and wlll tum dark

cachaza

a gum that forms on th
surface of the latex
or above pH 5

A
Bolivia

1112/1993

Processing

Colombia

8/3/2001

Processing

Opiate

Colombia

Unpublished
2002 DEA
Glossary

Processing

caffeine

White alkaloid tOund in coffee,
tea, and cola nuts. Commonly
used as an diluent in heroin
hydrochloride, Southeast Asian
methamphetamlne tablets.

Opiate

Southeast Asia

Publication DEAProcessing
20026

cal

lime or calcium oxide

Cocaine

Colombia, Peru

11/14/2002

'~ ....

cachetiado (SH
descueradol
capsule

Processing

calcium hydroxide See •lime, slaked."

Opiate

Southeast Asia

Publication DEA·
Processing
20026

caklero

Cocaine

Peru

6113/1994

decantation pit

UNCLASSIFIED//FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY
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COUNTRY/
REGION

SOURCE I

DEA6 DATE

STAGE

cam a

initial testing of the pura agua
to determine if the pH level
is correct • small amount of
pura agua Is sprinkled with a
small amount of carbonate to
obsel'\le precipitation

Cocaine

Peru

8/1/2003

Processing

camaron

Insecticide

Cocaine

Peru

12/8/2003

Cultivation

campesinos

cultivators, farmers ,

Non specific

Latin American
Countries

Unpubllshed
2002 DEA

Cultivation

cane ca

bucket

Optate

Processing
Glossary

cantero

seedbed

Opiate

Mexico

S/1/2002

Cultivation

carate

Insecticide

Cocaine

Bolivia

8/6/2004

Cultivation

carbon

slang for sodium bicarbonate

Cocai ne

e.ru

11/26/2002

Processing

sodium carbonate

Opia._

Afghanistan

4/17/2008

Processing

Southeast Asia

Publication DEAProcessing
20026

Bolivia

1113/1993

Processing

Mexico

Unpublished
20020EA
Glossary

Cultivation

Bolivia

81612004

Cultivation

Colombia

813/2001

Cultivation

carbon
carbon, activated

See "charcoal, activated."

Opiate

' ;.

;c:::

carga(s) (sH
~

caslftas

centa.

cbacha

large ant that attacks coca
plants

Cocaine

Bolivia

8/6/2004

Cultivation

chalza

a gum that forms on the
surface of the latex solution at
orabovepHS

Opiate

Colombia

8/3/2001

Processing

chandu

A Hindi-Bengali term for
cooked opium ("smoking
opium"). Term used In India
and some parts of Burma. Term
used In some historical reports
on Southeast Asian opium.

Opiate

Southeast Asia

Publication DEAAbuse
20026

---
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chara

a powder made by grinding
the solid product in heroin
processing

charcoal,
activated

A fine, black carbonaceous
powder prepared commercially
from wood and vegetables. In
Opiate
illicit heroin production, used
as a reagent in the purification
of heroin.

charuta

slang for the final alkaloid
extracted from multiple
processing ofleaf.

Cocaine

Processing

cha add

battery acid

Cocaine

Processing

chaaa

a gum that forms on the
surface of the lateX solution at
orabovepH5

Opiate

ch el at

a gum that forms on the
surface of the latex solution at
or above pH S

Opiate

Afghanistan

8/24/2007

Southeast Asia

Publication DEAProcessing
20026

Processing

8/3/2001

Processing

Colombia

8/3/2001

Processing

Peru

81912004

Cultlvatlon

Peru

12/8/2003

Processing

Cherpa (also see

insecticide used against a •gre

Dells,

bug"

chi cha

slang fot thettlkalofd~
liquid (used for botl'\!l[later and
kerosene) that Is wtisferr_et,f
from one processinl»ttPto
another.

caine

chlch lada

cocainegroduct resen,iblin9 ice
In the pr~ltation pt6cess

Cocaine

8olivla

8/22/2008

Processing

chick let

Initial residu~i\Idfier cloth
in the morphinetlase process
-gum

Opiate

Colombia

8/3/2001

Processing

chiclar

remove gum

Opiate

Latin American
Countries

Unpublished
2002 DEA
Glossary

Processing

chide

cocaine base

Cocaine

Bolivia

8/6/2004

Processing

chicle

initial residue on filter cloth
In the morphine base process
-gum

Opiate

Colombia

8/3/2001

Processing
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China White

Term is used by English·
speaking westerners to contrast
the white powder form with
the Hght brown, granular form
of heroin. Also used in recent
years as an alternate name for
fentanyl.

Opiate

Southeast Asia

Publication DEA·
Abuse
20026

chlquero

decantatlon pit

Cocaine

Bolivia

1/12/1993

Processing

chlro(s)

term for filter paper usually used
in Tolima Dept.

Opiate

Colombia

8/3/2001

Processing

ch Iva

black tar heroin

Opiate

Mexico

. Wi004

Processing

Chlorlco

chlorine or hydrochloric add

Cocaine

Colombll

chloroform

A dear, colorless, heavy, and
very volatile liquid with a
characteristic sweet odor. Used
as a solvent in the synthesis of
heroin.

Opiate

Southeas

chol(jol)

Unit of weight used in
Mainland Southeast Asia for
opium (only). Equivalent to
1.60 kilograms (3.528 pound~

Opiate

chukka

a white paste formed ~e r
adding ammonia ~xide
and cold water ti.t ·eroi n '
mixture

dtUl**te

thep
where

7/26/2000

Processing

Sia

Publication DEA·
Processing
20026

Southeast Asia

Publication DEA·
Processing
20026

Afghanistan

Afghan Drug
Slang Dictionary
11/24/2007

<(uf
.,

piate

Processing

Unpubllshed

dca

Opiate

Colombia

2002 DEA
Glossary

Cultivation

Cocaine

Bolivia

8/6/2004

Cultivation
Processing

clfras

statistics; figures

Non specific

Latin American
Coi.tntrles

Unpublished
2002 DEA
Glossary

clprid ne

insecticide

Cocaine

Peru

12/8/2003

Cultivation

clarlficador

slang for a bucket containing
the limonada

Cocaine

Peru

8/1/2003

Procl!Ssing

clavo s

nails

Non specific

Colombia

Unpublished
2002 DEA
Glossary

Processing

cllmfelin

insecticide

Cocaine

Peru

12/8/2003

Cultivation
Processing

Cultivation

cloritic acid

hydrochloric acid

Opiate

Colombia

Unpublished
2002 DEA
Glossary

doHJ

a commercial product used to
avoid frost damage

Opiate

Colombia

8/3/2001
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coca bulefta

wet cocaine base

Cocaine

Bolivia

11/18/2004

Processing

cocaleros

coca farmers

Cocaine

Bolivia

Unpublished
2002 DEA
Glossary

Cultivation

coch•z•

black layer of dirt and foam
that forms on top of the initial
mixture of latex and hot
water that is removed and
discarded.

Opiate

Colombia

5/15/2008

Processing

cola

charcoal

Opiate

cotador

a metal mesh colander or
strainer

Opiate

Processing
II shed
Processing
Glossary

coma I

flat, round griddle made of
clay or metal • typically used
to avoid direct heat.

3/2/2004

Processing

combatir

to attack; to fight

Unpublished
2002 DEA
Glossary

Cultivation

conversion
(heroin
conversion)

A chemical conversion
process wherein heroin bas
is converted Into a s'?l~le
salt form of herohy nerally
heroin hydroch , pe.

copper
oxychlorudo

.,.,.cortar,
<ort•l

cortador

morphine or heroin to reduce
quality and Increase quantity)
• Cortador is also referred to as
a "product" used to adjust pH
levels.

Op la te

Southeast Asia

Publication DEA·
Processing
20026

Opiate

Colombia

8/3/2001

Cultivation

Cocalne

Peru

1112612002

Processing

Opiate

Colombia

8/3/2001

Processing

cortar (see corta,
Corte)

to curdle

Cocaine

Peru

11/26/2002

Processing

corte (see corta,
cortar)

to curdle

Cocaine

Peru

11/26/2002

Processing

corte batido

"stirred curdle" the method to
precipitate out cocaine paste
involving sodium bicarbonate
and stirring, resulting in a
heavy "cheese" llke product.

Cocaine

Peru

5/3/1994

Processing

UNCLA~SIFIED//FOR OFFICIAL
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corte callente

precipitate out cocaine paste
involving the addition of
extra sulfuric acid and sodium
bicarbonate resulting In the
"fast" precipitation of paste.

Cocaine

Peru

5/3/1994

Processing

corte normal

"normal curdle" the method
to precipitate out cocaine
paste Involving the addition of
sodium bicarb!>nate (no stltrlng)
rafulttng Ina spongy paste.

Cocaine

Peru

5/3/1994

Processing

cosecha

harvest

Non specific

co•tatulo

Jute doth used to filter cocaine
base

crash•sout

causing the cocaine base
precipitation by the addition
of"sodab

crazy h

Cultivation

,.,

Glossary
11/2612002

Processing

Colombia

7/26/2000

Processing

Colombia

8/3/2001

Processing

Latin American
Countries

Unpublished
2002 DEA
Glossary

Cultivation

Peru

11/26/2002

Processing

Cocaine

slang for drug created from
"paparina• and ammonia an

acetat.e
creclmiento

growth, increase

cruda

crude coSifM ~

Cocaine

crystal

cocai~tlCI

Cocaine

Bolivia

8/6/2004

Processing

crystal heroin

purified Ii

Opiate

Afghanistan

4/16/2008

Processing

cuajo

bicarbonate

Cocaine

Bolivia

8/6/2004

Processing

cube

Insecticide made from the
milky liquid found in the cortex Cocaine
of an unidentified tree.

Peru

12/8/2003

Cultivation

cultlvo

cultivation

Non specific

Latin American
Countrie$

Unpublished
2002 DEA
Glossary

Cultivation

cultlvo neto

net cultivation

Non specific

Latin American
Countries

Unpublished
2002 DEA
Glossary

Cultivation

cultivos illcitos

illicit cultivation

Non specific

Latin American
Countries

cupravlt

fertilizer

·n base

Cocaine

Peru

---
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dacas (also see
carga s}

100-pound bags of coca leaves

Cocaine

Bolivia

1/12/1993

Processing

dachron(see
dacron)

a cloth that can be used for
filtering

Opiate

Colombia

Un published
2002 DEA
Glossary

Processing

dacron (see
dachron)

a cloth that can be used for
filtering

Opiate

Colombia

Unpublished
2002 DEA
Glossary

Processing

dahlia

genw; of plants in the family
Asteraceae, containing 12 to
20 species of tuberous herbs
that are native to the higher
elevations of Mexico and
Central America.

Opiate

Nots

ublished
DEA
Glossary

Cultivation

dense carbonate

sodium carbonate

Cocaine

Peru

4/16/1996

Processing

laUnAtJtNican
Countries

Unpublished
2002 DEA
Glossary

Cultivation

Colombia

Unpublished
2002 DEA
Glossary

Processing

Opiate

Colombia

Unpublished
2002DEA
Glossary

Processing

Desarrollo

fertilizer used during
cultivation

descarado (see
cachetiado,
descueradol

a scoring technique whereby
a single bladed knife is used
to remove a crescent shape
piece of the outer skin.afthe
capsule.

.

descuerado
(see cachetlado,
deKarado)

Non

ified

~

a scoring techn i , wh.~y
a single bladed km · · '6sed
~t '

piece
capsule.

ed

e outer $\Jr! of'ttie

Desls (also see
cherpa}

insecticide u~ iij)81nst a
"green bug•

Opiate

Peru

81912004

Cultivation

d lacetyl

final form of heroin

Opiate

Colombia

Unpublished
2002 DEA
Glossary

Processing

diluent

Additive used to reduce the
concentration of an active
material and/or to increase
Opiate
bulk. Typical diluents for heroin
are mannltol, sucrose, lactose,
and starch.

Southeast Asia

Publication DEA·
Processing
20026

dismlnuir

to reduce, decrease

Latin American
Countries

Unpublished
2002 DEA
Glossary

Non specific

---
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-,

dltan•

pesticide

Opiate

Colombia

8/3/2001

Cultivation

Unpublished
2002 DEA
Glonary

Processing

divulgada
actlvldad

reported activity

Non specific

Latin American
Countries

ctu.Ao

owner

Cocaine

Bolivia

11/18/2004

Processing
Cultivation

el calculo

estimate

Non specific

Latin American
Countries

Unpublished
2002 DEA
Glossary

enmontada

overgrown

Non specific

Latin America_n
Countries

Unpublished
.2002 DEA
Glodary

Cultivation

enmonwse

to get overgrown

Non specific

Unpublished
20020EA
Glossary

Cultivation

Unpublished
2002 OEA
Glossary

Cultivation

erradlad6n

bruta

LatUi-Am•n

gross eradication

Unpublished
escatriz

scar

escorona

Mexico

2002 DEA
Glossary

Processing

Colombia

8/3/2001

Cultivation

Mexico

l,lnpubllshed
2002 DEA
Glossary

Cultivation

Colombia

8/3/2001

Processing
Processing

tatel(

esfuenos cfe
erradicar
esmaltada

an ena~d pot orf:n

esptral

condenser
chedfo balloon
flask used durTflfl\eroin
protessll\g.

Opiate

Colombia

Heroin Lab
Efficiency Study
2001

estacion de
cultivo

growing season

Non specific

Mexico

Unpublished
2002 DEA
Glossary

Cultivation

ester6n 44

chemical used to kill weeds
and "azerrilla"-a worm that
becomes a moth.

Opiate

Mexico

3/2/2004

Cultivation

eta pa

stage

Non specific

Latin American
Countries

Unpublished
2002 DEA
Glossary

Processing

te'

:; ~

Opiate

---
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In addition to its well·known
use as an anesthetic, it is used
ether (ethyl ether) as a solvent in the conversion
of heroin base to heroin
hydrochloride.
ethyl alcohol
(SM alcohol)

ethyl ether
(see ether)

Opiate

Southeast Asia

Publication DEA·
Processing
20026

Opiate

Southeast Asia

Publication DEAProcessing
20026

Opiate

Southeast Asia

Publication DEA·
Processing
20026

exigen

high quality, injection grade
white heroin, also referred to
as •spfn"

Opiate

exod6n

chemfcal used to prevent
plagues

Opiate

31212004

Cultlvatfon

extra foyaje

fertilizer

Cocaine

8/1/2003

Cultivation

Non#iftc

Mexico

Unpublished
2002 DEA
Glossary

Processing

Bollvfa

8/6/2004

Processing

Latin American
Countries

Heroin Lab
Efficiency Study
2001

Cultivation

Colombia

7/26/2000

Processing

extra Ida

extracted

fabrlca

akapozo
Non sp cine

Processing

fin ca

estate or home

fist test

testing the moi~tunt of coCcl
leaves by squeezint~ ~dful •
if liquid ooz~twe~tinger
the leavjtfcC!re sufftdentlymolst.

flesh

slang foi method of
precipitat .coca~base
by mixing in ~nia slowly
resulting In a finer powdery
prOduct.

Cocaine

Peru

12/8/2003

Processing

Florecente (see
alternative
spellings)

a fertilizer that is sprayed onto
the poppy plant leaves

Opiate

Latin American
Countries

Unpublished
2002 DEA
Glossary

Cultivation

a fertilizer that is sprayed onto
the poppy plant leaves

Opiate

Colombia

8/3/2001

Cultivation

a fertilizer that is sprayed onto
the poppy plant leaves

Opiate

Latin American
Countries

Unpublished
2002 DEA
Glossary

Cultivation

a fertilizer that is sprayed onto
the poppy plant leaves

Opiate

Colombia

Unpublished
2002 DEA
Glossary

curtivation

Florencia (see
alternative

sp-e.lhngs)
florescent•
(see alternative
spellings)
fluorecente
(see alternative

sp41llin9s)

:lCocaine
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TERM

_

DEFINITION

fluorodane

an Insecticide

.

DRUG
_
.

COUNTRY/
REGION

Non specific

SOURCE I
DEA6 DATE

STAGE

Colombia

Unpublished
2002 DEA
Glossary

Cultivation

foliar

fertilizer

Cocaine

Peru

8/1/2003

Cultivation

frito

cocaine base

Cocaine

Peru

12/812003

Processing

frying

slang for heating base In a
frying pan as a means of drying Cocaine
the wet base.

Colombia

7/26/2000

Processing

fundicion

fusion/heating that is the final
drying process of heroin HCI

Opiate

Furadan (see
furidanJ

a brand name. insecticide

Opiate

Furldan (see
furadan)

an insecticide

Processing

olombia

((

"3

Unpublished
2002 DEA
Glossary

Cultivation

813/2001

Processing

Colombia

Unpublished
2002 DEA
Glossary

Cultivation

Colombia

7126/'1000

Processing

gaberdine (He
gavarclhul)
gallinaza

poultry manure

guoltne •dean•

in an add/water

Cultivation

GIO$sary

~soline that has

lead/impuri ·

gasoline •Rich"

unused OJflew gattUne

Cocaine

Boll via

8/22/2008

Processing

gavardeno (see
gabudlna)

cloth used

Non specific

Colombia

Unpublished
2002 DEA
Glossary

Processing

Golden Triangle

Area of Mainland Southeast
Asia comprising the Shan
Plateau and Kachin Hills of
northeastern Burma, the
Opiate
highlands of northwestern
Laos, the highlands of northern
Thailand, northern Vietnam,
and the adjacent areas of
southern China.

Southeast Asia

Publication DEAGeneral
20026

• filtedi\g media

v

---
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go ma

Initial residue on filter cloth
in the morphine base process
·opium gum, also cooks
sometimes use this term
referring to latex.

Opiate

Colombia

8/3/2001

Processing

gomadeoplo

opium gum

Opiate

Mexico

Unpublished
2002 DEA
Glossary

Processing

gota

fungus that damages poppy
plants

Opiate

Colombia

5/15/2008

Cultivation

gram

unit of weight in the metric
system equal to onethousandth of a kilogram.
28.350 grams equal one ounce

Opiate

gramason

weed killer

gramazon

weed klller

gravedad

gravity

Publication DEA·
Processing
20026
8/3/2001,
8/6/2004
8/3/2001.

Coca

8/6/2004

Cultivation
Cultivation

Latin American
Countries

Unpublished
2002 DEA
Glossary

Processing

gringo bug

Colombia

7/26/2000

Cultlvatlon

guarapo

Peru

3/21/1994

Processing

gula

slang for e f resMy cu rdfe<I
crude c~in e base; tometimes
to the smatltest amount to
see if the limollada acid water
cont aining cocalne alkaloid) is
ready to process.

Cocaine

Peru

8/1/2003

Processing

Hbrutta

slang term used for heroin
base; the "W Is pronounced
"ah· chay" like the letter h in
Spanish and as an English "h".

Opiate

Colombia

Unpublished
2002 DEA
Glossary

Processing

hacesol

clear liquid used to clean
plastic pipes· also allegedly
used to extract morphine
base from poppy gum/latex ·
possibly ethyl acetate.

Opiate

Colombia

5/15/2008

Processing
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ha l

Northern Thai-Shan term used
with land areas. See rai and lai
(Lao).

Opiate

Southeast Asia

Publication DEACultivation
20026

hectare

A metric unit of area equal
to 2.471 acres (10,000 square
meters). Also equivalent to
6.25 rai.

Opiate

Southeast Asia

Publication DEACultivation
20026

Latin American
Countries

Cultivation

hecUireas

hectares, Unit of land
measurement, 1 hectare equ11ls Non specific

2.S acres
heroin

heroin base
(Southeast Asia)

Also known as
dlacetylmorphlne. A hlghly
addictive synthetic narcotic
derived from morphine.
•crude heroin.• Heroin base
Is morphine base that has
undergone acetylation.
Smokable Heroin base Is
considered an intermediate
form of heroin that may be

Opiate

Op lat

Abuse

Southeast Asia

Publication DEAAbuse
20026

Southeast Asia

Publication DEAAbuse
20026

furt~refined.

heroin
hydrochlorid e

heroin no.3

Asmok
Asian hero .· ,

Opiate

Southeast Asia

Publication DEAAbuse
20026

herolnno.4

An Injectable(~ of
Southeast Asian heroin. Also
known as heroin hydrochloride
or China White.

Opiate

Southeast Asia

Publication DEAAbuse
20026

heros

slang term used for heroin
base

Opiate

Colombia

Unpublished
2002 DEA
Glossary

h ighlander
(Mainland
Southeast Asia)

A hill dweller. Hill tribesmen
are a typical example of
highlanders in Mainland
Southeast Asia.

Opiate

Southeast Asia

Publication DEA·
General
20026

---
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hill tribe
(Mainland
Southeast Asia)

Any one of numerous ethnic
groups which share a distinct
culture, language, and
social structure and who are
regarded, as a group, to be hill
dwellers.

HIPA

hydrochloric acid and isopropyl
akohol (chemical agent used
to process heroin base to final
Opiate
form of heroin, often processors
are not familiar with chemical
content of ipa).

hoja de coca

coca leaf

horses

stands that drums are set
up on during the solvent
processing Method

hottest

a tesfdone·to ascertain If
any cocatne alkillold remains
In gasoline/diesel • the test
consists of the cook tasting the
gasoline/diesel • If it
es hot,
alkatoJd Is 5tlll pr

hungarlan
powder

Opiate

Cocaine

CQcalne

spices used to cu
(niacinami~

Southeast Asia

Publication DEAGeneral
20026

Colombia

Processing

Unpublished
2002 DEA
Glossary

Cultivation

7/26/2000

Processing

Bolivia

8/6/2004

Processing

Afghanistan

4/16/2008

Processing

~Arne~

Countnl!ll

,

hydrochlo ric acid

A solut
ofhydr
n
chlorid
, (HCI) in]*ater.
Also know
mu.Jifticacid.
In illicit hero irt~uction,
hydrochloric acid is used to
convert morphine base to
morphine hydrochloride.

Opiate

Southeast Asia

Publication DEAProcessing
20026

tudd•

commercial pesticide

Cocaine

Peru

3/17/2003

Cultivation

lpa

hydrochloric acid and isopropyl
alcohol (chemical agent used
to process heroin base to final
form of heroin, often processors
are not familiar with chemical
content of\pa~

Opiate

Colombia

8/3/2001

Processing

lpa (HIPA)

isopropyt alcohol (chemical
agent used to process heroin
base to final form of heroin,
often processors are not familiar
with chemical content of lpa).

Opiate

Colombia

Unpublished
2002 DEA
Glossary

Processing
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Jaret

fabric used to filter out
Impurities

Opiate

Afghanistan

Afghan Drug
Slang Dictionary
11/2412007

Processing

jefe

boss

Opiate

Latin American
Countries

5/1/2002

Processing

jerlb

unit of land measurement;
approximately half an acre or
44 square meters

Opiate

Afghanistan

Afghan Drug
Slang Dictionary
11124/2007

Cultivation

Jin

A metric unit of weight in
Chinese system. Equivalent
to Vi kilogram (500 grams).
Chinese term, romanized: Jin
(Pinyin) or chin (Wade-Giles
Mandarin).

Opiate

South

jornales

days of work

jugo

"juke" , reference the water/
wash removed from pozos
contairnng cocaine alkaloid.

khal&u

Processing

UnpubJished
2002 DEA
Glossary

Processing

Bolivia

8/6/2004

Processing

unit of measure a khalta equ
7.S kilograms

Afghanistan

8/2.4/2007

Processing

khar mal

term used for seco
heroin

Afghanistan

Afghan Drug
Slang Dictionary
11/24/2007

Processing

kilogram

~or-~hti!q~
A metric .
to l,OO~Jirams or 2.tD46
pounds.

Opiate

Southeast Asia

Publication DEA20026

Processing

La Boladora

cocaine pro~ hir\ling
a granular look during
precipitation.

Cocaine

Bolivia

8/22/2008

Processing

la drltlo

slang for cocaine base

Cocaine

Peru

12/8/2003

Processing

la gasollneada

Gasoline method of converting
cocaine paste to base by
adding gasoline into the
solution containing water,
sulfuric acid, cocaine, and lime.
Once the gasoline evaporates cocaine base remains.

Cocaine

Peru

5/4/1994

Processing

la superficle

area, land, farm

Non specific

Latin American
Countries

Unpublished
2002 DEA

Cultivation

---
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lacron

term used in the Cauca Dept
for a cloth used for filtering

Ophtte

Colombia

Unpublished
2002 DEA
Glossary

Processing

lactosa

powder formula for Infants •
used as a cutting agent, added
during heroin processing.

Opiate

Mexico

3/2/2004

Processing

lactose

Also known as milk sugar,
saccharum lactis. Present In
milk In mammals. Commonly
used as a diluent (or extender)
by heroin dealers to increase
bufk of injectable heroTn.

Opiate

Southeast AL

Publication DEA·
Processing
20026

lal

A standard unit of land
area measurement In Laos,
equivalent to 1,600 square
meters. Also see "rai".

Opiate

larancha

fungus that attacks opium
poppies

Opiatil

Peru

8/9/2004

Cultivation

111 coordenadas

coordinates

Non specific

Latin American
Countries

Unpublished
2002 DEA
Glossary

Processing

lavada

washed cocaine base

Cocafne

Peru

11/26/2002

Processing

lavandlna

local bleach occasi
11y U$ed
in place of sulfur' (cid

;Cocaine

Bo Ii via

t/12/1993

Processing

Opiate

Colombia

8/3/2001

Processing

Opiate

Colombia

8/3/2001

Processing

llga

adulterated chemical prepared
In advance of and added to
gummy final heroin product
to increase its weight (has the
appearance of sugar).

Opiate

Colombia

Unpublished
2002 DEA
Glossary

Processing

light carbonate

sodium bicarbonate

Cocaine

Peru

4/16/1996

Processing

Publication DEA·
Cultivation
20026

ix ttu't
lechuza

levlano
soda.

---
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lime, slaked

Also known as calcium
hydroxide, calcium hydrate,
caustic lime, hydrated lime.
Used as a reagent in the
extraction of morphine
from opium by forming an
intermediate calcium salt
(caldurn morphenate).

Opiate

Southeast Asia

Publication DEAProcessing
20026

llmonada

slang for acid/water mixture
used to extract or containing
cocaine alkaloid

Cocaine

Peru

3/21/1994

limpldo

bleach used to test quality of
heroin

Opiate

A metric unit of volume.
Equivalent to 1.056 llquid
quarts,

livlano

Colombian product believed to
be sodium carbonate or caustic
soda.

101 cultivadores

cultivators, farmers

101

plantlos

Processing
Glossary

liter

,

Processing

Publication DEA20026

Processing

8/3/2001

Processing

fi e

Latin American
Countries

Unpublished
2002 DEA
Glossary

Cultivation

>fon specific

Latin American
Countries

Unpublished
2002 DEA
Glossary

Cultivation

Cocaine

Colombia

Unpubllshed
2002DEA
Glossa

Cultivation

Opiate

Southeast Asia

Publication DEAGeneral
20026

Non

x~

las raspachfn&s

coca pi

lowlander
(Southeast Asia)

a rural or urban community.
into lowland areas in Laos and
Thailand.

lumbre

gas stove flame

Opiate

Mexico

3/2/2004

Processing

lycra

type of cloth used to filter out
morphine base

Opiate

Colombia

8/3/2001

Processing

machete

cocaine cutting agent

Cocaine

Colombia

6/26/1996

Processing
Cultivation

Cultivation

madera

wood

Non specific

Colombia

Unpublished
2002 DEA
Glossary

malatio

Insecticide used against lice,
known as "antiaonosls"

Opiate

Colombia

81312001

---
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m•lmal

filter paper used in converting
batan into white heroin

Opiate

Afghanistan

Afghan Drug
Slang Dictionary
11124/2007

Processing

m•lumbra

insecticide

Cocaine

Peru

8/1/2003

Cultivation

Unpublished
2002 DEA
Glossary

Cultivation

Mancate

fungicide, brand, commercial

Opiate

Latin American
Countries

mancha

opium latex

Opiate

Colombia

m•ncosjo

fungicide

Opiate

mangaera

hose

Non spec:lfic

Unpublished
2002 DEA

Processing

Cultivation
ProcelSSlng
Glossary

mannltol

manta

Also known as mannite, manna
sugar. Commonly used as a
diluent (or extender) by heroin
dealers to Increase bulk of
"Injectable heroin".

Publication DEA·
20026

Processing

Mexico

3/2/200.4

Process_lng

Mexico

Tucson Cable
DTG 132356Z
AUG08

Processing

Sou rh ea~ t

thick doth used-for filterfng

process

RYRlKil

Asia

M•nzate

fu nglci

Opiate

Latin American
Countries

Unpublished
2002 DEA
Glossary

Cultivation

marlposa

slang for shtedder

Cocaine

Peru

811/2003

Processing

martIllado

metal pan use<tliii t he drying of
Opiate
morphine base

Colombia

8/3/2001

Processing

Masala

blend of spices used to cut
heroin (niacinamide)

Opiate

Afghanistan

4/16/2008

Processing

mateado

slang for cultivate or to plant;
technique where the soil ls
smoothed into a small circle
approximately 20 to 30 cm in
diameter. The circles form a
grid with as much as a meter
separating the rows and 20 to
30 cm between each plant.

Opiate

Colombia

Unpublished
2002 DEA
Glossary

Cultivation

matones

helpers

Cocaine

Bolivia

11/18/2004

Processing

---
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m9Clla

literalty translated as half.
Refers to cc's of ethyl alcohol.
Note: amount varies for each
processor(l.e. 1 media• 500c1:)

Opiate

Colombia

Unpublished
2002 DEA
Glossary

Processing

medlr

measure, count

Non specific

Latin American
Countries

Unpublished
2002 DEA
Glossary

Processing

met ii

slang term used for MEK
(met hyl ethyl ketone)

Opiate

Colombia

8/3/2001

Processing

mica

slang for plastic sheeting used
in the construction of a pozo

Cocaine

003

Processing

pit
millar

1000 units or bags

Non specific

U_n pubttsMd
2002DEA
Glo5$ary

morphine

An organic compound
(alkaloid) found In the Papaver
soml'llferum (opium poppy).

Opia

Publication DEAProcessing
20026

morphine base

Morphtne
is an
intermediate product
between morphine alkaloid in
opium and a morphln¢'9rick
(morphine hydroch_l#fi:le).

Opiate

Southeast Asia

Publication DEA20026

Processing

morphine brick

Morphine hydrod\tO rlde.;
ranging between ltaqrl 94
percent ~on · t,
compr.ed (by a morphfnl!
standa~slzed
press) in
brick sha pe
asurif\g
approximately I mches by 4
Inches by S Inches.

Opiate

Southeast Asia

Publication DEA·
20026

Processing

morphine press

A metal or wood piece
of equipment which can
squeeze water from morphine
hydrochloride, leaving the
morphine dry and in uniform,
brick-sized blocks.

Opiate

Southeast Asia

Publication DEAProcessing
20026

morphine salt

A water-soluble chemical form
of morphine. Other morphine
salts include morphine sulfate,
morphine hydrochloride,
and morphine acetate- all
legitimate compounds used in
medicine.

Opiate

Southeast Asia

Publication DEA·
Processing
20026

Processing

base

---
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DRUG

COUNTRY/
REGION

SOURCE I
DEA6 DATE

STAGE

moulln

"grinder" most likely a shredder
used to shred dry coca leaf
Cocaine
prior to processing

Bolivia

12/19/2007

Processing

mucyo

type of coca seed, typically red
in color

Cocaine

Peru

12/8/2003

Cultivation

muerta

dead, loss

Non specific

Latin American
Cc;>untrles

Unpublished
2002 DEA
Glossary

Cultivation

muutr•

sample

Non specific

Mexico

Processing
ry

muestr•o

survey, measure, field

Non specific

Cultivation
Glossary

narshardar

ammonium chloride

Opiate

Afghanist$ll'l

4/17/2008

Processing

nashadar

ammonium chloride

Opiate

A/.g_ha ·

4/17/2008

Processing

navagron

insecticide

Cocalt\A

Boll via

8/6/2004

Cultivation

nowshadder

ammonium chloride

Opiate

Afghanistan

4/17/2008

Processing

nual

slang for a unit of weight
for Southeast Asian heroin,
equivalent to 700 grams (.7
kilograms) or 1.54 p~s

Op te

Southeast Asia

Publication DEA·
Abuse
20026

lJpiate

Afghanistan

8/24/2007

Opiate

Southeast Asla

Publication DEA·
Processing
20026

opium, llquld

Also known as opium solution.
Refers to opium which has
been dissolved in water. Liquid
opium Is usually a clear, dark
brown liquid.

Opiate

Southeast Asia

Publication DEAProcessing
20026

opium, prepared

Also known as cooked opium,
processed opium, and smoking
opium. Opium smokers prefer
to smoke prepared opium.

Opiate

Southeast Asia

Publication DEA20026

n

,

number two
h•roln

opium

---
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opium, raw

Also known as opium gum,
crude opium, and opium sap.
Opium which has not been
•cooked: Weighs more than
prepared opium (contains
more water). It Is smoked or
eaten by addicts.

Opiate

Southeast Asia

Publication DEA·
Abuse
20026

Oxlcloruro de
Cotare

(acid chloride of copper) used
to avoid frost damage

Opiate

Colombia

8/3/2001

INVUO

initial residue on filter cloth in
the. morphine base process

ProceSSing

pagero

stick used to stir - typically
fashioned with a broad slotted
end

Processing

paila (see pallo)

aluminum pan used to dry
morphine base

Processing

,alto (Sff paila)

specific type of pan used to dry
morphine

Processing

paint test

to paint - a test of quality
of cocaine base where the
base is rubbed against the
skin, if the paste turns tQ
powderlcrystallizes
ne
or two rubs, it is gbe>d. rp.e.
higher the numbeltQf xObs
involved i
a l()lfler
qua r
<ocame • ~e. ·
stick us~ · le;l stir - tyJllcally
fashioned wftA a b(PQd slotted
end

•tyit

pajero

Cultivation

Peru

8/1/2003

Processing

Cocaine

Bolivia

1/12/1993,
8/6/2004,
12/19/2007

Processing

·

papaleta (see
papei.ta)

small envelope in which some
fertilizer and other agricultural
goods are sold.

Non specific

Colombia

Unpublished
2002DEA
Glossary

Cultivation

Paparlna

a residue formed after the first
filtering process; typically waste
that can be used to create
"crazy h•; describes the hot
water extracted latex once it
reaches a pH of between 5 to 7.

Opiate

Colombia

8/3/2001

Processing

---
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papaverlna

a residue formed after the first
filtering process; describes the
hot water extracted latex once
it reaches a pH of between 5
and 7.

Opiate

Colombia

Unpublished
2002 DEA
Glossary

Proc;essing

papeleta (see
papaleta)

small envelope in which some
fertilizer and other agricultural
goods are sold.

Opiate

Latin American
Countries

Unpublished
2002 DEA
Glossary

Cultivation

paqueta (see
paquue)

"packet", unit of measure 1
paqueta =SO lbs (22.7 kgs)

Cocaine

Bolivia

paquete(s. .
paqueta)

"packet", unit of measure 1
paqueta •so lbs (22.7 kgs)

Cocaine

paqlll

fast growing tret with a thin
tn.ink an~ large canopy planted Cocaine
to camo14flage coca fields

8/6/2004

Cultivation

pmidon(lff
paratlon)

insecticide

8/1/2003

Cultivation

Insecticide

811/2003

Cultivation

' P•ntlon (lff
pa1radon)

Proceuing
Processing

partara

gum from a tree that is
sometimes used to dilute
opium gum prior to seJting

-Op te

Mexico

5/25/2004

Processing

pasta bHlca de
coca Ina

cocaine paste

Cocaine

Bolivia

11/18/2004

Processing

patron

buyer for wtwm the CoO,ks
process)l'lCd usivefy

Non specific

Colombia

21512002

Processing

Opiate

Afghanistan

4/16/2008

Processing

Opiate

Mexico

5/1/2002

Processing

peach paper

pH tes~apers

pedazo

unit of me<ls'tls;e
grams

pelt re

tray used to dry morphine
(same as enamel pan called
esmaltada)

Opiate

Colombia

Unpublished
2002 DEA
Glossary

Processing

parga

slang for potassium
permanganate

Cocaine

Colombia

7/26/2000

Proce$Sing

perolo

specific type of pan used to dry
Opiate
morphine

Colombia

813/2001

Processing

petalo

petal, flower, bloom

Latin American
Countrle$

Unpublished
2002DEA
Glossary

Cultivation

1

,,
aazo

=25

Non $pecific
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pl·tzu

A Chinese term used to refer
to impure, or crude, morphine
base. Alternative spellings of
the term include pizi (Pinyin)
and p'i·tzu (Wade-Giles
Mandarin).

Opiate

Southeast Asia

Publication DEA·
Processing
20026

plantlos medias

almost mature fields

Non specific

Latin American
Countries

Unpublished
2002 DEA
Glossary

pla nt fos- nu9Val

new fields

Non specific

plantfos
p,.paradas

prepared fields

Non specific

plastlcos

plastic

Cultivation

Cultlvatron

Cultivation
Glossary
Unpublished
2002 DEA

Processing

Glossary

poIon

thick filtering doth used in
cocaine processing

Peru

12/8/2003

Processing

polvo

"powder• · slang for morph'i
base sediment

Me><lco

3/2/2004

Processing

ponche

slang for the liquid,.lting
from the combi
,0n of
the alkaloid laden ~ne/
kerosene , . -~ edd/wa
.
Cocaine
duri n9.,! proces~ step
aloid is ansferred
when th
·neJ.Wrosene to
from the g
the acid/wate .

Peru

12/8/2003

Processing

poncheador

stinlng device used during the
stage to create the pura agua/
ricaagua

Cocaine

Peru

8/1/2003

Processing

ponchera

a bucket, sometimes referred
to the bucket containing
limonada

Cocaine

Peru

12/8/2003

Processing

pong

A standard unit of weight used
in Southeast Asia for opium
only. Equivalent to 0.375
kilograms (13.23 ounces). Thai·
Shan-Lao term.

Opiate

Southeast Asia

Publication DEA·
Processing
20026

popellna

fine poplin fabric used for
filtration purposes

Opiate

Mexico

10/2S/2004

---
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poppy (opium
poppy)

An annual plant, Papaver
somniferum, having grayish·
green leaves and variously
colored flowers. The sole

Opiate

Southeast Asia

Publication DEA·
Cultivation
20026

Sometimes called the seedpod,
capsule, bulb, or head,
Refers to the egg-sized fruit
Opiate
which enlarges as the flower
petals fall from the plant and
produces the latex (opium).

Southeast Asia

Publication DEA·
Cultivation
20026

$eurce of oplum.

poppy pod

Cutting fnto thl! surface of an
poppy pod,
scoring

opium poppy pod, using a
sharp bladed instrument. in
order to allow the opium to
exude from the pod.

Publication DEA·
Cultivation
20026

Opiate

poppy pod,
scraping

Using flat-bladed Instrument
to collect gummy opium from
pod surface. The instrument
resembles a paint scraper.

Southeast Asia

Publication DEA·
Cultivation
20026

precipitation
(chemical
precipitation)

The separation of a solid fro•
a solution. The resulting solid fl Optat4
called the precipita t~ -

Southeast Asia

Publication DEA·
Processing
20026

Southeast Asia

Publication DEA·
Processing
20026

Non specific

Colombia

8/3/2001

Cultivation

8/3/2001

Cultivation

precursor

Prendue lse•
prengue)

A precursor is a c*1ical U..t
is the raw materiatfQJ a ~w
product.
th ~ .
A dise~at cau
plant t~ · ivel: use Manzate.
(Mancate) ., , ,

iate

Prengue (see
prendue)

A disease that eaoses the
plant to $hrivel: use Manzate.
(Mancate)

Non specific

Colombia

probuclon

brand name fertilizer

Non specific

Colombia

8/3/2001

Cultivation

Probuslon

brand name fertilizer

Non specific

Colombia

8/3/2001

Cultivation

profollar
profolhar

fertilizer

Cocaine

Peru

8/1/2003

Cultivation

fertilizer

Cocaine

Peru

8/1/2003

Cultivation

promedlo

average, measure, result

Non specific

Latin American
Countries

Unpublished
2002 DEA
Glossary

Processing

proveta

nask used to measure
chemicals

Opiate

Colombia

Unpublished
2002 DEA
Glossary

Processing

---
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proyz

chemical used on opium
poppy fields during cultivation
to prevent fre~zing

Opiate

Colombia

8/3/2001

Cultivation

punto

alcohol-based liquid used for
Ph testing (phenolphthalein)

Cocaine

Bolivia

1112/1993

Processing

puraaqua

(pure water) the acid/water
containing cocaine alkalold

Cocaine

Peru

8/1/2003

Processing

purification

(chemical
purlftutlon)

The removal of extraneous
materials (impurities) from a
Opiate
substance Of' a mixture by one
or more separation techniques.

Processing

milky liquid from the stem of
quellta

a poppy plant - sometimes
added to opium gum by
dishonest farmers.

Opiate

~eft-

5/1/2002

Processing

Cocaine

feru

5/2/1994

Processing

712312007

Processing

quemador

decantation pit

q.-.so

literal u-anslation ls "Cheese~
sfang for wet cocaine base

ral

A standard unit of land area
measurement in Thailand
equivalent to 1,600 square
metus.

rallado

vertical or horiz
the poppy capsui

\)piate

ranta

weed kiilel'

reagent (chemlcal
, . . gent)

Opiate

Southeast Asia

.~

Publication DEA20026

Cultivation

Unpublished

Latin American
Countries

2002 DEA

Opiate

Colombia

8/3/2001

Areag
{s a chembl which
reacts wit~recUfS(lr to form
a newcompo

Opiate

Southeast Asia

reclplente

pit similar to a pozo ( 2 x 4
meters in size) used in a hybrid
form of a solvent extraction
method

Cocaine

Peru

8/1/2003

Processing

recoger

collect, choose, pick

Non specific

Latin American
Countries

Unpublished

Cultivation

2002DEA

Processing

Glossary

Publication DEA20026

Cultivation
Processing

Glossary
reduclr la
superficle

to reduce the seeded area

Non specific

Mexico

Cultivation

Glossary

Hmbrad•
relna

Unpublished
2002 DEA

slan9 for a high quality cocaine
base in Peru

Cocaine

---

Peru
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remojador

another term for pozo

Cocaine

Peru

8/1/2003

Processing

rendlmlento

yield, crop, harvest

Non specific

Latin American
Countries

Unpublished
2002 DEA

Cultivation

resin

Cocaine
gum-like waste product from
the processing of cocaine base
into cocaine HCI - often used to
cut/adulterate cocaine base.

Peru

3/17/2003

Processing

retaque

Cocaine and
process to extract any extra
Opiate
merchandise from remaining
residues and filtrate in
morphine and heroin processes.

Peru

12/3/2003

Processing

re-washing

to submerge leaves for a
second tlme in gasoline to
extract the cocaine alkaloid.

Cocaine

7/26/2000

Processing

Aldumu

a commercial product used to
avoid frost damage

Opiate

8/312001

Cultivation

rlego

irrigation, water, plant, care

Non spe(tf)(

roca

slang for a method of causi
rapid precipitation of cocaln
base by quickly addin_.a
ammonia resultln in a harder
rocky product.

rust lea

slang term u_s.ed. for

sal amonlacal

sait,am ' ia, acid,iJ,emicals,
processing,'-" dudJOn

sartan

Gfossary

Latin American
Countries

Unpublished 2002 Cultivation
DEA Glossary

Peru

12/8/2003

Latin American
Countries

Unpublished 2002 Processing
DEA Glossary

Non specific

Latin American
Countries

Unpublished
2002 DEA
Glossary

Processing

pan that morphine base is
dried

Opiate

Mexico

3/2/2004

Processing

satin

thin doth used for the filterlng
process

Opiate

Mexico

3/2/2004

Processing

Savia

disinfectant used to remove
bacteria from chicken manure
used for fertilization

Opiate

Colombia

8/3/2001

Cultivation

Mer

unit of measure 1 seer equals
1,250 grams (alt spelllng "seyr")

Opiate

Afghanistan

8/24/2007

Processing

semlllero

seed bed to start coca plants

Cocaine

Peru

8/1/2003

Cultivation

seyr

unit of measure 1 seer equals
1,250 grains (alt spelling
"seer")

Afghanistan

Afghan Drug
Slang Dictionary
11124/2007

Processing

1t'

·-~

Opiate

·~

Opiate
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sherpa

insecticide used against a
"green bug•

Opiate

Peru

8/9/2004

Cultivation

shfsha

white crystal heroin

Opiate

Afghanistan

8/24/2-007

Processing

slete-ochenta

pesticide

Cocaine

Bolivia

8/6/2004

Cultivation

slash-and-burn
agriculture

Also known as •swidden•
agriculture. Method of clearing
land for cultivation. Involves
cutting down all vegetation,
allowing it to dry, and finally
burning It off Jn pteparatton for
planting.

Opiate

Southeast Asia

Publication DEA·
Cultivation
20026

soda ash (sodium
carbonate)

Crude, anhydrous sodium
carbonate. A white or
transparent, odorless.
crystalline powder with a
salty, bitter taste. An alkaline
material commonly used in the
production of heroin base.

Opiate

solvent (chemical
solvent)

Solvents are used to dissolve
solid precursors or reagents, o
dilute reaction mixtures, an
to separate and purifyj!her
chemicals.

spin

high quality. injei;tlon gr•
white heroin, also -~d to
as "exigen"

spin ullah

Publication DEA·
Processing
20026

~r
Southeast Asia

Publication DEA·
Processing
20026

Afghanistan

4/17/2008

Processing

Opiate

Afghanistan

Unpublished
2007 DEA
Afghanistan
Slang DictJonary

Processing

Opiate

spoon test

dryness test of base where a
sample is melted in a spoon - if
it boils it is too wet

Cocaine and
Opiate

Colombia

7126/2000

Processing

stones

slang for objects that are
added to used acetone to
remove residual water so that
the acetone may be reused
in additional cocaine base to
cocaine HCI processlngs.

Cocaine

Peru

3/17/2003

Processing

sugar

slang for a substance
suspected of being
bicarbonate

Cocaine

Peru

3/17/2003

Processing

WI•

slang for first "wash"

Non specific

Bolivia

8/6/2004

Processing

---
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sulfato

bait like substance

Cocaine

Bolivia

12/19/2007

Processing
Cultivation

Processing

surco

row, furrow. plant, area,
method

Opiate

Latin American
Countries

Unpublished
2002 DEA
Gfossary

sweat

slang for the chemical reaction
caused by adding a basic
powdery substance to fresh
coca leaves

Cocaine

Colombia

7/26/2000

swJdden
agriculture

An agricultural method. See
slash-and-burn agriculture.

Opiate

Cultivation

tacho

slang for 160-llter plastic
bucket

Cocaine

Processing

tamaron(e)

insecticide

Cocaine

Cultl11ation

tuon

bucket (buckets) capacity of
approximately 30 titers

tuones

buclcets capacity of
approximately 30 liters

Coc"I

tempo

filtering material • heavy cloth
(coarse weave)

Opiate

Ten-Thirty-Ten

fertilizer

~

Colombia
Latin American
Countries

8/612004

Processing

8/612004

Procetsing

8/3/2001

Processing

Unpublished
2002DEA

Cultivation

GIOS$81Y

ten-twenty

an aliphatlc hydr
mixture us
•sohle<:ocaitte
base to
ecocaill6-Hd

Cocaine

Colombia

6/26/1996

Processing

teodan(see
tiodan)

insecticide-

Cocaine

Peru

8/1/2003

Cultivation

tetdan

fertilizer

Cocaine

Peru

8/1/2003

Cultivation

tezab

acetic anhydride

Opiate

Afghanistan

Afghan Drug
Slang Dictionary
11/24/2007

Processing

the worm

naturally occurring pest that
attacks coca plants

Cocaine

Colombia

7/26/2000

Cultivation

Cocaine

Peru

3/2111994

Processing

Afghanistan

Afghan Drug
Slang Dktionary
11/24/2007

Processing

tlmbo

-

slang for large white plastic
drum typically used for gasoline

transport
tin

impurities that are filtered out
during the process of converting Opiate
batan to spin

---
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refers to size of a large garbage
canister used for processing
large amounts of latex Into
morphme base

Opiate

Mexico

3/212004

Processing

insecticide

Cocaine

Peru

12/812003

Cultivation

TodoenUno

brand name fertilizer

Opiate

Colombia

8/3/2001

Cultivation

torre

literally translated as 'tower'.
Term used for a condenser,
whtch is used In heroin
processing.

Opiate

Proce~ng

Opiate

Processing

tlnaCs)

tlodan(see

teodanJ

tr a po

slang for a filter doth used In the
processing of morphine base

trlplealda

Initial harvesting of leaf at
around 9 months

tua

Seenual

tundlah

"black flower",.a term used for
black poppy paste

Cocaine

Peru

8/1/2003
Atla

Afghanistan

ublcar

Mexico

Cultivation

Publication DEAAbuse
20026
Afghan Drug
Slang Dktlonary
11/24/2007
Unpublished
2002DEA

Processing

Cultivation

G1ossary
Latin American
Countries

una sequia

Unpublished
2002DEA
Glossary

Cultivation

Non specific

Colombia

Unpublished
2002 DEA
Glossary

unit

A "unit~ Is a standard unit of
weight for Southeast Asian
heroin. Called nuai In Thai
and Lao; chien in Chinese.
Equivalent to 700 grams (.7
kilogram) or 1.S4 pounds.
Approximate dimensions: SYi
inches.

Opiate

Southeast Asia

Publication DEA·
Abuse
20026

ustad

teacher

Opiate

Afghanistan

8/24/2007

Processing

Opiate

Mexico

31212004

Processing

I amount

unidad

Yldrlo

black tar heroin

---
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viss

A standard unit of weight used
in southern India and Burma.
Equivalent to 1.657 kilograms
(3.652 pounds). Commonly
Opiate
used In reference to bulk Items.
In Burma, the viss is also used
In the opium trade.

Southeast Asia

Publication DEA·
Abuse
20026

vitafollage

fertilizer

Cocaine

Peru

8/1/2003

Cultivation

seed bed to start coca plants

Cocaine

Peru

8/1/2003

Cultivation

3/17/2003

Processing

Argllanistao

411612008

Processing

Bolivia

8/22/2007

Processing

Peru

819/2004

Cultivation

Afghanistan

Afghan Drug
Slang Dictionary
11/24/2007

Cultivation

vwero

wash (used as •
noun)

white powder

...
yuces

the process In where a
gasoline/kerosene mixture
containing cocaine alkaloid
is mixed with the agua pura/
Cocaine
agua rica to extract the cocaine
alkaloid into the agua pura/
agua rlca
usually refers to lime in

proc:esslng mo

lne

cutting agent. mixed SO/SO, per
DEA chemists this substance
is suspected to be procaine,
lidocaine, or benzocain
insectklde- used a

•green bug•

ztrullah

Latin A
ountries

---

an
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Afghanistan
TERM

DEFINITION

SOURCE I
DEA6 DATE

DRUG

STAGE

unspecified chemical added In the
conversion of batan to spin

Opiate

Afghan Drug Slang
Processing
Dictionary 11/24/2007

hydrochlortc acid

Opiate

4/17/2008

Processing

baltl

unit of measure 1 balti = 1 metal
bucket

Opiate

4/16/2008

Processing

babn

heroin base

Opiate

4/17/2008

Processlng

be est

morphine base

Opiate

4/17/2008

Processing

carbon

sodium carbonate

Opiate

4

Processing

chara

a powder made by grinding the solid
product in heroin processing

Opiate

8/2412001

Processing

chukka

a white paste formed after adding
ammonia hydroxide and cold water to Opiate
heroin mixture

Processing

cola

charcoal

Processing

...,...

purified heroin base

1umgarfan
powde r

spite"s use cf to etlt herofn

Jaret

fabric used to filter got impurities

accel

.....

crystal heroin

Processing

high quality, injection grade white
heroin, also referred to as "spin"

Afghan Drug Slang
Processing
Dictionary 11/24/2007
4/16/2008

(nlacinamlde}

Jarib

Processing

Opiate

Afghan Drug Slang
Processing
Dictionary 11/24/2007

Opiate

Afghan Drug Slang
Cultivation
Dictionary 11/24/2007

square
khaltas

unit of ~ure a khllta equals 7.5
kilograms

Opiate

8/24/2007

kharmal

term used for se~ond class of heroin

Opiate

Afghan Drug Slang
Processing
Dictionary 11124/2007

maimal

filter paper used in converting batan
Into white heroin

Opiate

Afghan Drug Slang
Processing
Dictionary 11/24/2007

MaNJa

blend of spices used to cut heroin
fnladnamide)

Opiate

4/16/2008

Processing

narsherder

ammonium chloride

Opiate

4117/2008

Processing

n11h1dar

ammonium chloride

Opiate

4/17/2008

Processing

nowshadder

ammonium chloride

Opiate

4/17/2008

Processing

number two
heroin

heroin base

Opiate

8/24/2007

Processing

peach paper

pH testing papers

Opiate

4/16/2008

Processing

seer

unit of measure 1 seer equals 1,250
grams (alt spelling "seyr")

Opiate

8/24/2007

Processing
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Afghanistan
TERM

DEFINITION

SOURCE I
DEA6 DATE

DRUG

STAGE

unit of measure 1 seer equals 1,250
grams (alt spelling "seer")

Opiate

Afghan Drug Slang
Dictionary 11/24/2007

Processing

white crystal heroin

Opiate

8/24/2007

Processing

spin

high quality, injection grade white
heroin, also referred to as "e1dgen"

Opiate

4/17/2008

Processing

spin ullah

"wheat flower•, a general term used
for heroin In Nangarhar Province

Opiate

Unpublished 2007
DEA Afghanistan
Sl!!j,Dictionary

Processing

tezab

acetic anhydride

Opiate

tin

Impurities that are filtered out during
the process of converting batan to
spin

Opiate

turullah

seyr

........

Afgbant>

g.Slang

Dictlon~

11/24/2007

Processing

rug Slang
ary 11/24/2007

Processing

"black flower", a term used for black
poppy paste

Afghan Drug Slang
Dictionary 11/24/2007

Processing

ustad

teacher

8/24/2007

Processing

white powder

usually refers to lime in processing
morphine

4/16/2008

Processing

zlrullah

"green flower", a term used f ·
poppy bulb

Afghan Drug Slang
Dictionary 11/24/2007

Cultivation

Opiate
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TERM

DEFINITION

SOURCE /
DEA6 DATE

DRUG

STAGE

7·80

pesticide

Cocaine

8/6/2004

Cultivation

asiuarica

acid/water combination used to extract
cocaine alkaloid from gasofinelkerosene

Cocaine

1/12/1993

Processing

banadores

wash tub used to test cocaine extraction

Cocaine

7/23/2007

Processing

Blanca

literal translation means "whitew ·a very
clean white cocaine base

Cocaine

8/22/2008

Processing

bollo

baH of cocaine base

Cocaine

8/6/2004

Processing

Bulls' blood

slang for Punto (alcohol-based liquid
used for Ph testing (phenolphthalein))

Cocaine

Processing

burning las In
•the solution is
burning)

a stage when a substance (usually
carbonate) Is added In order to
neutralize the acid within a mixture •
typically the mixture appears to bubble
or boll and will tum dark

Cocaine

Processing

carat•

Insecticide

cargals) (see
dacas)

"' 8/6/2004

Cultivation

1OOlb bag(s) of coca leaves

1/13/1993

Processing

cato

unit of fand measure, 1 cato Is
hectare or about 40x40 metet

81612004

Culthiatton

chacha

large ant that attacks cogi plants

Cocaine

8/6/2004

Cultivation

chlchlada

cocaine product res~in~e In.. .,,
precipitation pr°"' &,:
..

Cocaine

8/22/2008

Processing

chicle

cocaine base

Cocaine

8/6/2004

Processing

Cocaine

1/12/1993

Processing

clca

insecticldt

Cocaine

8/6/2004

Cultivation

coca bulelia

wet cocaine

Cocaine

11/18/2004

Processing

cocaleros

coca farmers

Cocaine

Unpublished
2002 DEA Glossary

Cultivation

crystal

cocalneHCI

Cocaine

8/6/2004

Processing

cuajo

bicarbonate

Cocaine

8/6/2004

Processing

dac:as (also see
cargas)

100-pound bags of coca leaves

Cocaine

1/12/1993

Processing

duei\o

owner

Cocaine

11/18/2004

Processing

fabrfca

akapozo

Cocaine

81612004

Processing

gasoline "Rich"

unused or new gasoline

Cocaine

8/22/2008

Processing

hottest

a test done to ascertain If any cocaine
alkaloid remains In gasoline/diesel · the
Cocaine
test consists of the cook tasting the
gasoline/diesel · If It tastes hot alkaloid is
still present.

8/6/2004

Processing

chlquero
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TERM

DEFINITION

SOURCE I
DEA6 DATE

DRUG

STAGE

jugo

"juice• , reference the water/wash
removed from pozos containing
cocaine alkaloid.

Cocaine

8/6/2004

Processing

L& Boladora

cocaine product having a granular look
during predpitatlon.

Cocaine

8/22/2008

Processing

lavandlna

local bleach occasionally used in place
ofsulfuric acid

Cocaine

1/12/1993

Processing

matones

helpers

Cocaine

lY!§t.2004

Processing

moulln

•grinder" most likely a shredder used to
shred dry coca leaf prior to processing

Cocaine

12/~/2°"'

Processing

navagron

insecticide

Cocaine

Cultivation

pagero

stick used to stir · typically fashioned
with a broad slotted end

Cocaine

Processing

pajero

stick used to stir - typically fashioned
with a broad slotted end

paqueta (see
paquete)

"packet", unit of measure 1 paqueta =
SO lbs (22.7 kgs)

.,..'!,

i*ll!..•lsee

paqui

.. . /12/1993, 8/6/2004,
12/19/2007

"packet•, unit of rnea$Ure 1
50clbs-t22i7 lcgs) .
fast growing tree with
large canopy plant
coca fields

pasta baska de
cocalna

Cocaine

Processing

8/6/2004

Processing

816/2004

Process!ng

81612004

Cultivation

11/18/2004

Processing

.

pun to

alcohof'&sed liquid U$ed for Ph testing
Cocaine
(phenolphtltillein)

1/12/1993

Processing

queso

literal translaie); . :theese· slang for
wet cocaine base

Cocaine

7/23/2007

Processing

slete·ochenta

pesticide

Cocaine

8/6/2004

Cultivation

sule

slang for first •wash"

Non specific

Processlng

sulfato

ball like substance

Cocaine

8/6/2004
12/19/2007

Cocaine

8/6/2004

Processing

tazon

bucket (buckets) capacity of

approximately 30 liters

Processing

tazones

buckets capacity of approximately 30
liters

Cocaine

8/6/2004

Processing

yuces

cutting agent mixed 50/50, per DEA
chemists this substance ls suspected to
be procaine, lldocaine. or benzocalne

Cocaine

8/22/2007

Processing
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TERM

DEFINITION

SOURCE/
DEA6 DATE

DRUG

STAGE

10/20

an aliphatic hydrocarbon mixture used
to dissolve cocaine base to make HCI

Cocaine

6/26/1996

Processing

Acetato

ethyl atetate

Opiate

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

Processing

•cetJI

heroin base

Opiate

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

Processing

•cldo chlorltlco

hydrochloric acid

Cocaine/Opiate

Unpublished 2002
OM: <i1ossary

Proc:esslng

acldo sulfurlco

sulfuric acid

Cocaine/Opiate

ecron

a cloth that can be used for filtering
hot water extracted latex

Opiate

agrlmlna

fertilizer used during cultivation

Cultivation

ambll

chemical used on opium poppy fields
during cultivation to prevent freezing

Cultivation

andracol

fungicide, brand, commercial

8/3/2001

Cultivation

antiaonosis

lice that attacks opium poppy plants
(treated with malatio lnsectic~l

8/3/2001

Cultivation

anvil

chemical used on opium poppy fietds
during cultivation to prtvent fn!ezillg

Opiate

8/3/2001

Cultivation

Bal\o Marla

hot water bath us
production.

Cocaine/Opiate

6/26/1996

Processing

basblstin

insecticide

Non specific

8/3/2001

Cultivation

Cocaine

6/26/1996

Processing

# · coc ,ne ' '"_.'
7•'

Urtpubtt~002
DEM.i~ary

"'

np~shed 2002
Gto\sary

Processing
Processing

ated
basuca

bomb•

a mixture of anytwo solvents or
chemicals that rises up quickly and
may cause an explosion

Opiate

8/3/2001

Processing

cacbau

a gum that forms on the surface of the
Opiate
tatex solution at or above pH 5

8/3/20Ql

Processing

cachetiado (see
descuerado)

a scoring technique whereby a single
bladed knife is used to remove a
crescent shaped piece of the outer
skin of the capsule

Opiate

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

Processing

c;aneu

buc.kat

Opiate

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

Processing

cenlza

fungus that forms white spots on
poppy leaves

Opiate

8/3/2001

Cultivation

---
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DEFINITION

SOURCE I
DEA6 DATE

DRUG

STAGE

ch•lz.•

a gum that forms on the surface of the
Opiate
latex sohttion at or above pH s

8/3/2001

Processing.

chaza

a gum that forms on the surface of the
Opiate
latex solution at or above pH 5

8/3/2001

Processing

chel at

a gum that forms on the surface of the
Opiate
latex solution at or above pH 5

8/3/2001

Processing

chick let

initial residue on filter cloth in the
morphine base process -gum

Opiate

8/3/2001

Processing

chicle

initial residue on filter cloth In the
morphine base process -gum

Opiate

chlro(sl

term for filter paper usually used in
Tolima Dept.

Opiate

Chlorlco

chlorine or hydrochloric acid

Cocaine

chupete

the point of the plant from where the
flowers grow

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

Cultivation

clavos

nails

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

Processing

cloritlc acid

hydrochloric acid

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

Processing

closal

a commercial product used to
frost damage

8/3/2001

Cultivation

cochaza

'
black layer of dirt a d foaitrthat
fGnns
on top of the initial mixture of latex
and hot w•met!s r moved and
discardtd.

Opiate

5/15/2008

Processing

Opiate

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

Processing

Opiate

£

late

'1

colador

r or strainer

Processing

81312001
000

Processing
Processing

copper
oxychlorudo

fertilizer

Opiate

8/3/2001

Cultivation

cortador

cutting (referring to cutting the
morphine or heroin to reduce quality
and increase quantity) • Cortador is
also referred to as a •product• used to
a.djustpH Jevefs.

Opiate

8/3/2001

Processing

uuheaout

causing the cocaine base
Cocaine
precipitation by the addition of •soda-

7/26/2000

Processing

UU)'h

slang for drug created from
"paparlna• and ammonia and acetate

Opiate

8/3/2001

Processing

dachron (see
dacron)

a cloth that can be used for filtering

Opiate

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

Processing

---
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TERM
d•cron(see

DEFINITION

DRUG

STAGE

a cloth that can be used for filtering

Opiate

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

Processing

descarado (see
c•chetlado,
descuerado)

a scoring technique whereby a single
bladed knife Is used to remove a
crescent shaped piece of the outer
skin of the capsule.

Opiate

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

Processing

descuerado
(see cachetlado,
descarado)

a scoring technique whereby a single
bladed knife is used to remove a
crescent shaped piece ofthe outer
skin of the capsule.

Opiate

Processing

diacetyl

final form of heroin

Opiate

Processing

ditane

pesticide

Opiate

Cultivation

escorona

top of the poppy bulb that can be cut
off to extract the last of latex

8/3/2001

Cultivation

esmaltada

an enameled pot or pan

8/3/2-001

Processing

espiral

condenser attached to balloon flask
used during heroin processing.

Heroin Lab Efficiency
Study 2001

Processing

fist test

testing the moisture of coca
by squeezing a handful - If liq
oozes between fing
sufficiently moist

7/26/2000

Processing

Florencia (see
alternative
spellings)

a fertilizer that is sprayed ont
poppy plant leaves

Opiate

8/3/2001

Cultivation

Opiate

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

Cultivation

d•chron)

ftuorecente
(see alternative
spellings)

Opi'llre

ed onto the

fluorodane

an insecticide

Non specific

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

Cultivation

ff¥int

slang for heating base In a frying pan
as a means of dryln!J'the wet base.

Cocaine

7/26/2000

Processing

fundlclon

fusion/heating that is the final drying
process of heroin HCI

Opiate

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

Processing

a brand name insecticide

Opiate

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

Cultivation

an insecticide

Opiate

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

Cultivation

cloth .used as a filtering media

Non specific

8/3/2001

Processing

poultry manure

Non specific

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

Cultivation

Furadan (see

furidanJ
Furldan (see
fvr11dan)
gabardlna (see

pv•rdinal
galllnau

---
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TERM
gasoline "clean"

DEFINITION

SOURCE /
DEA6 DATE

DRUG

gasoline that has been treated in
an acid/water mix to remove lead/

STAGE

Cocaine

7/26/2000

Processing

lmpurbtes.
gavarano (see
gabardlna)

cloth used as a filtering media

Non specific

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

Processing

goma

initial residue on filter cloth in the
morphine base process - opium gum,
also cooks sometimes use this term
referring to latex.

Opiate

8/3/2001

Processing

g ota

fungus that damages poppy plants

Opiate

5/15/~0QB

Cultivation

gringo b ug

a pest that damages coca leaves NFI

Cocaine

00

Cultivation

H brutta

slang term used for heroin base; the
Is pronounced "ah-chay" like the letter
h in Spanish and as an English "h".

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

Processing

hacesol

clear llquld used to clean plastic
pipes • also allegedly used to extract
morphine base from poppy gum/
latex • possibly ethyl acetate.

5/15/2008

Processing

·w
Opiate

~

'\}.

heros

Opiate

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

Processing

HIPA

Opiate

8/3/2001

Processing

horses

stands that drums are set up on
Cocaine
during the SOivent processing method

7/26/2000

Processing

lpa

hydrochloric ~1ind lsopropyl
alcohol (chemical agent used to
process heroin base to final form
of heroin, often processors are not
famtliar withdtemlcal content of lpa).

Opiate

8/3/2001

Processing

ip11(HIPAI

isopropyl alcohol (chemical agent used
to process heroin base to final form
of heroin, often processors are not
familiar with chemical content of ipa).

Opiate

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

Processing

jorQ!ea

days of work

Opiate

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

Processing

I.eron

term used in the Cauca Dept for a
cloth used for filtering

Opiate

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

Processing

ledwzll

residual water mix that precipitates
addltlonaimorphlne base

Opiate

8/3/2001

Processing
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DRUG

STAGE

levlano

Colombian product believed to be
sodium carbonate or caustic soda

Opiate

8/3/2001

Processing

liga

adulterated chemical prepared in
advance of and added to gummy final
heroin product to increase its weight
(has the llppearance of sugar).

Opiate

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

Processing

limpldo

bleach used to test quality of heroin

Opiate

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

Processing

llvlano

Colombian product believed.to be
sodium carbonate or caustic soda.

Opiate

los raspachines

coca pickers

Cocaine

Iyera

type of cloth used to filter out
morphine base

machete

cocaine cutting agent

mad era

wood

malatlo

Processing
Unpublished 2002
OlA Gk>5sary

'

v

/3/2001

Cultivation
Processing
Processing

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

Cultivation

insecticide used against lice, known
as "antiaonosis"

8/3/2001

Cultivation

mancha

opium latex

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

Processing

manguera

hose

Non specific

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

Processing

martillado

metal pa ~0"1\
morp
base

Opiate

8/3/2{)01

Processing

mateado

slang for cultivate or to plant;
technique whtr.e rhe soil Is
smoothed by hand into a small circle
approximately 20 to 30 cm In diameter. Opiate
The circles form a grid with as much as
a meter separating the rows and 20 to
30 cm between each plant.

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

Cultivation

Opiate

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

Processing

media

literally translated as half. Refers to
cc's of ethyl alcohol. Note: amount
varies for each processor (I.e. 1 media
• SOOcc)

metll

slang term used for MEK (methyl ethyl
ketone)

Opiate

8/3/2001

Proce!.sing

miU&r

1000 units or bags

Non specific

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

Processing

---
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TERM
Oxlcloruro de

Cobr•
papzo

SOURCE I
DEA6 PATE

DRUG

DEFINITION

(acid chloride of copper) used to avoid
Opiate
frost damage
initial residue on filter cloth In the

morphine base process

STAGE

8/3/2001

Cultivation

Opiate

81312001

Processing

palla (see pallo)

aluminum pan used to dry morphine
base

Opiate

8/3/2001

Processing

pallo (see pall•)

specific type of pan used to dry
morphine

Opiate

8/3/2001

Processing

papaleta (see
papeleta)

small envelope In which some fertilizer
and other agricultural goods are sold.

Non specific

Paparlna

a residue formed after the first
filtering process; typically waste
that can be used to create •crazy h";
describes .the hot witer extracted
tateironce lt feaehes a pH of between
5to7.

Opiate

8/ 3/2'001

Processing

papaverlna

a residue formed after the first
filtering process; describes the hot
water extracted latex once it .f&itChes
a pH of between 5 and 7.

Opiaflll

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

Processing

patron

buyer for whom the c
exclusively

2/S/2002

Processing

peltre

tray used to dry morphine {same as
enamel pan called esNltada)

Opiate

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

Processing

perga

slangfo

Cocaine

7/26/2000

Processing

perolo

specific type of pan 11sed to dry
morphine

Opiate

8/3/2001

Processing

es the plant to
A dlse1se that
shrivel: use Manzate. (Mancate)

Non specific

8/3/2001

(u1tlvatton

A disease that causes the plant to
shrivel: use Manzate. (Mancate)

Non specific

8/3/2001

Cultivation

probucion

brand name fertilizer

Non specific

8/312001

Cultivation

Probuslon

brand name fertilizer

Non specific

8/3/2001

Cultivation
Processing

.,tendue(sH
pr•ntu•)
Prengue(se•
prendue)

u,,_ubll~c;l

2002

DEAG10$Sary

Cultivation

proveu

flask used to measure chemicals

Opiate

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

proyz

chemical used on opium poppy fields
during cultivation to prevent freezing

Opiate

8/3/2001

Cultivation

Opiate

8/3/2001

Cultivation

Cocaine

712612000

Processing

rainta
re-washing

wffd lcllter
to submerge leaves for a second time
In gasoline to extract the cocaine
alkaloid.
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TERM

DEFINITION

SOURCE I
DEA6 DATE

DRUG

STAGE

R~umtl

a commercial product used to avoid
frost damage

Opiate

8/3/2001

Cultivation

Savi a

disinfectant used to remove bacteria
from chicken manure used for
fertilization

Opiate

8/3/2001

Cultivation

spoon test

dryness test of base where a sample
is melted in a spoon - if it bolls it is
lO..Q.)Ye,t

Cocaine and Opiate

7/26/2000

Processing

sweat

slang for the chemkal reaction
caused by adding a basic powdery
substance to fresh coca leaves

Cocaine

tempo

filterlng mattrlal- heavydoth (coarse
weave}

ten-twenty

an aliphatic hydrocarbon mixture
used to dissolve cocaine base to make
cocaine HCI

the worm

naturally occurring pest that attacks
coca plants

Todoen Uno

brand name fertilizer

Processing

c

Cultivation

8/3/2001

Cultivation

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

Processing

Opiate

8/3/2001

Processing

Non specific

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

Processing

Opiate

heroin processin

unld•d

slang for a filter cloth used In the
.
pht base
tamffunt of

Processing

7126/2000

torr•
trapo

Processing

---
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Colombia and Bolivia
TERM
gramason

DEFINITION

STAGE

weedkiller

Cocaine/Opiate

8/3/2001, 8/612004

Cultivation

weedklltef

Cocaine/Opiate

8/3/2001, 816/ 2004

Cultivation

TERM
aerosol

SOURCE/
DEA6 DATE

DRUG

DEFINITION

DRUG

STAGE
Unpublis he d 2002

spray

DEA Glossary

Cultlvatlon

STAGE

TERM
unit of measure · In Colombia = 12.5
kg coca leaf; in Peru 11 .5 kg of d.jt
coca leaf

Cocaine

u l

---

6/13/1994

Cultivation

11/14/2002

Processing
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Latin American Countries
TERM

SOURCE/
DEA6 DATE

DRUG

DEFINITION

STAGE

10-30-10

fertilizer

Opiate

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

Cultivation

alabrava

"cold. turkey•

Cocaine

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

Abl.L5e

a lo bronco

"cold turkey•

Cocaine

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

Abuse

abajar

con job, addict, drug paraphernalia

Cocaine

abreojos

first fix of the day

Cocaine

abriga

cover load

Cocaine

abrojos

first fix of the day

Nonspecific

abuja

fix, joint (marijuana cigarette)

abujazo

fix

'~ detailroga

drug abuse

Unpublished 2002
9£1.Qlossary
Uflfilub!l!JttQ 2002
DE,\ Glossary
np

c:>h~

Cocattte
nspetlfic

ished 2002
ssary

Abuse
Abuse
Processing

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

Abuse

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

Abuse

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

Abuse

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

Abuse

Bfffte

Other

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

Abuse

acelte blanco

Cocaine

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

Processing

adepto

Nonspecific

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

Abuse

Nonspecific

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

Processing.

"'\?'

alaur

at random

a lambre

wire

Non specific

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

Processing

aleatorlo

random

Non specific

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

Cultivation

altura

height

Non specific

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

Cultivation

amapola

opium poppy

Opiate

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

Cultivation

arrancar

to extract; pull out; tear off

Non specific

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

Processing

asper$1on

sprinkling

Non specific

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

Cultivation

---
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DEFINITION

SOURCE/

DRUG

DEA6DATE

STAGE

atacar

to attack; to damage

Non specific

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

Cultivation

bag HO

gum

Opiate

Unpublished 2002
DE.A Glossary

Pro~$Sing

baja densldad

lower density

Non specific

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

Cultivation

balloon

round bottom or flat bottom single
neck bolling flask

Opiate

bolsas

bags for seed beds

Non specific

campesinos

cultivators, farmers

chiclar

remove gum

cl fras

statistics; figures

combatlr

to attack; to fight

co1echa

harvest

Opia1e

Urtpubffsbed 2002
DEAG!Ossary

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

:;qi Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

net cult~ion

cultivo5' llldto1

Cultivation
Cultivation
Processing
Processing
Cultivation

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

Cultivation

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

Cultivation

Non specific

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

Cultivation

Non specific

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

Cultivation

Non specific

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

Cultivation

growth, increase

cultlvo

Processing

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

Non Sf)tcific

'

cultlvo neto

oa,~1ossary

ssary

~

crecimiento

Unpublished 2002

Desarrollo

fertilizer used during cultivation

Non specific

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

Cultivation

cUsmlnulr

to reduce, deuease

Non specific

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

Processing

reported activity

Non specific

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

Processing

eldlculo

estimate

Non specific

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

Cultivation

enmontada

overgrown

Non specific

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

Cultivation

enmontarn

to get overgrown

Non specific

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

Cultivation

divulgada

actMdad
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Latin American Countries
TERM

DEFINITION

SOURCE I
DEA6 DATE

DRUG

STAGE

erradlcaclon bruta gross eradication

Non specific

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

Cultivation

etilpa

stage

Non specific

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

Processi,ng

fin ca

estate or home

Non specific

Heroin Lab Efficiency
Study2001

Cultivation

Florece~t-• (see
alternative
spellings)

a fertilizer that Is sprayed onto the
poppy plant leaves

Opiate

Unpublished 2002
ssary

Cultivation

ftorescente
(SH a lt ernative
s pellings)

a fertilizer that Is sprayed onto the
poppy plant leaves

Opiate

grave dad

gravity

Nonspe~c

hectareas

hectares, Unit of land measurement,
1 hectare equals 2.5 acres

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

Cultivation

hoja de coca

coca leaf

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

Cultivation

jefe

boss

5/112002

Processing

la superficle

area, land, farm

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

Cultivation

las coordenadas

coordinates

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

Processing

~
~

Non specific

los cultlvadores

~.

Unptlblished 2002
O.EA Glossary

Non specific

""-\

~

Un~blished 2002

'DEA Glossary

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

Unpublished 2002

Cultivation

Processing

Cultivation

los plant ios

field_s, ar~a- ~

Non specific

Maoute

fungicide, brand, commercial

Opiate

Unpubnshed 2002
DEA Glossary

Cultivation

Manzate

fungicide, brand, ce>mmercial

Opiate

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

Cultivation

m.Ur

measure, coi.mt

Nonspecific

muert•

dead, loss

Non specific

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

Cultivation

mue~tr•o

survey,rneasure,field

Non specific

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

Cultivation

DEA Glossary

Unpublished 2002

DEA Glossary
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Latin American Countries
TERM

DEFINITION

SOURCE I
DEA6 DATE

DRUG

STAGE

papeleta (see
papaleta)

small envelope in which some fertilizer
and other agricultural goods are sold.

Opiate

pei.lo

petal. flower. bloom

Non specific

plantlos medias

almost mature fields

Non specific

ttla.nU.os .nuevu

new fields

Nonspecific

plantfos
preparadu

prepared fields

Non specific

Cultivation

promedlo

average, measure, result

Non specific;.

Processing

rallado

vertical or horizontal score of the
poppy capsule

Opia1e

recoger

collect, choose, pick

rendimiento

yield, crop, harvest

<:;;;;;:::
fie

rle9d
rustic•
sal amoniacal

slang term used farlreroi n base

Opiate
Non specific

processi

surco

row, furrow, plant, arl!a, method

Opiate

Ten-Thirty-Ten

fertilizer

Opiate

una sequia

drought. dry, weather

Non specific

wash (used as a
noun)

the process,ln where a gasoline/
kerosene mixture containing cocaine
Cocaine
alkaloid Is mixed with the agua pura/
agua rlca to extract the cocaine alkaloid
if\tolhe agua pura/agua rica

---

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary
Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary
Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary
Unpublished 2002
D

"'

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary
Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary
Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary
Unpublished 2002
DEA ~Jossary
Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary
Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary
Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary
Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary
Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

3/17/2003
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loSJary _

Cultivation
Cultivation
Cultivation
Cultivation

Processing
Cultivation
Cultivation
Cultivation
Processing
Processing
Cultivation
Cultivation
Cultivation

Processing
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Mexico
TERM

DEFINITION

SOURCE/
DEA60ATE

DRUG

Unpublished 2002

STAGE

a(eltun•

LSD user, acidhead; cubehead

Other

ac.tko

acetic anhydride

Opiate

3/2/2004

Processing

azerrllla

parasite - a worm that becomes a
moth

Opiate

3/2/2004

Cultivation

bot6nes de floru

flower buds

Opiate

bulbo

bulb

Opiate

Cultivation

cantero

seedbed

Opiate

Cultivation

(BSillBs

section

Non specific

ch Iva

black tar heroin

Opiate

/2/2004

Processing

coma I

flat, round griddle made of day or
metal · typically used to avoid direct
heat

Opiate

3/2/2004

Processing

5Car"

Non

··~
esfuerzos de
erradlca r
estaclon de
cultlvo
ester6n 44

~

eradication efforts
growing season

..... ),

ntplagues

exod6n

Unpublished 2002

OEA Gfossary

iJnpublished 2002
OM.Glossary

On))lAbflshed 2002

OEA Glossary

Abuse

Cultivation

Cultivation

Processing

Nonspecific

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

Cultivation

Nonspecific

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

Cultivation

Opiate

3/2/2004

Cultivation

Opiate

31212004

Cultivation

Non specific

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

Processing

(

chemical us~Q.~Jtjll Weeds anc;I

DEA Glossary

extrafda

extracted

gomadaopla

opium gum

Opiate

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

Processing

lactosa

powder formula for infants - used as
a cutting agent, added during heroin
processing.

Opiate

31212004

Processing

lumbre

gas 5tove ftame

Opiate

3/2/2004

Processing

manta

thick doth used for filtering process

Opiate

3/2/2004

Processing

manteca

literal translation "Lard", 5fang for a
white heroin In Mexico

Opiate

Tucson Cable DTG
1323S6Z AUG 08

Processing

mu••tra

sample

Non specific

'V'

---

Unpublished 2002

DEA Glossary
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Mexico
TERM
partara
pedazo
polvo

DEFINITION

SOURCE/

DRUG

gum from a tree that is sometimes
used to dilute opium gum prior to
sellln

=

unit of measure 1 pedazo 25 grams
"powder" · slang for morphine base
sediment

DEA6 DATE

STAGE

Opiate

512512004

Processing

Opiate

5/1/2002

Processing

Opiate

3/2/2004

Processing

Opiate

10/25/2004

Processing

popellna

fine poplin fabric used for filtration
purposes

quellta

mllky liquid from the stem of a poppy
plant · sometimes added to opium
gum by dishonest farmers.

Processing

reduclrla
superficte
sembrada

to reduce the seeded area

Cultivation

sartan

pan that morphine base Is dried

Processing

satin

thin cloth used for the filtering
process

OQtate

3/2/2004

Processing

tlnals)

refers to size of a large garbage
canister used for processing
amounts of latex Into morphi bas_t

Opiate

3/2/2004

Processing

ublcar

to be located, situ

Non specific

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

Cultivation

vfdrlo

black tar heroin

Opiate

3/2/2~

Processing.

me

---
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Not Specified
TERM

DEFINITION

SOURCE/
DEA6DATE

DRUG

STAGE

dahlia

genus of plants in the family
Asteraceae, containing 12 to 20
species of tuberous herbs that are
native to the higher elevations of
Mexico and Central America.

Opiate

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

Cultivation

plastlcos

PJil$~1'

Non specific

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

Proc;esslng

---

UNCLASSIFIED//FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY
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TERM

DEFINITION

DRUG

STAGE

acetun•

possibly acetate or ethyl acetate

Opiate

8/9/2004

Processing

agua madre

a "beer-colored" liquid containing
cocaine alkaloid

Cocaine

3/2211994

Processing

uuc:ar

translated means sugar - typically
granulated sodium bicarbonate

Cocaine

11/14/2002

Processing

ba]alan

fertilizer

Cocaine

8/1/2003

CultlVatlon

barbasco

insecticide with a milky appearance
Cocaine
that is made from a plant in the jungle

8/l/2003

Cultivation

barro
barro

cocaine base converted back to crude
and smoked
residue of morphine (llterally
translated as 'mud')

Cocaine

Processing

Opiate

Processing

belma

insecticide

Cocaine

brlllo

talc· like powder used to adulterate
cocaine base

cocaine

bruta

crude cocaine paste

H

t

\ii11ioo3

Cultivation

811/2003

Processing

11/26/2002

Processing

l

brutta

crude cocaine paste

11/26/2002

Processing

-Q{cf,.

de .. ~~'ffp){pl{c

6/13119M

ProftJslt\g ..

ca ma

initial testing of the pura agu
determine If the pH I
iscor
· small amount of wra agua is
sprinkled with a small amount o
carbonate tp.ob.iervei1fecipi

Cocaine

8/112003

Processing

c:amaron

insectlc'

Cocaine

12/8/2003

Cultivation

carbon

slang forsodium bic.,bonate

Cocaine

11/26/2002

Processing

charuta

slang forth
al aloid extracted
from multiple ,.,_cessing of leaf.

Cocaine

11/14/2002

Processing

battery acid

Cocaine

311712003

Processing

insecticide used against a "green bug" Opiate

8/9/2004

Cultivation

chlcha

slang for the alkaloid· laden liquid
(used for both water and kerosene)
that is transferred from one
processing step to another.

Cocaine

12/8/2003

Processing

dpricin•

insectrcide

Cocaine

1218/2003

Cultivation

darlficador

slang for a bucket containing the
limonada

Cocaine

8/1/2003

Processing

dlmfelln

insecticide

Cocaine

12/8/2003

Cultivation

corta (see cortar,
co rte)

to curdle

Cocaine

11/2612002

Processing

chazackl
Cherpa (also see
DHIS)

UNCLASSIFIED//FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY
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Peru
TERM
cortar (see corta,

corte)
corte (see corta,
cortar)

corte batido

DEFINITION

STAGE

to i;urdle

Cocaine

11/26/2002

Processing

to curdle

Cocaine

11/26/2002

Processing

Cocaine

5/3/1994

Processing

"stirred curdle" the method to
precipitate out cocaine paste
involvlng sodium bicarbonate and
stjr1i09, resulting .in a lu:ilVY "chee$e"

111teJ;i.odu~..

·

corte caliente

"hot curdle" the method to precipitate
out cocaine paste involving the
addition of extra sulfuric acid and
sodium bicarbonate resulting in the
"fast" precipitation of paste.

corte normal

"normal curdle" the method to
precipitate out cocaine paste
involving the addition of sodium
bicarbonate (no stirring) resulting in a
spongy paste.

costalillo

jute cloth used to filter

crud a

crude cocaine paste

cube

SOURCE/
DEA6 DATE

DRUG

Cocaine

Processing

5/3/1994

Processing

Cocaine

11/26/2002

Processing

'%.er(!icaine
•
insecticide made from the milky
liquid that foun
the cortex of an
Cocaine
unidentified tt~e.

11/26/2002

Processing

12/8/2003

Cultivation

Cocaine

B/1/2003

Cultivation

cocai~ bM4\

cupra vlt
dense carbonate

sodium ~bonate

Cocaine

4/16/1996

Processing

Desls (also see
cherpa)

Insecticide u

Opiate

8/9/2004

Cultivation

extra foyaje

fertilizer

Cocaine

8/1/2003

Cultivation

flesh

slang for a method of precipitating
cocaine base by mixing In ammonia
slowly resulting In a finer powdery
product

Cocaine

12/8/2003

Processing

foliar

fertilizer

Cocaine

8/1/2003

Cultivation

frfto

cocaine base

Cocaine

12/8/2003

Processing

guarapo

slang for the acid/water/cocaine
mixture

Cocaine

3/21/1994

Processing

guia

slang for the freshly curdled crude
cocaine base; sometlmes to the small
test amount to see if the limonada
(acid water containing cocaine
alkaloid) is ready to process.

Cocaine

8/1/2003

Processing

UNCLASSIFIED//FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY
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Peru
TERM

.......

DEFINITION

SOURCE I
DEA6 DATE

DRUG

STAGE

commercial pesticide

Cocaine

3/17/2003

Cultivation

slang for cocaine base

Cocaine

12/812003

Processing

la gasollneada

Gasoline method of converting
cocaine paste to base by adding
gasoline into the solution containing
water, sulfuric acid, cocaine. and
lime. Once the gasoline evaporates ·
cocaine base remains.

Cocaine

5/4/1994

Processing

larancha

fungus that attacks opium poppies

Opiate

8

Cultivation

llNldcl•

lavada

washed cocaine base

Cocaine

light carbonate

sodium bicarbonate

Cocaine

llmonada

slang for acid/water mixture used to
extract or containing cocaine alkaloid

Cocaine

11 /2'1'.2000

..

Processing

~16/~6

Processing

3/21h994

Processing

malumbra

insecticide

mancoslo

fungicide

Cultivation

nuariposa

slang for shredder

Processing

mica

slang for plastic sheeting used in the
construction of a pozo pit

3/17/2003

Processing

mucyo

type of coca seed, typically r~ Jn
color

12/8/2003

Cultivation

Cocaine

8/1/2003

Processing

Insecticide

Cocaine

8/1/2003

Cultivation

insecticide

Cocaine

8/112003

Cultivation

pol on

thick filtering cloth used In cocaine
processing

Cocaine

12/8/2003

Processing

ponche

slang for the liquid resulting from the
combination of the alkaloid laden
gasoline/kerosene and acid/water
during the processing step when
the alkaloid is transferred from the
gasoline/kerosene to the acid/water.

Cocaine

12/8/2003

Processing

Cocaine

8/1/2003

Processing

'. 1112003

S::

/t

Cultivation

to paint · a test of quality of cocafne
base where the base is rubbed
paint test

lower quality o cocaine base.
paraclon (see
pratiolt)
paratlon (see
paracion)

poncheador

stirring device used during the stage
to create the pura agua/rica agua

UNCLASSIFIED//FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY
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Peru
TERM
ponch•r•

DEFINITION

SOURCE I
DEA6 DATE

DRUG

a bucket, sometimes referred to the
bucket containing llmonada

Cocaine

STAGE

12/8/2003

Processing

profollar

fertilizer

Cocaine

8/1/2003

Cultivation

profoffer

fertHlzer

Cocaine

811/2003

Cultivation

Cocaine

8/112003

Processing

decantatlon pit
Cocaine
pit similar to a pozo ( 2 x 4 meters in
size) used In a hybrid form of a solvent Cocaine
extraction method

51211994

Processing

Bl

Processing

3122/ 199.4

Processing

puraaqua
quemador
reclple nte

(pure water) the acid/water

containing c~ine alkatold

relna

slang for a high quality cocaine base
in Peru

remojador

another term for pozo

resin

gum-like waste product from the
processing of cocaine base into
cocaine HCI ~ often used to cut/
adulterate cocaine base.

reteque

process to extract any extra
merchandise from remainin
and filtrate In morphin and h
processes.

~

Cocaine

Processing

Cocaine

3/17/2003

Processing

12/3/2003

Processing

roea

slang for a method of cal1$1ng raptd
precipitation of cot*ine b ase by
Cocaine
quickly a d-~onfil rew ffing in a
harder_iQtf<y pro dllet.

12/8/2003

Processing

ocaine and Opiate

semlllero

seed be

811/2003

Cultivation

sher pa

insecticide ustd ~I n st a "green bug" Opiate

8/9/2004

Cultivation

stones

slang for objeci1'ihat are added to
used acetone to remove residual
water so that the acetone may be
reused in additional cocaine base to
tOdiitte HO ptO(es$ings.

Cocaine

3/17/2003

Processing

5'1g&r

slang for a substance suspected of
being brcarbonate

Cocaine

3/17/2003

Processing

techo

slang for 160-llter plastic bucket

Cocaine

6/1511994

Processing

teodan (see
tlodan)

insecticide

Cocaine

8/1/2003

Cultivation

tetdan

fertilizer

Cocaine

8/1/2003

Cultivation

tlmbo

slang for large white plastic drum
typically used for gasoline transport

Cocaine

3/21/1994

Processing

Cocaine

UNCLASSIFIED//FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY
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TERM

DEFINITION

DRUG

STAGE

tlodan (1H
teodan)

insecticide

Cocaine

1218/2003

Cultivation

t rlplealda

initial harvesting of leaf at around 9
months

Cocaine

81112003

Cultivation

Yitafollage

fertilizer

Cocaine

8/1/2003

Cultivation

Ylftfo
zerpa

seed bed to start coca plants

Cocaine

8/l/2003

Cultivation

81912004

Cultivation

insecticide used against a "green bug• Opiate

tamaron(e)

STAGE

DRUG

TERM
insect icid!"

Cocaine

08/0112003,
08/0612004

UNCLASSIFIED//FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY
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Southeast Asia
SOURCE /
DEA6DATE

TERM

DEFINITION

acetic acid, glacial

ethanoic acid or vinegar acid. A clear,
colorless liquid with a pungent odor.
Used In place of ammonium chloride
or ammonia solutions as a reagent to
adjust alkalinity in the precipitation
of morphine from an opium solution.

acetic anhydride

acetic oxide; acetyl oxide. Most
commonly used as an acetylating
agent In the acetylatlon of morphine. Opiate
A key precursor chemical and reagent
In heroin synthesis.

Processing

acetylatlon

Chemical process in converting
morphine base to heroin.

Opiate

Processing

adulterant

Substance added to heroin after
the heroin conversion process is
completed; pharmacologically active.
Quinine and procaine are typical
adulterants added to heroin.

.~te .

alcohol (ethyl
alcohol)

An anhydrous alcohol. Used as a
solvent during purification of fl~n
base and in the conversion of ~roin
base to heroin hydrochloride.

alkaloid

nitrogen-co

DRUG

· in

Opiate

-

f

iate

Opiate

derive~

ammonium
chloride

Colorles't,oQorless crystals or
crystalline d\Urlks. Used as a
reagent to adj1JIJ!'Stkalinity in the
precipitation of morphine (as crude
morphine base) from an opium
solution.

Opiate

brown sugar
heroin

A common name for heroin (any
source) which has the appearance
of light brown, granulated sugar.
Commonly produced in Southwest
Asta (Afihanlstan, Pakistan, and Iran).

Opiate

caffeine

White alkaloid found in coffee, tea,
and cola nuts. Commonly used as
an diluent In heroin hydrochloride,
Southeast Asian methamphetamine
tablets.

Opiate

---

Publication DEA-

20026

Publication DEA·

20026

Publication DEA-

20026

Publication DEA·

20026

Publication DEA-

20026

Publication DEA-

20026

Publication DEA-

20026
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STAGE

Processing

Processing

Processing

Processing

Processing

Abuse

Processing
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Southeast Asia
TERM

SOURCE/
DEA6 DATE

DRUG

DEFINITION

calcium hydroxide See "lime, slaked.•

Opiate

carbon, activated

See "charcoal, activated."

Opiate

chandu

A Hindi-Bengali term for cooked
opium ("smoking opium"). Term used
in India and some parts of Burma.
l~Ql *$!.lP si;une histori~l .repcms
on sot:i.iheast.AJJan. opium.

Opiate

charcoal,
activated

A fine, black carbonaceous powder
prepared commercially from wood
and vegetables. In illicit heroin
production, used as a reagent in the
purification of heroin.

Opiate

Publication DEA-

20026
Publication DEA-

20026
Publication DEA-

20026

STAGE
Processing
Processing

Abuse

Processing

Term Is Vsed-bY''Eng~ish•spctaklng
China White

chloroform

westerners to contrast the white
powder form with the light brown,
granular form of heroin. Also used in
recent years as an alternate n me for
fentanyl,
A clear, colorless, heav and v ry
volatile liquid with
sweet odor. Use

Oplate

Opiate

Opiate

chol (Joi)

conversion
(heroin
conversion)

A chemical conversion process
wherein heroin base is converted
Into a soluble salt form of heroin,
generally heroin hydrochloride.

Opiate

diluent

Additive used to reduce the
concentration of an active material
and/or to increase bulk. Typical
dlluents for heroin are mannitol,
sucrose, lactose, and starch.

Opiate

In addition to Its well-known use as
an anesthetic, Is used as a solvent
ether (ethyl ether)
in the conversion of heroin base to
heroln hydrochloride.

Opiate

ethyl alcohol (see
"alcohol" I

Opiate

Publication DEA-

20026

Publication DEA-

20026

Publication DEA-

20026

Publication DEA-

20026

Publication DEA-

20026

Publication DEA-

20026
Publication DEA-

20026
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Abuse

Processing

Processing

Processing

Processing

Processing

Processing
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Southeast Asia
TERM

DEFINITION

SOURCE/
DEA6 DATE

DRUG

ethyl ether (SH
"ether")

STAGE

Opiate

Publication OEA20026

Processing

Golden Trlangle

Area of Mainland Southeast Asia
comprising the Shan Plateau and
Kachln Hills of northeastern Burma,
the highlands of northwestern Laos,
the highlands of northern Thailand,
northern Vietnam, and the adjacent
areas Of southem China.

Opiate

Publication OEA20026

General

gram

urlit of weight In the metric: system
equal to one·thousandth of a
kilogram. 28.350 grams equal one
ounce

Opiate

hal

Northern Thal -Shan term used with
land areas. See rai and lai (Lao).

hectare

A metric unit of area equal to 2.471
acres (10,000 square meters). Also
equivalent to 6.25 ral.

p' te

Also known ~s diacetylmorp
heroin

highly addictive synthetic naJD>'nG~
derived from morphin

~

Publ!Qtion OEA-

20026

Processing

ubllcation DEA0026

Cultivation

Publication DEA20026

Cultivation

PubUcation DEA20026

Abuse

heroin base
(SouthHst Asia)

•crude heroin." heroin base is
morphine base thin has \Mdergone
acetylation.Smokabf.1[1eroin P6$e Is
considerea3t'f
snedhlteform of
heroin- at may be·{:\'lrthetrefined.

Opiate

Publlcation DEA20026

Abuse

heroin
hydrochloride

ltfor
f heroin,
A chemi
usually pow
ystal that is water
Opiate
soluble and the fore suitable for
Injection. Most commonly used by
heroJn users who Inject the drug.

Publication DEA20026

Abuse

heroinno.3

A smokeable form of Southeast Asian
heroin.

Opiate

Publication OEA20026

Abuse

heroinno.4

An Injectable form of Southeast
Asian heroin. Also known as heroin
hydrochloride or China White.

Opiate

Publication DEA20026

Abuse

highlander
(Mainland
Southeast Asia)

A hill dweller. Hill tribesmen are a
typical example of highlanders in
Mainland Southeast Asia.

Opiate

Publication DEA20026

General
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Southeast Asia
TERM

DEFINITION
Any one of numerous ethnk groups
which share a distinct culture,
language, and social structure and
who are regarded, as a group, to be
hill dwellers.

Opiate

hyd rochloric acid

A solution of hydrogen chloride gas
(HCI) in water. Also known as muriatic
acid. In illicit heroin production,
hydrochloric acid is used to convert
morphine base to morphine
hydrochloride.

Opiate

Jin

A metric unit of weight In Chinese
system. Equivalent to Yz kilogram (500
grams). Chinese term, romanized:
jln {Pinyin) or chin (Wade-Giles
Mandarin).

kilogram

A metric unit of weight equal to 1,000
grams or 2.2046 pounds.

lactose

Also known as milk sugar, sac .harum
lactis. Present In milk in man1r1
" IMll'o...
Commonly used as a di uent (
extender) by heroin
increase bulk of i

lei

A standard unit oflanQ.area
rneasurementmtqos,.equivafent to
1,600 s re meterc.Also.M!e •rai".

Opiate

llme, slaked

Also kno
hydroxide,
calcium hy
tic lime,
as a reagent In
hydrated lime.
the extraction of morphine from
opium by forming an intermediate
calcium salt (caktum morphenate).

Opiate

liter

A metric unit of volume. Equivalent to
1.056 llquld quarts.

Opiate

A lowland dweller, in either a rural or
urban community. into lowland areas
In Laos and Thailand.

Opiate

Also known as mannite, manna
sugar. Commonly used as a diluent
(or extender) by heroin dealers to
increase bulk of "Injectable heroin".

Opiate

hill tribe
IM•ln land

Southeast Asia)

lowlander

(Southeast Asia)

mannltol

SOURCE/
DEA6 DATE

DRUG

a

Publication DEA-

20026

Publication DEA·
2

STAGE

General

Processing

Processing

Optate

Publication DEA-

20026

ate

---

Publication DEA·

20026

Publication DEA·

20026

Publication DEA·

20026

Publication DEA·

20026
Publlcatlon DEA·

20026
Publication DEA·

20026
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morphine

An organic compound (alkaloid)
found In the Papaver somnlferum
(9plum poppy).

Opiate

Publication DEA20026

Processing

morphine base

Morphine base is an intermediate
product between morphine alkaloid
in opium and a morphine brick
(morphine hydrochloride).

Opiate

Publication DEA20026

Processing

morphine brick

Morphine hydrochloride, ranging
between 82 and 94 percent morphine
content, compressed (by a morphine
Opiate
press) into a standard-sized brick
shape measuring approximately 2
inches by 4 inches by S inches.

morphine press

A metal or wood piece of equipment
which can squeeze water from
morphine hydrochloride, leaving the
morphine dry and in uniform, bricksized blocks.

A~tfr'is.~ul:>~ (heff,1(Jt for ·
.,

morphin e salt

,;'\,'

,,_.., ••

'r'_-q.·

'

te

Processing

Publication DEA20026

Processing

Publication DEA20026

Processing

)s~

-~

morphine. Other morphine
Include morphine sulfate, mo
hydrochloride, an~hine
acetate-all legit
zou
used In medicine.
A •

Ob..

nual

slang for a»f«Cd-wefgh fo
Sou t he~Asian hetoin,
valent
to 700 .gf.ns (.7 kilopam sl or 1.54
pounds

Opiate

Publication DEA·
20026

Abuse

opium

Strongly-adcl'lrit7naturallyoccurring narcotic derived from the
dried latex juice of the opium poppy,
Papaver somniferum. Source of
morphine arid heroin.

Opiate

Publication DEA20026

Processing

op ium. liquid

Also known as opium solution. Refers
to opium which has been dissolved In
water. Liquid opium is usually a clear,
dark brown liquid.

Opiate

Publication DEA20026

Processing

Opiate

Publication DEA·
20026

Abuse

opium, prepared

Also known as cooked oph,1m,
processed opium, and smoking opium.
Opium smokers prefer to smoke
p~redoptum,

---
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opium, raw

pl-~

DEFINITION
Also known as opium gum, crude
opium, and opium sap. Opium which
has not been •cooked." Weighs more
than prepared opium (contains more
water). It is smoked or eaten by addicts.

pong

poppy (o pium
poppy)

poppy pod

poppy pod,
scoring
poppy pod,
scraping
precipitation
(chemical
pt9dpftatlon)
precursor

purification
(chemical
p urification}
ral

Opiate

AChinese temi used to refer to impure,
or crude, morphine base. Alternative
s.pelll~s 9(~e t~rm i!'ldude pizl
Opiate
filtlymtattd p1"U\I (Wadf.Glle$

Man -

r.in~

SOURCE /
DEA6DATE

DRUG

Publication DEA20026

Publication DEA·

STAGE

Abuse

.ProceS$1ng

·-

Astandard unit of weight used
in Southeast Asia for opium only.
Equivalent to 0.375 kilograms (13.23
ounces). Thai-Shan-Lao term.
An annual plant, Pa paver somniferum,
having grayish-green leaves and
variously colored flowers. The sole
source of opium.
Sometimes called the seedpod,e.
capsule, bulb, or head. Refers ~o heegg·sized fruit which enlarges as the
flower petals fall from ttre plant and
produces the latex(()T)ium).

Opiate

Publication DEA·
20026

Opiate

Cutting into the su
an op.
poppy
sH
la
instru
toexu
Using flat-~d irl$1rument to collect
gummy opium froni pod surface. The
instrument resembles a paint scraper.
The separation of a solid from a
solution. The resulting solid Is called
the p\'klpltate.

Publication DEA·
20026

Cultivation

Cultivation

Opiate

Publication DEA20026

Cultivation

Opiate

Publication DEA·
20026

Cultivation

Opiate

Aprecursor Is a chemical that is the raw
rtlilterial for a new product.
The removal of extraneous materials
(impurities) from a substance or a
mixture by one or more separation

Processing

Opiate

Opiate

Publication DEA·
20026

Publication DEA·
20026
Publication DEA20026

Processing
Processing

Processing

techniques,
Astandard unit of land area
measurement In Thailand equivalent to
1,600 square meters.

Opiate

---

Publication DEA·
20026
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DEFINITION
Areagent is a d'temical which reacts
with a precursor to form a new
compound.

Opiate

slash-and-burn
agriculture

Also known as "swidden• agriculture.
Method of clearing land for cultivation.
involves cutting down all vegetation,
allowing it to dry, and finally burning it
off in preparation for planting.

Opiate

soda ash (sodium
carbonate)

Crude, anhydrous sodium carbonate.
Awhite or transparent, odorless,
crystalline powder with a salty, bitter
taste. An alkaline material commonly
used In the production of heroin base.

Opiate

reagent (chemical

reagent)

SOURCE I
DEA6 DATE

DRUG

Publlcation DEA·
~

Publication DEA20026

STAGE
Processing

Cultivation

Processing

Solvents are used to dissolve solid

solvent (chemical
solvent)
swldden
agriculture

precursors or reagents, to dilute
reaction mixtures, and to separate and
purify other chemicals.
An agricultural method. See slash-andbum agriculture.

tu•

Seenuai

Processing

Opiate

Publication DEA20026
Publication DEA20026

Cultivation
Abuse

A"unit" Is a standar~Tt of welg
for Southeast Asi
led
unit

vlss

Equivalen
1.54 p~s. Appro
SY>inche
•
,_}
A standard unfe of weight used in
southern India and Burma. Equivalent
to 1.657 kilograms (3.652 pounds).
Commonly used In reference to bulk
items. In Burma, the viss is also used in
the opium trade.

Opiate

Publication DEA20026

Abuse

Opiate

Publication DEA20026

Abuse

---
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DEFINITION

COUNTRY/REGION

7·80

~clde

10·20

an aliphatic hydrocarbon mixture used
to dissolve cocaine base to make HCI
-

- .,.,,_,.

-~-

·---

SOURCE /
DEA6DATE

STAGE

Bolivia

B/6/2004

Cultivation

Colombia

6/26/1996

Processing

.

--~

• labrev•

•cold turkey"

Latin Amerkan
Countries

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

Abuse

a lo bronco

"cold turkey•

Latin American
Countries

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

Abuse

abajar

con job, addict, drug paraphernalia

Latin American
Countries

Glossary

---

--Unpublished 2002

Unp ublish;d2002
DEA Glossary

abraojo1

first fix of the day

•brig•

cover toad

abuja

fix, joint (marijuana cigarette)

abujazo

fix

acelte blanco

cocaine

Unpublished 2002
DEA ~~s~ry~-·
Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

aguamadra

Abuse
Abuse
Processing
Abuse

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

Abuse

n American
Countries

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

Processing

Peru

3122/1994

Processing

Bolivia

1/12/1993

Processing

Colombia, Peru

6/13/1994

CultfVation

4

agua rica

--------

acid/water contbinilfbn usedto
"
extract cocaine-.italoid
fr~ gasoline/
kero

--- ---------·

arroba

azucar

translated means sugar · typically
granulated sodium bicarbonate

Peru

11/14/2002

Processing

bajalan

fertilizer

Peru

B/1/2003

Cultivation

banadores

wash tub used to test cocaine
extraction

Bolivia

7/23/2007

Processing

barbasco

insecticide with a milky appearance
that ls made from a plant In the jungle

Peru

B/1/2003

Cultivation

barro

cocaine base converted back to crude
and smoked

Peru

8/1/2003

Processing

t>.suca

cocaine base residue precipitated ff om
used solvents · suitable for smoking

Colombia

6/26/1996

Processing

belma

insecticide

Peru

B/1/2003

Cultivation

---
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Blenca

literal translation means "white" - a very
Bolivia
clean white cocaine base

8/22/2008

Processing

bollo

ball of cocaine base

Bolivia

8/6/2004

Processing

brlHo

talc-like powder used to adulterate
cocaine base

Peru

8/1/2003

Processing

Peru

11/26/2002

Processing

·PenJ

~

e~ft!l

crude cocaine paste

Bulls' blood

slang for Punto (alcohol-based liquid
used for Ph testing (phenolphthalein))

burning (as In "the
solution Is bumlng)

a stage when a substance (usually
carbonate) Is added in order to
neutralize the acid within a mixture typically the mixture appears to bubble
or boll and will turn dark

1/1211993

Processing

cal

lime or calcium oxide

11/14/2002

Processing

caldero

decantation pit

6/13/1994

cam a

initial testing of the pura agua to
determine if the pH level is correct ·
small amount of pura aguit.~nkled
with a small amou~t of ca$on •
observe preclpi , n

Peru

811/2003

Processing

camaron

Insect icide

Peru

12/8/2003

Cultivation

cuete

Bolivia

8/6/2004

Cultivation

carbon

Peru

11/26/2002

Processing

carga(sl (see dacas)

Bolivia

1/13/1993

Processing

DoiMa

8/6/2004

Cultivation

Bolivia

8/6/2004

Cl.lltivatlon

Peru

11/1412002

Processing

cato

chacha
cha rut•

----7'

ut 40x40 meters
____,.,.L-_._

·- - - -------

large ant that attacks coca plants
--slang for the final alkaloid extracted
from multiple processing of leaf.
---

----~

Bolivia

Processing

-~

Peru

3/17/2003

Processing

chlcha

slang for the alkaloid-laden liquid (used
for both water and kerosene) that is
Peru
transferred from one processing step to
another.

12/8/2003

Processing

chlchlada

cocaine product resembling ice in the
precipitation process

Bolivia

8/22/2008

Processing

chide

cocaine base

Bolivia

8/612004

P.~~~'".!L

decantation-'p- it_ _ __

Bolivia

1/12/1993

Processi ng

chaz acl
__
d _ _~_ _ _b_an:ry ac~d

~Ot'hydtOChlottc:~d

1/'!.61J@

---
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dca

insecticide

Bolivia

8/6/2004

Cultivation

c:l pricln•

insecticide

Peru

12/8/2003

Cultivation

clarlficador

slang for a bucket containing the
limonada

Peru

8/1/2003

Processing

climfelln

insecticide

Peru

12/B/2003

Cultivation

coca bulei\a

wet cocaine base

Bolivia

11/18/2004

Processing

coceleros

coca farmers

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

Cultivation

corta (see cortar,
co rte)

to curdle

1 1/2 /2002

Processing

cortar (lff corte,
corte)

to curdle

11/26/2002

Processing

corte (see corta,
cort•rl

to curdle

11/26/2002

Processing

conebatldo

"stirred curdle" the method to
precipitate out cocaine paste involv SJ
sodium bicarbonate and stirring,
resulting in a heavy "che e• like
product.

5/3/1994

Processing

·-- -

Peru

----

"hot curdle" the ~thod t1J{>r.slp1taW
out cocaine pa
;nvolving '•e
'\
addition of
ra sulferic acid.~d
sodium bicarb
resuttirig in the

-· -

-------

-------

Peru

5/3/1994

Processing

cone normal

thodto
aine pane Involving
.. ,..,.,~odium bicarbonate (no
stlrrlt't!J) re ting in a spongy paste.

Peru

S/3/1994

Processing

costalillo

jute cloth ~sed to filter cocaine base

Peru

11/26/2002

Processing

creshesout

causfng the cocaine base precipitation
by the addition of "soda"

Colombia

7/26/2000

Processing

cruda

crude cocaine paste

Peru

11/26/2002

Processing

crystal

cocalneHCI

Bolivia

8/6/2004

Processing

bicarbonate

Bolivia

8/612004

Processing

cube

Insecticide made from the milky
llquld that found in the cortex of an
unidentified tree.

Peru

12/8/2003

Cultivation

cup ra vlt

fertilizer

Peru

8/1/2003

Cultivation

Bolivia

1112/1993

Processtn~

Peru

4/16/1996

Processing

corte caliente

tio~llf

te.

e

d eces (elso see cergas) 100-pound bags of coca leaves
dense cerbonate

sodium carbonate

---
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dueno

owner

Bolivia

11/18/2004

Processing

extra foyaje
---- -fabric•

fertilizer

Peru

811/2003

Cultivation

'~
testing the moisture of coca leaves

Bolivia

8/6/2004

. !!._~!_sfng

Colombia

7/26/2000

fist t e st

by squeezing a handful • if liquid
oozes between fingers the leaves are
sufficiently moist.

Processing

flesh

slang for a method of precipit ating
cocaine base by mixing In ammonia
slowly resuttlng In a finer powdery
product.

Processing

foliar

fertlli2er

Cultivation

frlto
frying

gasoline •dun"

cocaine base

-~-~!~~ -

Pe

slang for heating base in a frying pan as
Col
a means of ~~~9. the wet base.
gasoline that has been treated In
an acid/water mix to remove lead/
Colombia

Processing

7/ 26/2000

Processing

lmp1,11'ities.
gasoline "Rich"'

unused or new gasoline

gringo b ug

a P!s~~a_!_~'!1~~~a
slang for the adlf/water/coCtuie

g uarapo

m
elf e limonada (acid
cocaine alicalold) is

guta

hoja de coca
.1',ctpeJ

<

coca leaf
stands that drums are set up on durtng
~!it·p~1,tt·m8thQd .

Bollvla

8/22/2008

Processing

Colombia

712612000

Cultivation

Peru

3/21/1994

Processing

Peru

811/2003

Processing

Latin American
Countries

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

Cultivation

Colombia

7/26/2000

Processing
Processing

hottest

a test done to ascertain if any cocaine
alkaloid remains in gasoline/diesel · the
test consists of the cook tasting the
gasollne/dlesel • If It tastes hot. alkaloid
is still present

Bolivia

8/6/2004

lbaclde

commercial pesticide

Peru

3/17/2003

Cultivation

Jugo

"juice•, reference the water/wash
removed from pozos containing
cocaine alkaloid

Bolivia

8/6/2004

Processing
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LaBoladora

cocaine product haVing a granular look
during precipitation.

Bolivia

8/22/2008

Processing

la d rillo

slang for cocaine base

Peru

12/8/2003

Processin g

la gasollneada

Gasoline rMthod of converting cocaine
paste to base by adding gasoline into
the solution containing water, sulfuric
acid, cocaine, and lime. Once the
gasoline evaporates - cocaine base
remains.

Peru

5/4/1994

Processing

lavad a

washed cocaine base

Peru

lavancllna

local bleach occasionally used in place
of sulfuric acid

light carbonate

sodium bicarbonate

limonada

slang for acid/water mlxt\Jre used to
extract or containing cocaine alkalo
----- --·--- --

los raspachlnes

coca pickers

Processing
Processing

Pe

Processing

--

3/21/1994

Processing

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

Cultivation

- ·-·~~·-·

machete

cocaine cutting agent

malumbra

Insecticide

omblo

_rmirlpon
mat o nes

Peru

8/1/2003

Processing
'
..
.
Cultivation

Peru

8/t.l2003

P{O(eSSir\9

Bolivia

11/18/2004

Processing

--

-~-

6/2611996

~--

- - - - - - - - - - - --- - -

mica

Peru

3/17/2003

Processing

moulln

Bolivia

12/19/2007

Processing

mucyo

Peru

12/8/2003

Cultivation

u vagron

insecticid

Bolivia

816/2004

pagero

stick used to stir ~ typic:ally fashioned
with a broad slotted end

Bolivia

1/12/1993, 8/612004,
Processing
12119/2007

paint test

to paint - a test of quality of cocaine
base where the base Is rubbed
against the skin, if the paste turns to
powder(crystalllzes) In one or two rubs,
It Is good. The higher the number of
rubs Involved indicates a lower quality
of cocaine base.

Peru

8/1/2003

Processing

pajero

stick used to stir - typically fashioned
with a broad slotted end

Bolivia

1/12/1993,
8/6/2004,
12/1912007

Processing

---
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•packet•, unit of measure 1 paqueta =
paqueta (SH paquete) 50 lbs (il. 7 kgs)

Bolivia

8/6/2004

Processing

•packet•, unit of measure 1 paqueta "'
paquet• (SH paqueta) 50 lbs (2l.7 kgs)

Bolivia

81612004

Processing

fast growing tree with a thin trunk and
large canopy planted to camouflage
coca fields

Bolivia

8/6/2004

Cultivation

insecticide

Peru

paraclon(1ee

·-~~~~J___ -paratlon (see
paraclon)
pasta baslca de
coca Ina
perga

Cultivation

insecticide

Cultivation

cocaine paste

11/18/2004

Processing

slang for potassium permanganate

7/26/2000

Processing

12/8/2003

Processing

Peru

12/8/2003

Processing

Peru

8/1/2003

Processing

ponchera

Peru

12/8/2003

Processing

j'rO!__ollar _
profollar

Peru

8/112003

Cultivation

Peru

polon

ponche

poncheador

thick filtering cloth used In cocaine

__ J>rocessf~
slang for the liquid resulting from the
combination of the alkaloid laden
t..er
gasoline/kerosene and .
during the processing st$wh¥Jthe alkaloid Is tr~erred t~ the
~s:>~~~~~r · ne to,U_\e ac·f · water.
stirring devic·eea.Ml'.I·

8/1/2003

Cultivation

punto

alcohol-based liquid used for Ph testing Bolivia
(phenolphthaleln)

1/12/1993

Processing

puraaqua

(pure water) the acid/water containing
cocaine alkaloid

Peru

8/1/2003

Processing

decantati~_P!!

Peru

5/2/1994

Processing

queso

literal translation Is #Cheese• slang for
wet cocaine base

Bolivia

7/23/2007

Processing

recipient•

pit similar to a pozo ( 2 ll 4 meters In
size) used In a hybrid form of a solvent
extraction method

Peru

8/1/2003

Processing

reina

slang for a high quality cocaine base In
Peru

Peru

3/22/1994

Processing

fertilizer
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another term for pozo

Peru

8/1/2003

resin

gum-like waste product from the
processing of cocaine base into cocaine
HCI - often used to cut/adulterate
cocaine base.

Peru

3/17/2003

Processing

r•wa1hlng

to submerge leaves for a second time In
Colombia
gasoline to extract the cocaine alkaloid.

712612000

Processing

roe a

slang for a method of causing rapid
precipitation of cocaine base by quickly
adding ammonia resulting a harder
rocky product.

Processing

seed bed to start coca plants

Cultivation

semillero
siete-ochenta

__pes~cld!_.

Cultivation

slang for objects that are added to
used acetone to remove residual water
so that the acetone may be reused i
additional cocaine base to cocaine H

stones

Processjng

____erocesslngs._
slang for a substance suspected of
~~.'!.!>!~rbonate
ball like substan

sugar
sulfato

slang for the
mic,a (teactf ., caused
by adding a " :· · depbstance
to fre~:aa~1

sweat
tac ho
tamaron(e)

3/17/2003

Bolivia

12/19/2007

Colombia

7/26/2000

Processing

Processing

__
c ~uc~!__ __ ------ ~!"~--------------~1_1_
s1_
19_
94_____ Processing
Peru and Bolivia
8/1/2003, 8/6/2004 Cultivation

sl

tazon

Peru

approxima

Bolivia

8/612004

Processing

tazones

buckets capacity of approximately 30
liters

Bolivia

8/6/2004

Processing

t en-twenty

an aliphatic hydrocarbon mixture
used to dissolve cocaine base to make
cocaineHCI

Colombia

6/26/1996

Processing

teodan (see tiodan)

insecticide

Peru

8/1/2003

Cultivation

tetdan

fertilizer

Peru

8/112003

Cultivation

the worm

naturally occurring pest that attacks
coca plants

Colombia

7/26/2000

Cultivation

slang for large white plastic drum
used for gasoline transport

Peru

3/21/1994

Processing

insecticide

Peru

tlmbo
tlodan (see teodanl

_

_:ypica~ly

------

12/8/2003

---~~-

---
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SOURCE /
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STAGE

triplealda

Initial harvesting of leaf at around 9
months

Peru

811/2003

Cultivation

vitafoltage

fertilizer

Peru

8/112003

Cultivation

vlvero

seed b&d to start coca plants

Peru

811/2003

Cultivation

wash (used as a noun)

the process in where a gasoline/
Latin American
kerosene mixture containing cocaine
Countries
alkaloid Is mixed with the agua pura/
agua rlca to extract the cocaine alkaloid

3/17/2003

Processing

- - · - - - - - __ _ ____ Into th~-~_'!~_£>ura/ag~~~~------· ___ _
yuces
cutting agent, mixed 50/50, per DEA
Bolivia
chemists this substance Is suspected to
be procaine. lidocaine, or benzocalne

---
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retaque

spoon test

DEFINITION

COUNTRY/REGION

process to extract any extra
merchand ise from remaining residues
and filtrate In morphine and heroin
- __pro~~~:.
dryness test of base where a sample is
melted in a spoon • if It boils it is too
wet

12/3/2003

Processing

Colombia

7/26/2000

Processing

hydrochloric add

Colombia

acldo sulfurico

sulfuric acid

Colombia

BaftoMaria

hot water bath used in cocaine HO
productio n.

gramason
gramaaon

--·-------- -

- -

STAGE

Peru

acldo chlorltico

-------

SOURCE /
DEA60ATE

·-- -

Processing
lished 2002

6/26/1996

-

----------------~-

weed killer

8/3/2001 , 8/6/2004

weedkiller

8/3/2001, 8/6/2004

---
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abrojo1

first fix of the day

Latin American
Countries

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

Abuse

abusa de la drag•

drug abuse

Latin American
Countries

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

Abuse

adepta

drug addict

aerosol

spray

alazar

at random

alambre

wire

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

Processing

aleatarla

random

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

Cultivation

altura

height

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glo55ary

Cultivation

arrancar

to extract; pull out; tear off

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

Processing

aspersion

sprinkling

Latin American
Countries

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

Cultivation

atacar

Latin American
Countries

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

Cultivation

baja densidad

Latin American
Countries

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

Cultivation

basblstin

Colombia

8/3/2001

Cultivation

balsas

Latin American
Countries

DEA Glossary

Latin American

Unpublished 2002

CountrteS

08G!Os9~

Colombia, Mexico

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

.·

fished 2002
Countries

ossary

Unpublished 2002

Abuse
Cultivation
Processing

CultiVation

campesinos

cultivators, farmers

Latin Amerkan
Countries

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

CultiVation

caslllas

section

Mexico

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

Cultivation

clfras

statistics; figures

Latin American
Countries

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

Processing

clavos

nails

Colombia

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

Processing

combatIr

to attack: to fight

Latin American
Countries

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

Cultivation

Latin American
Countries

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

Cultivation

-ca sec ha

-

harvest
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COUNTRY/REGION

SOURCE /
OEA60ATE

STAGE

creclmlento

growth, Increase

Latin American
Countries

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

Cultivation

cultlvo

cultivation

Latin American
Countries

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

Cultivation

cultlvo neto

net cultivation

Latin American
Countries

Unpublished 2002

cultlvos ilfcitos

illicit cultivation

Latin American
Countries

0.sanollo

fertilizer used during cultivation

d lsmlnulr

to reduce, decrease

DEA £!'~-~5!ry__.
Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

Cultivation
Cultivation

ublished 2002
ossary

Cultivation

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

Processing

--Unpublished 2002

divulgada actlvldad

reported activity

el c61culo

estimate

Unpublished 2002
DEA Gloss~

Cultivation

enmontada

overgrown

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

Cultivation

DEA Glossary

Processing

enmontarse

Latin American
Countries

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

Cultivation

erradlcacl6n bruta

Latin American
Countries

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

Cultivation

escatrlz

Mexico

esfuerzos de errad icar

Mexico

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

Cultivation

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

Cultivation

estaclon de cultlvo

growing si!eSon

Mexico

etapa

stage

Latin American
Countries

extrarda

extracted

Mexico

finca

estate or home

Latin American
Countries

Unpublished 2002
DEA~~

Unpublished 2002
DEA Gl~~~r_y_
Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary
Heroin Lab
Efficiency Study

Processing

Processing
Processing

Cultivation

2001

fluorodane

an Insecticide

Colombia

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

Cultivation

gabardlna (I H
gawardlna)

cloth used as a filtering media

Colombia

8/3/2001

Processing

galllnaza

poultry manure

Colombia

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

Cultivation

---
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gravedad
hect,reH

COUNTRY/REGJON

~~--~Jllter.lng-0¥!~

Colombia

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

Processing

gravity

Latin American
Countries

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

Processing

Latin American
Countries

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glos.sary

Cultivation
Cultivation

hectares, Unit of land measurement, l

·····---~ eq'!!l"2~_~!_______

I• superftcl•

area, land, farm

Latin Ame rican
Countries

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

la1 coordenadas

coord inates

Latin Amtrlcan
Countries

l»isbed lt>Ol

los cultlvadores

cultivators, farmers

los plantlos

fields, area

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

Cultlvatlon

madera

wood

Unp ublished 2002
DEA Glossary

Cultivation

manguera

hose

Unp ublished 2002
DEA Glossary

Processing

med Ir

measure, count

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

Processing

Latin American
Countries
Colombia

dead, I

muestra

sam

Proc~g

Cultivation

mlllar
mue rta

SStiry

Latin American
Countries

~

muestreo

-----Unpu blished 2002

DEA§l~~ryUnpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

Processing
Cultivation

Mexico

Unp ublished 2002
DEA Glossary

Processing

Latin American
Countries

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossa ry

Cultivation

Unpublished 2002

papaleta C1H

small envelo pe in which some fertilizer

papeleta)

-~aslricultuta1goods are-sold.

patron

buyer for whom the cooks process
exclusJvely

Colombia

21512002

Processing

pjtalo

petal, flower, bloom

Latin American
Countries

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

Cultlvatlon

plantlos medias

almost mature fields

Latin American
Countries

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

Cultivatlon

plantfo1 nuevH

new fields

Latin American
Countries

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

Cultivatlon

p lantfos preparadas

prepared fields

Latin American

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

Cultivation

Colom bi.a

Countries
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DEFINITION

SOURCE /
OEA6DATE

COUNTRY/REGION

pl•stkos

plastic

Not specified

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

Processing

Prendue (see
prengue)

A disease that causes the plant to
shrivel: use Manzate. (Mancate)

Colombia

8/3/2001

Cultivation

Prengu.lsff
p~u•)

A disease that causes the plant to
shrivel: use Manzate. (Mancate)

Colombia

8/3/2001

Cultivation

probuclon
-- .
Probus Ion

bratld name fertlllzer
brand name fertilizer

Colombia

8/3/2001

Cultivation

~

.

'

promedlo

Colombia
Latin American
Countries

average, measure, result

Latin American

Cultivation
lished 2002
DEA lossary

Processing

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

Cuftlvatlon

-

recoger

collect, choose, pick

reducir I• superficle
sembrada

to reduce the seeded area

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

Cultivation

rendlmlento

yield. crop, harvest

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

Cultivation

rlego

irrigation, water, plant, care

sal •monlacal
sule

Unpublished 2002

DEA Glossary

salt, ammonia, acid, che._......,,..,

~'-~'!5!.'"_9~!o~
slang for first•

·on
sh" .

Latin American
Countries
Bolivia

Unpublished 2002
DE~G~~!ry_
8/6/2004

Cultivation
Processing
Processing

----·- - --· - -- ---------·----------

ubkar

Mexico

Unp ublished 2002
DEA Glossary

unasequl•

Latin American
Countries

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

Cultivation

Unp ublished 2002

P

-·----~-----·-·---

unldad

Cultivation

---- ----·--- -- ---------·- --------- --·----..-------Colombia

---
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COUNTRY/REGION
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STAGE

10·30·10

fertilizer

Latin American
Countries

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

Cultivation

accel

unspecified chemical added in the
conversion of batan to spin

Afghanistan

Afghan Drug
Slang Dictionary
11/24/2007

Processing

acetato

ethyl acetate

Colombia

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

Processing

acetic acid, glaclal

ethanoic acid or vinegar acid. A clear,
colorless liquid with a pungent odor.
Used in place of ammonium chloride
or ammonia solutions as a reagent to
adjust alkalinity in the precipitation of
morphine from an opium solution.

Southeast As

acetic anhydride

acetic oxide; acetyl oxide. Most
commonly used as an acetylatlng age
In the acetylation of morphine. A
precursor chemical and reagent In
heroin synthesis.

acetlco

acetic anhydride

acetuna

possibly acetate or ethyf·'*"'i1'111i...._.

--

------~

-·--

acetyl

tion DEA·

Publication DEA·
20026

Processing

Processing

312/2004

Processing

Peru

8/9/2004

Processing

Colombia

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

Processing

-------- - - - - - - - - - - - - · - - - - - - - - - - acetylatlon

Southeast Asia

Publication DEA20026

Processing

acron

Colombia

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary
-·-- -

Processing

Southeast Asia

Publicat ion DEA20026

Processing

Colombia

8/312001

Cultivation

Southeast Asia

Publication DEA·
20026

Processing

adulterant

agrimlna

version process is
the heroi
completed; pharmacologically active.
Quinine and procaine are typical
adulterants added to Mroin.
fertiliZer u$ed during cultivation
,, .

alcohol (ethyl alcohol)

An anhydrous alcohol. Used as a
solvent during purfficatlon of heroin
base and In the conversion of heroin
base to heroin hydrochloride.

---
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COUNTRY/REGION
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alkaloid

Any of various physiologically active,
nitrogen-containing organic bases
derived from plants.

Southeast Asia

Publication DEA20026

Processing

amapola

opium poppy

Latin American
Countries

Unpublished 2002
DEAQQssary

<;uttlvatlon

ambil

chemical used on opium poppy fields
during cultivation to prev..!~!ree~

Colombia

8/3/2001

Cultivation

ammonium chloride

Colorless, odorless crystals or
crystalline chunks.. Used as a reagent
to adjust atkallnlty In the precipitation
of morphine (as qude morphine base)
from an opium solu!fon.

andracol

fungicide, brand, commercial

Cultivation

antlaonosls

lice that attacks opium poppy plants
(treated with. malatlo insecticide)

CultlVatlon

anvil

chemical used on opium poppy fi
during cultivation to prevent freezin

8/3/2001

asatl

hydrochloric acid

4/17/2008

Processing

3/2/2004

Cultivation

t lon DEA-

Processing

Cultivation

-----------

bagazo

Latin American
Countries

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

Processing

balloon

Latin American
Countries

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

Processing

balti

tillll""1lwl,..,•l"I---....,,...,.---------·- --~f!h~~!~~~-------------·_'!(~~~~~--------~rocessl~
6/13/1994

Processing

Af!3han~ta~

4/17/2008

Processlng

Af~h~n~s!a~

4!17/2008

Processing

s13noo1

Processing

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossa ry

Cultivation

barro

batan
be est

---

morphine base

---a ml•ture of any two solvents or

- -

bomb a

chemicals that rises up quickly and may Colombia
cause an explosion

bot 6nes de floras

flower buds

brown sugar heroin

A common name for heroin (any
source) which has the appearance
of light brown, granulated sugar.
Southeast Asia
Commonly produced in Southwest Asia
{Afghanistan, Pakistan, and Iran).

Publication
20026

bulbo

bulb

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

Mexico

Mexico

---
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cachetlado (su
descuerado)

OEflNITION

COUNTRY/REGION

SOURCE /
DEA6DATE

STAGE

a gum that forms on the surface of the
lat~x solution at or aboV.!__P~ ~ _

Colombia

8/3/2001

Processing

a scoring technique whereby a single
bladed knife is used to remove a
crescent shaped piece of the outer skin
ofthe capsule

Colombia

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

Processing

Southeast Asia

Publication DEA026

Processing

See "lime, slaked."

Southeast Asia

Publication DEA·
20026

Processing

bucket

Coombia

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

Processing

seedbed

Mexko

White alkaloid found In coffee, tea, and

·cola nuts. Commonly used as an diluent
In heroin hydrochloride, Southeast
asian methamphetamlne tablets.

caklum hydroxide

cantero
carbon
carbon, activated

See "charcoal, activated."
fungus that forms white¥•~
poppy leaves

--- . ---- ··- ------ -

chalza

.

Cultivation

Processing

Publication DEA20026

Processing

Colombia

8/3/2001

Cultivation

Colombia

8/3/2001

Processing

Southeast Asia

Publlcatlon DEA20026

Abuse

·:southeast Asia

---------~.,.-----·-

cenlza

5/1/2002
4117/2008

f,ghanlstan

sodium carbonate

' ....,.;--------------------- ..

·- .A.--·- --

a gum that forr}llA:l~n the su· ee of the
latex solution
e pH A
y -· for
edoplum
sed in lndla

chandu

chara

a powder made by grinding the solid
p roduct In heroin processing

Afghanistan

8/24/2007

Processing

charcoal, activated

A fine, black carbonaceous powder
prepared commercially from wood and
vegetables. In illkit heroin production,
used as a reagent In the purification of
heroin.

Southeast Asia

Publication DEA·
20026

Processing

chaza

a gum that forms on the surface of the
latex solution at or above pH S

Colombia

8/3/2001

Processing

ch el at

a gum that forms on the surface of the
latex solution at or above pH S

Colombia

8/3/2001

Processing

---
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DEFINITION

Cherpa (also see

COUNTRY/REGJON

SOURCE /
DEA6DATE

STAGE

insecticide used against a •green bug•

Peru

8/9/2004

Cultivation

chlddet

initial residue on filter doth in the
morphine base process -gum

Colombia

8/3/2001

ProceSSlng

chlclar

remove gum

Latin American
Countries

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

Processing

chide

Initial residue on filter doth In the
morphine base process ~~rn

Colombia

8/3/2001

Processing

China White

Term Is used by English-speaking
westerners to contrast the white
powder form with the light brown,
granular form of heroin. Also used in
recent years as an alternate name for
fentanyl.

Publication DEA20026

Abuse

8/3/2001

Processing

3/2/2004

Processing

Southeast Asia

Publication DEA20026

Processing

Southeast Asia

Publication DEA20026

Processing

Afghanistan

Afghan Drug
Slang Dictionary
11/24/2007

Processing

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

Cultivation

De1l1)

term for filter paper usually used In

chlro(s)

___ _-Tolt~• D!e!:

chlva

black tar heroin

chloroform

A dear, colorless, heavy, and very
volatile liquid with a ch
'stic
sweet odor. U~ as a so nt 1
synthesis of hero

chol (Joi)

a
chukka
·--

amm
heroin m

-- - - - - - -

chupete

the point of the plant from where the
flowers grow

Colombia

clorltlc acid

hydrochloric acid

Colombia

Unpublished 2002

DEA Glossary
-~

-

Processing

¥-

closal

a commercial product used to avoid
frost damage

Colombia

813/2001

Cultlvatlon

cochHa

black layer of dirt and foam that forms
on top of the initial mixture of1atex
and hot water that Is removed and
discarded

Colombia

5/15/2008

Processing

charcoal

Afghanistan

4/17/2008

Processing

colador

a metal mesh colander or strainer

Colombia

---
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DEA6 0ATE

coma I

flat, round griddle made of clay or
metal - typically used to avoid direct
heat.

Mexico

3/2/2004

Processing

conversion (heroin
conversion)

A chemical conversion process wherein
heroin base is converted Into a soluble
salt form of heroin, generally heroin
hydrochloride.

Southeast Asia

Publication DEA20026

Processing

copper oxychlorudo

fertilizer

Colombia

Cultivation

cortador

cutting (referring to cutting the
morphine or heroin to reduce quality
and increase quantity) • Cortador Is
also referred to as a •product• used to
adjust pH levels.

Colombia

Processing

crazy h

slang for drug created from #paparina·
and ammonia and acetate

8/3/2001

Processing

crystal hero in

purified heroin base

4116/2008

~~~9___

dachron (s. . dacronl

a cloth that can be used for filtering

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

Processing

dacron (s. . dachron)

a cloth that can be used

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

Processing

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

Cultivation

Un published 2002
DEA Glossary

Processmg

dahlia

dHcarado(s"
cachetlado,
desc:uerado)
descuerado
(••• cachetiado,
descarado)

- - -·- -

Colombia

genus of plants .ilt'the family
Asteraceae, ~a in Inf u to 2-0 species
of tuberous
s
are natlve to the Not specified
higher
and Central
Me
whereby a single
ed to remove a
d piece of the outer skin

crescent

Colombia

~f th~ ~a~sule.

-

a scoring technique whereby a single
bladed knife is used to remove a
crescent shaped piece of the outer skin
of the capsule.

Desls (also see cherpa) insecticide used against a •green bug•

Processing

Peru

8/9/2004

Culttvatlon

Colombia

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

Processing

Publication DEA20026

Processing

8/3/2001

Cultivation

dlluent

Additive used to reduce the
concentration of an active material
and/or to Increase bulk. Typical dlluents Southeast Asia
for heroin are mannitol, sucrose,
lactose, and starch.
pesticide

-

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

final form of heroin

-·--·--

-

Colombia

diacetyl

dltane

- -

Colombia
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escorona

top of the poppy bulb that can be cut
off to extract the last of latex

Colombia

8/3/2001

esmaltada

an enameled pot or pan

Colombia

8/3/2001

e1piral

condenser attached to balloon flask
used dutlng heroin processing.

Colombia

Heroin lab
Efficiency Study
2001

ester6n 44

chemical used to kill weeds and
~azerrilla"-a worm that becomes a
moth.

Cultivation

ether (ethyl ether)

In addition to its well-known use as an
anesthetic, It is used as a solvent In the
conversion of heroin base to heroin
hydrochloride.

Processing

Cultivation

Processing

ethyl alcohol (1H
"alcoholn)

Publication DEA20026

Processing

ethyl ether (see
"ether")

Publication OEA20026

Processing

A ghanistan

Afghan Drug
Slang Dictionary
11/24/2007

Processing

exlgen

htgh quality, Injection grade white
heroin, also refe"ed to as "spf!'"

exod6n

chemical used t!) p event pl

ues

Florecente (IH
alter!1atlve spellings)
Florencia (see
~lternatlvesp~~n~~s~
) ___:.~~

fundidon

3/2/2004

Cultivation

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

Cultivation

Colombia

8/3/2001

Cultivation

-· -- -- -- - ·- - - -

Latin American
Countries

florescente (SH
alternative spelllngs)
fluorecente (SH
alternative spelllngsl

Mexico
Latin American
Countries

a fertilizer at is sprayed onto the
_p~~~.e~~! leaves
fusion/heating that is the final drying
process of heroin HCI

Colombia
Colombia

------------

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary
Unpublished 2002
DEA §los~ry_
Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

Cultivation
Cultivation
Processing

Furadan 1... furldanl

a brand name Insecticide

Colombia

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

Cultivation

Furidan (1ee furadan)

an insecticide

Colombia

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

Cultivation

---
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I

SOURCE/
COUNTRY/REGION ! DEA6DATE

DEFfNITION
Area of Mainland Southeast Asia
comprlslngthe Shan Plateau and
Kachln Hiiis of northeastern Burma,
the hlghlimds of n_orthwestem Laos,
the highlands of northern Thailand,
northern Vietnam. and the adjacent
areas of southern China.

Golden Triangle

Initial residue on filter cloth in the
morphine base process · opium gum,
also cooks sometimes use this term
___ }eferri~? to latex.

go ma

gomadeoplo

opium gum

gota

fungus that damages poppy plants

Southeast Asia

Publication DEA·
20026

Colombia

STAGE

General

Processing

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

Processing

5/15/2008

Cultivation

Publication DEA·
20026

Processing

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

Processing

Colomb ta

S/tS/2008

Processing

Southeast A5ia

Publication DEA20026

cultivation

Southeast Asia

Publication DEA·
20026

cultivation

--~---

unit of weight In the metric system
equal to one-thousandth of a kilo
28.l~_grams ~ua! one ounce
slang term used for heroin base; the "H
is pronounced "ah·chay• like the letter
h In Spanis~ and as an Engllst'i "h".

gram

H brutta

dear liquid used
also allegedly
basefrom p
ethyl acetate.

hac.sol

hai

------

-

-

--------- ----- ---- - - -- ----··---- ----------·----·-- --------~

hectare

heroin

Also known as dlacetylmorphine. A
highly addictive synthetic narcotic
derived from morphine.

Southeast Asia

Publication DEA·
20026

Abuse

heroinb111e
(SouthHst Asia )

"crude heroin: heroin base is
morphine base that has undergone
acetylation. Smokable Heroin base is
considered an intermediate form of
heroin that may be further refined.

Southeast Asia

Publicat ion DEA20026

Abuse

heroin hydrochloride

A chemical salt form of heroin, usually
powder or crystal that is water soluble
and therefore suitable for injection.
Most commonly used by heroin users
who inject the drug.

Southeast Asia

Publication DEA·
20026

Abuse

---
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STAGE

heroin no.J

A smokeable form of Southeast Asian
heroin.

Southeast Asia

Publication DEA·
20026

Abuse

he roin no. 4

An injectable form of Southeast
Asian heroin. Also known as heroin
hydrochloride or China White.

Southeast Asia

Publication DEA·
20026

Abuse

heros

slang term used for heroin base

Colombia

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

Processing

highlander (Mainland
Southeast Asia)

A hlll dweller. Hill tribesmen are a
typical example of highlanders in
Mainland Southeast Asia.

Southeast Asia

Publication DEA200 6

General

hill tribe (Mainland
Southeast Asia)

Any one of numerous ethnic groups
which share a distinct culture,
language. and social structure and
Who are regarded, as a group, to be hill
dwellers.

Sou east As

Publication OEA20026

General

HIPA

hydrochloric acid and isopropyl alc:o hol
(chemical agent used to process
heroin base to final form of heroin,
often processors are not~lliar with
chemical content of ipa)~ , ·

lombla

8/3/2001

Processing

hungarlan powder

spices used to cu

Afghanistan

4/16/2008

Processing

hydrochloric acid

A solution of ~ogel)chlo .e gas
{HCI) In wat~~.so.-~wn a,s.,_.uriatic
acid.~:t h . · proci~lon,
hyd~
orTe~d 1
; to convert
m . 'hine bast? •. mo·f phine
hyd(
oride. ·

Southeast Asia

Publication DEA20026

Processing

ipa

1d and isopropyl alcohol
hydrocti
(chemical a ent used to process
Colombia
heroin base to final form of heroin,
often processors are not familiar with
chemical content of ipa).

8/3/2001

ProcHSing

lpa(HIPA)

isopropyl alcohol (chemical agent used
to process heroin base to final form
.Colombia
of heroin, often processors are not
famlliat with chemical content of lpa).

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

Processing

Jaret

fabric used to filter out impurities

Afghanistan

Afghan Drug
Slang Dictionary
11/24/2007

Processing

Jefe

boss

Latin American
Countries

5/1/2002

Processing

roln

---
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jerib

unit of land measurement;
approximately half an acre or 44 square
meters

Afghanistan

Afghan Drug
Slang Dictionary
11/24/2007

Cultivation

Jin

A metric unit of weight in Chinese
system. Equivalent to Yl kilogram (500
grams). Chinese term, romanized: jin
~~nyinJ_ or chin (Wade-Giles Mandarin).

Southeast Asia

Publication DEA·
20026

Processing

jornales

day~ofwork

Colombia

kh•ltas

unit of measure a khalta equals 7.5
kilograms

kharmal

term used for second class of heroin

kilogram

A metric unit of weight equal to
grams or 2.2046 pounds.

lacron
------lactosa

-

Processing

Ai

1,00~5

term used In the Cauca Dept for a do
used for filter!~~-___ . _
powder formula for infant --wed as
a cutting agent, added during eroin
proces51ng.

Proceutng

Processing
Publication DEA·
20026

Processing

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

Processing

Mexico

3/2/2004

Processing

Southeast Asia

Publication DEA20026

Processing

~

tH

Also known

lactose
ers to Increase
heroin.
l•i

A stanfJard unit cf land area
measuremtnt'in Laos, equivalent to
1,600 square meters. Also see "rai".

Southeast Asia

Publication DEA·
20026

Cultivation

lar•ncha

fungus that attacks opium poppies

Peru

8/9/2004

Cultivation

lec:huza

residual water mix that precipitates
additional morphine base

Colombia

8/3/2001

Processing

l•vlano

Colombian product believed to be
sodium carbonate or caustic soda.

Colombia

8/3/2001

Processing

Ilg•

adulterated chemical prepared in
advance of and added to gummy final
heroin product to Increase its weight
(has the appearance of sugar).

Colombia

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

Processing

-

-

-

---
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COUNTRY/REGION

llme,slaked

Also known as calcium hydroxide,
calcium hydrate, caustic lime, hydrated
lime.Used as a reagent In the extraction
of morphine from opium by forming
an intermediate calcium salt (calcium
morphenate).

Southeast Asia

limpido

blHch used to test quality of heroin

Colombia

titer

A metric unit of volume. Equivalent to

_____________ ____
llvlano
lowlander {Southeast
Asia)

SOURCE /
OEA6 0ATE

Publication DEA·

20026

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

rtcatlon DEA·

1.os~~~~'!~~~"---------- __________________ _
Colombian product believed to be
sodium carbonate or caustic soda.

Processlng

Processing
Processing
Processing

A lowland dweller, In either a rural or
urban communlcy. Into lowland areas in
Laos and Thailand.

Publication DEA-

20026

General

lumbre

~~-s stove flame

3/2/2004

Processing

Iyer•

type of cloth used to filter out
morphine base

8/3/2001

Processing

8/3/2001

Cultivation

Afghan Drug
Slang Dictionary

Processing

mal.ilo

•antiaonosis"

ma Ima I

Afghanistan

11/24/2007
Unpt.1bllshed 2002

Manc•t•

Latin American
Countries

mancha

Colombl a

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

Processing

Peru

8/9/2004

Culttvatton

mancoJio

DEA~~~~~r~

Cultivation

mannitol

Also known as mannlte, manna sugar.
Commonly used as a diluent (or
extender) by heroin dealers to Increase
bulk of ·~njectable heroin".

Southeast Asia

manta

thick cloth used for filtering process

Mexko

3/2/2004

Processing

manteca

literal translation "Lard", slang for a
white heroin In Mexico

Mexico

Tucson Cable DTG
132356Z AUG 08

Processing

Manzate

fungicide, brand, commercial

Latin American
Countries

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

Cultivation

Colombia

8/3/2001

Processing

Afghanistan

4/16/2008

Processing

mart Ill ado
Masala

metal pan used In the drying of

-~o~~i~e base
blend of spices used to cut heroin
(nlaclnamide)

---
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mateado

slang for cultivate or to plant;
technique where the soil is
smoothed by hand into a small cirde
approximately 20 to 30 cm in diameter.
The circles form a grid with as much as
a meter separating the rows and 20 to
30 cm between each plant.

media

literally translated as half. Refers to
cc's of ethyl alcohol. Note: amount
varies for each processor (I.e. 1 media
SOOcc)

Colombia

SOURCE /
DEA6DATE

Unpublished 2002
DEA G1ossary

Cultivation

Processing

=

metll

slang term used for MEK (methyl ethyl

Proces~ing

ketone)

morphine

An organic compound (alkaloid) found
in the Papaver somniferum (opium
poppy).

morphine base

Morphine base is an intermediate
product be~en morphine alkaloid In
opium and a morphine brick (morphine
hydrochloride).

morphine brick

So~astAsij

utheast Asia

Southeast Asia

morphine press

iece of equipment
.....,..,'ll...,,.ze water from
morphine
rochloride, leaving the
morphine dry and In uniform, brick·
sized blocks.

morphine salt

A water-soluble chemical form of
morphine. Other morphine salts
include morphine sulfate, morphine
Southeast Asia
hydrochloride, and morphine acetateall legitimate compounds used in
medicine.

Publication DEA·
20026

Publication DEA·

20026

Publication DEA·

20026

Processing

Processing

Processing

A

narshardar
nashadar
nowshadder

Southeast Asia

Publication DEA·

20026

Publication DEA·

20026

Processing

Processing

ammonium chloride

Afghanistan

4117/2008

Processing

ammonium chloride

Afghanistan

4/17/2008

Pr?~!_~~i~

ammonium chloride

~f_Q:_~~lstaf!. _____ .. ~?~8 -·-

---
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slang for a unit of weight for Southeast
Asian heroin, equivalent to 700 grams
(.7 kilograms) or 1.54 pounds

SOURCE /
DEA60ATE

STAGE

Southeast Asia

Publication DEA·
20026

Abuse

Afghanistan

812412007

Processing

Southeast Asia

Publication DEA·
20026

Processing

opium, llquld

Also known as opium solution. Refers
to opium which has been dissolved in
water. liquid opium is usually a clear,
dark brown liquid.

Publication DEA·
20026

Processing

opium, prepared

Also known as cooked opium,
processed opium, and smoking oplu
Opium smokers prefer to smoke
prepared opium.

Publication DEA·
20026

Abuse

opium, raw

Also known as opium gum, crude
opium, and opium sap. ~um which
has not been Mcooked!
(co
than prepared opi
water). It Is sm

Publication DEA·
20026

Abuse

8/3/2001

Cultivation

nuai
number two heroin

opium

heroin base
Strongly-addictive naturally-occurring
narcotic derived from the dried latex
juice of the opium poppy, Papaver
somniferum. Source of morphine and
heroin.

Southeast Asia

(acid chlori~()f coppet) used to avoid
Oxlcloruro de Cobra
Colombia
frost damage___
---- -- -- --·-- -- _ .,. ---· - - --- --· -----· -- ---inlti
pagazo
Colomb la
- - - - - - - -- --

-----

---~--

pall• (sff pallo)

---

~

base

~---·---

-··--------- - -- ----- -------------...·
813/2001

Processing

-------

Colombia

8/3/2001

Processing

~-

pallo (see palla)

speciftc type of pan used to dry
morphine

Colombla

8/312001

Processing

Paparlna

a residue formed after the first filtering
process; typically waste that can be
used to create •crazy h"; describes
the hot water extracted latex once it
reaches a pH of between 5 to 7

Colombia

8/3/2001

Processing

papaverlna

a residue formed after the first filtering
process; describes the hot water
extract~ latex once It reaches a pH of
between S and 7.

Colombia

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

Processing

papel•t•(•"
papaleta)

small envelope in which some fertilizer
and other agricultural goods are sold.

Latin American
Countries

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

Cultivation

---
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partara

gum from a tree that Is sometimes us.ed
Mexico
to dilute opium gum prior to selling

5/2512004

Processing

peach paper

pH testing pa pers

Afghanistan

4/16/2008

Processing

peduo

unit of measure 1_ped!z~ = 25 gra~s
tray used to dry morphine (same as
enamel pan called esmaltada)

Mexico

5/1/2002

Pr~c~l_"-9

Colombia

Unpublished 2002
DEA G los ~a ry

Processing

pelt re
perolo

specific type of pan used to dry
morphine

Colombia

8/3/2()01

Processl09

pl-tzu

A Chinese term used to refer to impure,
or crude, morphine base. Alternative
spellings of the term Include pizi
(Pinyin) and p1-tzu (Wade-Giles
Mandarin}.

Southeast Asi

Publication DEA20026

Processing

pol YO

•powder" - slang for morphine base
sediment

312/2004

Processing

pong

A standard unit of weight used
in Southeast Asia for opium only.
Equivalent to 0.375 kilograms (13.23
ounces). Thai-Shan-Lao

Publication DEA20026

Processing

Mexico

10/25/2004

Processing

Southeast Asia

Publication DEA20026

Cultivation

Southeast Asia

Publication DEA20026

Cultivation

Cutting into the surface of an opium
poppy pod, using a sharp bladed
instrument, in order to allow the opium
to exude from the pod.

Southeast Asia

Publication DEA·
20026

Cultivation

poppy pod, scraping

Using flat-bladed instrument to collect
gummy opium from Pod surface. The
Instrument resembles a paint scraper.

Southeast Asia

Publicat ion DEA20026

Cultlvatlon

precipitation
(chemical
precipitation)

The separation of a solid from a
solution. The resulting solid Is called
the precipita~

Southeast Asia

Publication OEA20026

Processing

precursor

A precursor ls a chemical that is the raw
material for a new product.

Southeast Asta

Publication OEA20026

Processing

- - - - - ------

fine poplin fabrlcuSf!d fo

popelln1

ltra

poppy (opium poppy)

capsu
egg-size
which enlarges as the
flower petals fall from the plant and
produces the latex (opium).

poppy pod

poppy pod, scoring

----

outheast Asia

--

-

--

-
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proveta
proyz
purification (chemlcel
purification)

DEFINITION

COUNTRY/REGION

flask used to measure chemicals
chemical used on opium poppy fields
during cultivation to prevent freezing
The removal of extraneous materials
(Impurities) from a substance or a
mixture by one or more separation

SOURCE !
DEA6 DATE

STAGE

Colombia

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

Processing

Colombia

8/312001

Cultivation

Publication DEA·

Southeast Asia

20026

Processing

technlqu.!~

quellta

rai
rallado
rant a
reagent (chemical
reagent)

milky Hquld from the stem of a poppy
plant ~ sometimes added to opium
~u~ ~y dishonest farmers.
A standard unit of land area
measurement in Thailand equivalent to
1,600 square meters.
·vertical or horizontal score of the
poppy capsule
weedkiller

Mexico

Publication DEA20026

A reagent is a chemical which reacts
with a precursor to for

Latin American
Countries
Mexico
Mexico

rustka

sartan
satin
Savi a
seer
1eyr

......

gr~-~--{alt ~~elll~~ "seyr-)

unit of measure 1 seer equals 1,250
grams (alt spelling "seer")
' ~e;Hdd ag-1hsta~nbug•

8/3/2001

Cultivation

8/3/2001

--

Processing
Cultivation

-- ---- --- Unpublished 2002
~

oeA ~ 05 sarr

Processing

- -

Processing
Processing
-· -·--

Colombia

8/3/2001

Cultivation

Afghanistan

8/24/2007

Processing

Afghanistan

Afghan Drug
Slang Dictionary

Processing

~d

to remove bacteria
from chicken manure used for
fertilization
unit of measure 1 seer equals 1,250

Processing

20026

Colombia

Cultivation

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

Publication DEA·

_c~~po~n~.

Ridumil

Processing

2

3/2/2004
312/2004

--

~

~

-~-

11/24/2007
~

81912®4

_<uruv••

8/24/2007

Processing

shlsha

white~ heroin

Afghanistan

slash-and-bum
agriculture

Also known as "swid den~ agriculture.
Method of clearing land for cultivation.
Involves cutting down all vegetation,
aflowing It to dry, and finally burning it
off In preparation for planting.

Southeast Asia
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soda ash (sodium
carbonat e)

DEFINJTION

COUNTRY/REGION

Crude, anhydrous sodium carbonate.
A white or transparent, odorless,
crystalline powder with a salty, bitter
taste. An alkaline material commonly
U5E!d in the prod uction of heroin base.

SOURCE /
DEA60ATE

Southeast Asia

Publication DEA20026

Processing

Southeast Asia

Publication DEA·
20026

Processing

08

Processing

- -- - -

solvent (chemlcal
solvent)

spin

Solvents are used to dissolve solid
precursors or reagents, to dilute
reaction mixtures, and to separate and
J:!U~ other chemicals.
high quality, injection grade white
heroin, also referred to as •e>elgen·

Afghanista

spin ullah

"wheat flower•, a general term used for
heroin In Nilngarhar Province

Unp ublished 2007
DEA Afghanistan
Slang Dictionary

Processing

surco

row, furrow, plant, area, method

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

Cultivation

Publication DEA·
20026

Cultivation

Colombia

8/3/2001

Processing

Ten-Thirty-Ten

Latin American
Countries

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

Cultivation

tezab

Afghanistan

Afghan Drug
Slang Dictionary
11/24/2007

Processing

tin

Afghanistan

Afghan Drug
Slang Dictionary
1112412007

Processing

3/2/2004

Processing

8/3/2001

Cultivation

-. ------

swldden agriculture

An agrk:ultural method. See slash-a
burn agriculture.

tempo

filtering material - heavy cloth (coarse
weave)

tina{s)

refers to size of a large garbage canister
Mexico
used for processing large amounts of
latex into morphine base

TodoenUno

brand name fertilizer

Colombia
------

--~

torr•
trapo
tua

literally translated as 'tower'. Term
used for a condenser, which is used in
heroin processing.

Colombia

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

Processing

slang for a filter cloth used In the
base

Colombia

8/3/2001

Processing

See nuai

Southeast Asia

Publication DEA·
20026

Abuse

proc~ng of morphine

---
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turullah

'black flower•, a term used for black
poppy paste

Afghanistan

Afghan Drug
Slang Dictionary
11/24/2007

Processing

unit

A •unit" is a standard unit of weight for
Southeast Asian heroin. Called nuai in
Thai and Lao; chien in Chinese. Equiva·
lent to 700 grams (.7 kilogram) or 1.54
pounds. Approximate dimensions: SY.I
inches.

Southeast Asia

Publication DEA·
20026

Abuse

teacher

~~~~~!an

_P~~~i_

black tar heroin

Mexico

~r_~~~~ing

ustad
vldrlo

vlss

A standard unit of weight used in
southern India and Burma. Equivalent
to 1.657 kilograms (3.652 pounds).
Commonly used In reference to bulk
items. In Burma, the vlss is also use
the opium trade.

Publication DEA20026

Abuse

white powder

usually refers to lime in processing
morph ine

4116/2008

Processing

zerpa

Insecticide used aga inst M£1

Peru

8/9/2004

Cultivation

Afghanistan

Afghan Drug
S'ar19 Dlt::tlonary

Cultivation

%lruUah

11124/2007

---
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acelte

good-quality hashish; LSD

Latin American
Countries

ac•itUM

LSD µser, ac:idhead; c:ubehead

Mexico
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Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary
Unpublished 2002

OEA Glossary

Abuse
AbU$e
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acefte

good-quality hashish; LSD

Latin American
Countries

1ce.ltun1

LSD user, acidhead; cubehead

Mexico

---
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SOURCE/
OEA60ATE
Unpublished 2002
DEA~SfflY

Unpublished 2002

D£A Glossary

STAGE
Abuse
Abu.sa
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DRUG

COUNTRY/ REGION

SOURCE /
DEA6DATE

ale breve

•cold turkey"

Cocaine

Latin American
Countries

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

•lobronco

."cold t_urk~y·

Cocaine

Latin American
Countries

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

•baJer

con job, addict, drug
paraphernalia

Cocaine

Latin American
Countries

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

abreojos

first fix of the day

Cocaine

Latin American

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

•brojos

first fix of the day

Non specific

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossa ry

abuja

fiic, joint (marijuana cigarette)

Cocaine

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

•bujuo

fix

abuso de la droga

drug abuse

ace It•

good-quality hashish; LSD

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary
Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

N

Latin Ame rica n
Count ries

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

Mexico

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

Latin American
Countries

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

Opiate

Southeast Asia

Publication DEA20026

chandu

A Hindi-Bengali term for cooked
opium ("smoking opium"), Term
used In India and some parts
of Burma. Term used in some
historical reports on Southeast
Asian opium.

Opiate

Southeast Asia

Publication DEA20026

China White

Term is used by English-speaking
westerners to contrast the white
powder form with the light
brown, granular form of heroin.
Also usd In recent years as an
aftetnate name for fentanyl.

Opiate

Southeast Asia

Publication DEA20026

heroin

Also known as diacetylmorphine.
A highly addictive synthetic
narcotic~ from morphine.

Opiate

Southeast Asia

Publication DEA20026

acaltuna
adepto

drug addict

brown sugar
heroin

---
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heroinbH•
(Southeast Asia)

DEFINITION
•crude heroin.• heroin base
Is morphine base that has
undergone acetylation.Smokable
Heroin base is considered an
Intermediate form of heroin that

DRUG

Opiate

COUNTRY/REGION

Southeast Asia

SOURCE /
DEA6 DATE

Publication DEA·
20026

may;beM:tlw tefined.

heroin
hydrochloride

A chemical salt form of heroin,
usually powder or crystal that
Is water soluble and therefore
suitable for Injection. Most
commonly used by heroin users
who inject the drug.

Publication DEA20026

heroln no.3

A smokeable form of Southeast
Asian heroin.

Publlcatlon DEA20026

h•rolnno.4

An Injectable form of Southeast
Aslin heroin. Also known as
heroin hydrochloride or China
White.

Publication DEA·
20026

nual

slang for a unit of weight for
Southe1ut Asian heroin, equ1
to 700 grams 1.7 kilogr~s) or
pounds

opium, prepared

Southeast Asia

Publication DEA20026

Southeast Asia

Publication DEA20026

opium, raw

gum.crude
ap.Oplum
which has no
en "cooked."
Weighs more than prepared
opium (contains more water). It Is
smoked or eaten by addicts.

Opiate

Southeast Asia

Publication DEA20026

tu•

Seenuai

Opiate

Southeast Asia

Publication DEA·
20026

iu

---
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unit

YIH

DEFINITION
A •urnt" is a standard unit of
weight for Southeast Asian
heroin. Called nuai in Thai and
Lao; chlen In Chinese. Equivalent
to 700 grams (.7 kilogram) or
1.54 pounds. Approximate
dimenslons~ 51h !~es.
Astandard unit ofweight used
in southern India and Burma.
Equivalent to 1..657 kilograms
(3.652 pounds). Commonly used in
reference to bulk items. In Burma,
the viss Is also used in the opium
trade.

DRUG

COUNTRY/ REGION

Opiate

Southeast Asia

Publication DEA20026

Opiate

Sout heas

sla

Publication DEA·
20026

---
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pesticide

DRUG

COUNTRY/REGION

SOURCE /
DEA6DATE

Cocaine

Bolivia

8/6/2004

DE!\ Glossary

10·J0·10

fertilizer

Qpjate

Latin American
Countries

nrosol

spray

Non specific

Colombia, Mexico

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

agrlmlna

ferttlrzer used during cultlvatlon

Opiate

Colombia

813/2001

aleatorlo

random

Non specific

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

altura

height

Non specific

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

amapola

opium poppy

Opiate

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossa ry

am bi I

chemical used on opium poppy
fields during cultivation to
prevent freezing

Unpublished 2002

8/3/2001

andracol

8/3/2001

antlaonosls

Colombia

8/3/2001

anvll

Colombia

8/3/2001

arroba

Cocaine

Colombia, Peru

6/13/1994

aspersl6n

Non specific

Latin American
Countries

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

Non specific

Latin American
Count ries

Unpublished 2002
DEAGlouary

Opiate

Mexico

3/2/2004

atacar
azerrllla

to attack; to damage
parasite ~

a worm that becomes

a moth

ba,la densldad

lower density

Non specific

Latin American
Countries

Unpublished 2002

bajalan

tertlJizer

Cocaine

Peru

8/1/2003

barbasco

insecticide with a milky
appearance that Is madefrom a
plant hth~ jungle

Cocaine

Peru

8/1/2003

basblstln

Insecticide

Non specific

Colombia

8/3/2001

belma

Insecticide

Cocaine

Peru

8/1/2003
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DRUG

COUNTRY/ REGION

bags for seed beds

Non specific

Latin American
Countries

Hower bu,ds

Oplate

Mexko

bu Ibo

bulb

Opiate

Mexico

camaron

insecticide

Cocaine

Peru

botsas
botQ,o.es dd

lores

SOURCE /
DEA6 Q!ffl
Unpublished 2002

DEA Glossary
Unpublished 2002

OU Glossary
Unpubllshed 2002
DEA Glossary
12/8/2003

campesinos

culttvators, farmers

Non specific

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

cantero

seedbed

Opiate

5/1/2002

ca rate

Insecticide

Cocaine

8/6/2004

catlllas

section

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

cato

unit of land measure , 1 cato Is
1/6th a hectare or about 40x40
meters

8/612004

ceniza

fungus that forms white spots on
poppy leaves

cha cha

Colombia

8/3/2001

Bolivia

8/6/2004

Peru

8/9/2004

Cherpa (also see
Desls)

insecticide used aga·
bug•

chu1Mt•

the point of th e
the flower

Opiate

Colombia

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

clca

insecti

Cocaine

Bolivia

8/6/2004

clprlcine

Insect

Cocaine

Peru

12/8/2003

cllmfelln

Cocaine

Peru

12/8/2003

dosal

Opiate

Colombia

813/2001
Unpublished 2002

cocaleros

coca farmers

Cocaine

Bolivia

combatlr

to attack; to fight

Non specific

Latin American
Countries

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

fertlllzer

Opiate

Colombia

8/3/2001

cosechil

harvest

Non specific

Latin American
Countries

OeA Glossary

credmlento

growth, ~Jl(l'ease

Nonspecific

Latin American
Countries

DEA <itossary

Icopper
oxycnl orudo

---
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DEANITION

DRUG

COUNTRY/REGION

cube

insecticide made from the milky
liquid that found in the cortex of
an unidentified tree.

Cocaine

Peru

cultlvo

cultivation

Non specific.

Latin American
Countries

cultlvo neto

net cultivation

Non specific

Latin American
Countries

culclvos lllcltos

illicit cultivation

Non specific

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

cupravlt

fertilizer

Cocaine

8/112003

dahlia

genus of plants Jn the family
Asteraceae, containing 12 to 20
species of tuberous herbs that are Opiate
native to the higher elevations of
Mexico and Central America.

12/8/2003
Unpublished 2002

. DEA "Glossary
Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

~

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

:;~·~i"~i
Latin American
Countries

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

Desarrollo

fertilizer used during cultivation

Desis (also see
cherpa)

insecticide used against a •green
bug•

Peru

8/9/2004

dltane

pesticide

Colombia

8/3/2001

estimate

Non specific

Latin American
Countries

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

Non specific

Latin American
Countries

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

Non specific

Latin American
Countries

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

Non specific

Latin American
Countries

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

top of the poppy bulb that can be
Opiate
cut off to extract the last of latex

Colombia

8/3/2001

esfuenosde
erradlcar

eradication efforts

Non specific

Mexico

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

estacion de cultivo

growing season

Non specific

Mexico

elc,lculo
enmontada
enmontarse

to get

erradlcaclon bruta
es corona

Unpublished 2002
·~Glossary

ester6n44

chemical used to kill weeds and
"azerrma•-a worm that becomes
a moth.

Opiate

Meidco

31212004

nod6n

chemical used to prevent plagues Opiate

Mexico

31212004

extr• foy.ie

fertlfizer

Cocaine

Peru

8/1/2003

fin ca

estate or home

Non specific

Latin American
Countries

Study2001
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TERM
Florecente (see
alternative
spellings)
Florencia (IH
alternative

•JltllffngJ}

DEFINITION
a fertilizer that is sprayed onto
the poppy plant leaves

a fertilizer that is sprayed onto
the poppy plant leaves

DRUG

COUNTRY/REGION

SOURCE /
DEA6 DATE

Opiate

Latin American
Countries

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

Opiate

Colombia

8/3/2001

Latin American

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

florescente
(••• alternat ive
spellings)

a fertilizer that is sprayed onto
the poppy plant leaves

Opiate

fl uorecent a
lsee alternative
spalHngsJ

a fertlllzer that Is sprayed onto
the poppy plant leaves

Opiate

fl uorodane

an Insecticide

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

foliar

fertilizer

8/1/2003

Furadan (see
furidan)

a brand name insecticide

Furldan (see
furadan)

an insecticide

gallinaza

poultry manure

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

0

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

ecific

Colombia

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

Colombia

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

g otil

Opiate

Colombia

5/15/ 2008

gramason

Cocaine/Opiate

Colombia, Bolivia

8/3/2001, 8/6/2004

Cocaine/Opiate

Colombia, Bolivia

8/3/2001,8/6/2004

Cocaine

Colombia

712612000

gramazon

weed

grtngobug

a pest th
NFI

hal

Northern T~han term used
with land areas. See rai and lai
(Lao).

Opiate

Southeast Asia

Publication DEA·
20026

hectare

A metric unit of area equal
to 2.471 acres (10,000 square
meters). Also equivalent to 6.2S
rai.

Opiate

Southeast Asia

Publication DEA20026

hectareas

hectares, Unit of land
measurement, 1 hectare equals
2.5 acres

Non specific

Latin American
Countries

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

hojadecoca

coca leaf

Cocaine

Latin American
Countries

DEA Glo5$afY

lbadde

commercial pesticide

Cocalne

Peru

3/1712003

amagJi!lrcoca leaves
-...;:.

---
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DEA60ATE

j•rib

unit of land measurement;
approximately half an acre or 44
square meters

Opiate

Afghanistan

Afghan Drug
Slang Dictionary
11/2412007

IA superfide

area. land, farm

Non specific

Latin American
Countries

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

lal

A standard unit of land area
measurement In Laos, equivalent
to 1,600 square meters. Also see
•ral".

Opiate

Southeast Asia

Publication DEA·
20026

larancha

fungus that attacks opium
po ppies

Op late

los cultlvadores

cultivators, farmers

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

los plantlos

fiefds, area

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

los raspachlnes

coca pickers

Colombia

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

madera

wood

Colombia

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

malatlo

Colombia

8/3/2001

malumbra

Peru

8/1/2003

Latin American
Countries

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

Opiate

Peru

8/9/2004

Opiate

Latin American
Countries

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

matudo

slang for cultivate or to plant;
technique where the soil Is
smoothe d by hand Into a small
circle approximately 20 to 30
cm in diameter. The circles form
a grid with as much as a meter
separating the rows and 20 to 30
cm t>etween each plant.

Opiate

Colombia

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

mucyo

type of coca seed, typically red
in color

Cocaine

Peru

12/8/2003

m1,1•&'t4

dead_..lo~s

Non specific

Latin American
Countries

DEA Glossary

Opiate

Mancate
mancoslo

fungi

Manzate

819/2004
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muestreo

survey, measure, field

Non specific

Latin American
Countries

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

nayaigron

insectU:lde

~aine

Bolivia

8/6/2004

Oxldoruro de

(acid chloride of copper) used to
avoid frost damage

Opiate

Colombia

8/312001

papaleta (sM
papeletal

small envelope in which some
fertilizer and other agricultural
goods are sold.

Non specific

Colombia

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

papeleta (IH
papal eta)

small envelope In which some
fertilizer and other agricultural
goods are sold.

Opiate

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

pa qui

fast growing tree with a thin
trunk and large canopy planted
to camouflage coca fields

Cocaine

8/6/2004

paraclon (se•
paratlon)

insecticide

CobN

I•••

paratlon
paraclon)

8/1/2003
Peru

8/112003

p•talo

Latin American
Count ries

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

plantlos medias

Latin American
Countries

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

Insecticide

plantfos nuevas

Non specific

Latin American
Countries

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glos.sary

plantJos
preparadas

Non specific

Latin American
Countries

Unpubllshed 2002
DEA Glossary

poppy (opium
poppy)

paver
somniferum, ti ing grayishgreen leaves and variously
colored flowers. The sole source
of opium.

Opiate

Southeast Asia

Publication DEA20026

poppy pod

Sometimes called the seedpod,
capsule, bulb, or head. Refers
to the egg-sized fruit which
enlarges as the flower petals fall
from the plant and prodU1:es the
latex (opfum).

Opiate

Southeast Asia

Publication DEA20026

---
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poppy p od ,
scoring

Cutting Into the surface of an
opium poppy pod, using a sharp
bladed Instrument, In order to
allow the opium to exude from
the pod

Opiate

Southeast Asia

Publication DEA·
20026

poppy pod,
scr•plng

Using flat-bladed Instrument
to collect gummy opium from
pod surface. The instrument
resembles a paint scraper.

Opiate

Southeast Asia

Publication DEA·
20026

Prendue (see
prengue)

a disease that causes the plant to
shrivel: use Manzate. (Mancate)

Non specific

Prengue (see
prendue)

a disease that causes the plant to
shrivel: use Manzate. (Mancate)

8/3/2001

probudon

brand name fertilizer

8/3/2001

Probuslon

brand name fertilizer

8/3/2001

profollar

fertilizer

profollar

fertilizer

proyz

chemical used on opium p oQpy
fields during cultivation to
prevent freezing

8/3/2001

8/1/2003
Peru

8/1/2003

Colombia

8/3/2001

Southeast Asia

Publication DEA·
20026

~

A standard unit of
ral

rant•

w eed

r11eoger

Opiate

Colo m bia

8/3/2001

Non specific

Latin American
Countries

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary
Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

redudrl•
superfide
sembrada

to reduce the seeded area

Non specific

Mexico

re11dlmlento

)'!etd,crop, harvest

Non specific

Latin American
Countries

OEA Glossary

Opiate

Colombia

8/312001

Rlclurntl

a commercia l product used to

avOid frOJt damage

Unpublished 2002

rlego

irrigation, _water, plant, car~

Nonspecific

Latin American
Countries

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

S.via

disinfectant used to remove
bacteria from chicken manure
used for fertilization

Opiate

Colombia

8/3/2001

MMiftero

seed bed to start coca plants

Cocaine

Peru

8/1/2003
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lbupa

insecticide used against a •green
bug"

Opiate

Peru

819/2004

slet.-ochent•

pestlcide

Cocaine

Bolivia

81612004

Opiate

Southeast Asia

Publication DEA20026

'"
slash-and-burn
agriculture

Also known as ·swidden"
agriculture. Method of deartng
land for cult ivation. Involves
cutting down all vegetation,
allowing It to dry, and finally
bu ming it off In preparation for

plant ing.

!iUrCO

row, furrow, plant, area, method

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

swldden
agriculture
tamaron(e)

An agricultural method. See
slash-and-burn agriculture.

Publication DEA20026

Ten-Thirty-Ten
teodan {see
~
tetdan

insecticide

8/1/2003, 8/6/200"4

fertilizer

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

Insecticide

8/1/2003
Peru

8/1/2003

the worm

Colombia

7/26/2000

tlodan (see
teodan)

Peru

12/8/2003

TodoenUno

Colombia

8/3/2001

t riplealda

Peru

8/1/2003
Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

ubicar

to be located, situated

Non specific

Mexico

unasequla

drought, dry, weather

Non specific

Latin American
Countries

DEA Gtossaey

vltafottage
vtvero

fertlhzer
seed bed to start coca plants

Cocaine

Peru

811/2003

Cocaine

Peru

8/112003

~

bug"

C?Plate

,Peru

8/9120.04

zlrullah

•green flower", a term used for
the poppy bulb

Opiate

Afghanistan

Afghan Drug
Slang Dictionary

insecticide used against a "green

Unpublished 2002

11/24/2007

---
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Golden Triangle

Area of Mainland Southeast Asia
comprising the Shan Plateau
and Kachln Hiiis of northeastern
Burma, the hlghlands of
northwestern Laos, the highlands
of northern Thailand, northern
Vietnam, and the adjacent areas
of southern China

highlander
(Mainland
Southeast Asia)

A hill dweller. Hill tribesmen are a
typical example of hlghlanders in
Mainland Southeast Asia.

DRUG

Opiate

COUNTRY/REGION

Southeast Asia

Publication DEA20026

Publication DEA20026

Any one of numerous ethnic
groups which share a distinct
culture, language, and social
hill tribe (Mainland
structure and who are regarded,
Southeast Asia)
as a group, to be hill dwellers
or montagnards (French). The
Hmong (Miao), the lu
lowlander
(Southeast Asta)

SOURCE /

DEA6 DATE

Publication DEA20026

A lowland dweller, in either
a rural or urban communi
Into lowland areas In Laos a
Thailand.

Southeast Asia

---
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10/20

an aliphatic hydrocarbon mixture
used to dissolve cocaine base to
makeHCI

Cocaine

•b,r~sa!I

cove.doad

.Cocaine

attel

unspecified chemical added ln
the conversion of batan to spin

Opiate

ace ite b lanco

cocaine

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

acetato

ethyl acetate

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

a cet ic acid, glacial

ethanoic acid or vinegar acid.
A clear, colorless liquid with a
pungent odor. Used in place
of ammonia solutions as a
reagent to adjust alkalinity in the
precipitation of morphine from
an opium solution.

Publication DEA·
20026

acetic anhydride

acetic oxide; acetyl oxide; Most
commonly used as an acety t' ng
agent In the acetylati of
morphine. A key R
chemical and r

acetico
acetuna

possi

·~t)'l

Colombia

6/2611996

Latin American

Unpublished 2002
DEA.Gfossacy

Countries
Afghanistan.

Afghan Drug Slang
Ok;tionary 11'2,4/2007

Opiate

Southeast Asia

Publication DEA20026

Opiate

Mexico

3/2/2004

Opiate

Peru

8/9/2004

Opiate

Colombia

Unpublished 2002
'DEA Glossary

acat)'latlon

Chemical process in converting
morphine base to heroin.

Opfate

Southeast Asia

a(ldQ d>lo rltl.co

hydrocbloric acid

Cocaine/Opiate

Colombia

addo sulfurlco

$Ulfurk acid

Cocaine/Opiate

Colombia

acron

a cloth that can be used for
filtering hot water extracted latex

Opiate

Colombia

Unpubli5hed 2002
DEA Glossary

adulterant

Substance added to heroin after
the heroin conversion process ls
completed; pharmacologically
active. Quinine and procaine are
typical adulterants added to heroin.

Opiate

Southeast Asia

Publication DEA20026
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aguamadre

a •beer-colored" liquid containing
Cocaine
cocaine alkaloid

Peru

3/22/1994

agua rlca

acid/water combination used
to extract cocaine alkaloid from
gasoline/kerosene

Cocaine

Bolivia

1112/1993

alazar

at random

Non specific

Latin American

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

alambre

wire

Non specific

alcohol (ethyl
alcohol)

An anhydrous alcohol. Used as
a solvent during purification
heroin base and in the conversion Opiate
of heroin base to heroin
hyd rochloride.

Publication OEA·
20026

alkaloid

Any of various physiologically
active, nitrogen-containing
organic bases derived from plants.

Publication OEA·
20026

ammonium
chloride

Colorless, odorless crystals or
crystalline chunks. Used as
reagent to adjust alkalinity i
precipitation of mor · e (as
crude morphine b
opium solution.(

Countries

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

0

arrancar

Southeast Asia

Publication OEA·
20026

Latin American
Countries

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

as all

Opiate

Afghanistan

4/17/2008

azucar

Cocaine

Peru

11/14/2002

bqazo

gum

Opiate

Latin American
Countries

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

balloon

round bottom or flat bottom
single neck boiling flask

Opiate

Latin American
Countries

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

bait I

unit of measure 1 balti
bucket

Opiate

Afghanistan

4/1612008

b a n adores

wash tub used to test cocaine
extraction

Cocaine

Bolivia

7/23/2007

Cocaine/Opiate

Colombia

6126/1996:

Cocaine

Peru

8/1/2003

e.iio"'1¥1•
!aarro

=1 metal

hot water bath used in cocaine

HC1 production.
cocaine base converted back to
°"'~ •nd smoked
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residue of morphine (literally
t ranslated as 'mud')

Opiate

Peru

6/13/1994

basuca

cocaine base residue preci pitated
from used solvents · suitable for
smoking

Cocaine

Colom bia

6/26/1996

heroin base

Opiate

Afghanistan

4/17/2008

befft

morphine base

Opiate

Afgha nistan

4117/2008

Blanca

llteral translation means "white• ·
a very clean white cocaine base

Cocaine

bollo

ball of cocaine base

Cocaine

bomba

a mixture of any two solvents or
chemicals that rises up quickly
and may cause an explosion

Opiate

brillo

talc-like powder used to
adulterate cocaine base

8/1/2003

bruta

crude cocaine paste

11/26/2002

brutta

crude cocaine paste

Peru

11/26/2002

Bulls' blood

slang for Punto (alcohol-ba
liquid used for Ph testing
(phenolphthalein))

Bolivia

1/1411993

barro

--

•

8/22/2008
816/2004
8/3/2001

burning las In
"the solutton is
burning)

Cocaine

Bolivia

1/12/1993

cachaza

Opiate

Colombia

8/3/2001

cachetiado (SH
descuerado)

a scoring technique whereby
a single bladed knife is used to
remove a crescent shaped piece
of the outer skin of ~e capsule

Opiate

Colombia

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

caffeine

White alkaloid found in coffee,
tea, and cola nuts. Commonly
used as an diluent in heroin
hydrochloride, Southeast Asian
l'l'\ethamphetamlne tablets.

Opiate

Southeast Asia

Publication DEA20026

cal

lime or calcium oxide

Cocaine

Colombia, Peru

11114/2002
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c•lclum hydroxide

See ·nme, slaked."

Opiate

Southeast Asia

Publication DEA20026

Cllld9o

decantatlon pit

Cocaine

Peru

6/13/1994

ca ma

Initial testing Of the pura agua
to determine if the pH level is
correct · small amount of pura
agua Is sprinkled with a small
amount of carbonate to observe
precipitation

Cocaine

Peru

8/1/2003

caneca

bucket

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

carbon

slang for sodium bicarbonate

11126/2002

carbon

sodium carbonate

4/17/2008

carbon, activated

See •charcoal, activated."

Publication DEA·
20026

carga(s) (see
dacas)

1OOlb bag(s) of coca leaves

1/13/1993

chalza

a gum that forms on the surf ce
of the latex solution at or a
pHS

Colombia

8/3/2001

Afghanistan

812412007

Opiate

Southeast Asia

Publication DEA20026

,.

chara

corn mer
les.lnil therein
charcoal, activated andv
reagent in
productio ,
d/"
heroin.
the purificatio
charuta

slang for the final alkaloid
extracted from multiple
processln9 of leaf.

Cocaine

Peru

11/14/2002

chuacfd

battery add

Cocaine

Peru

3/17/2003

chaza

a gum that forms on the surface
of the latex solution at or above
p HS

Opiate

Colombia

8/312001

Opiate

Colom bl a

8/3/2001

chelat

a gum that forms on the surface
of the latex solution at or above
pH 5
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chlcha

slang for the alkaloid-laden
liquid (used for both water and
kerosene) that Is transferred from
one processing step to another.

ch,lchlada

DRUG
Cocaine

COUNTRY/REGION

SOURCE /
DEA6DATE

Peru

1218/2003

cocaine product resembling ice in
c;ocai(le
t.,e precipitation process

8o!Ma

812212008

chicklet

initial residue on filter cloth in the
morphine base process -gum

Colombia

8/3/2001

chiclar

remove gum

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

chicle

initial residue on filter cloth in the
morphine base process ·gum

8/3/2001

chicle

cocaine base

8/6/2004

chlquero

decantation pit

1/12/1993

chlro(s)

term for fitter paper usually used
in Tollma Dept.

8/3/2001

ch Iva

black tar heroin

31212004

Opiate

Chlorlco

Colombia

chloroform

Southeast Asia

chol ijol}

Southeast Asia

chukka

a white paste fbfmed after adding
ammonia hydroxide and cold
Opiate
water to heroin mixture

clfru

statistics; figures

clarificador

7/26/2000

Publication DEA·

20026

Publication DEA-

20026

Afghanistan

Afghan Drug Slang
Dictionary 11/2412007

Non.specific

Latin American
Countries

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

slang for a bucket containing the
llmonada

Cocaine

Peru

8/1/2003

duos.

{I~

Npn specific

Colombia

Unpubllshed 2002
t>2AGlossary

dorltlcadd

hydrochloric add

Opiate

Colombia

coca bulei\a

wet cocaine base

Cocaine

Bollvia

UNCLASSIFIED//FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY
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cochua

black layer of dirt and foam that
forms on top of the inltlal mixture
Opiate
of latex and hot water that is
removed and discarded.

Colombia

5/15/2008

cofa

thaicoat

Opiate

Afghanistan

4/17/2008

colador

a metal mesh colander or strainer

Opiate

Colombia

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glostary

come I

flat, round griddle made of clay
or metal ~ typically used to avoid
direct heat.

3/2/2004

conversion (heroin
conversion)

A chemical conversion process
wherein heroin base is converted
Into a soluble salt form of heroin,
generally heroin hydrochloride.

Publication DEA·
20026

con• (see cortar,
corte)

to curdle

11/26/2002

cortedor

cutting (referring to cutting the
morphine or heroin to reduce
quality and Increase quanti
- Cortador is also referred to
st pH

Colombia

8/3/2001

Peru

11/26/2002

Cocaine

Peru

11/26/2002

Cocaine

Peru

5/3/1994

Cocaine

Peru

5/3/1994

corter (H• cort•,
corte)
cone (sH corte,
corter)

to cur

corte betldo

corte callente

"hot curdle- the method to
precipitate out cocaine paste
involving the addition of
extra sulfurtc acid and sodium
bicarbonate resulting in the "fast"
precipitation of paste.
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corte normal

"normal curdle• the method to
precipitate out cocaine paste
involving the addition of sodium
bicarbonate (no stirring) resulting
in a spongy paste.

Cocaine

Peru

S/3/1994

costalillo

jute doth used to filter cocaine
base

Cocaine

Peru

11/26/2002

crashes out

causing the cocaine base
precipitation by the addition of
•soda•

712612000

crazyh

slang for drug created from
•paparlna• and ammonia and
acetate

8/3/2001

crud•
crystal

crude cocaine paste

11/26/2002

crystal heroin

purified heroin base

cuajo

bicarbonate

cocalneHCI

8/6/2004
0

4/16/2008
8/6/2004

daces (also see
cargas)

1/12/1993

dachron(see
dacronl

Colombia

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

d ac:ron (see
dachron)

Colombia

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

dense carbonate

Peru

4/16/1996

deiCarado (see
c• chetiado,
descuer.ado)

Colombia

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

descuerado
(see cachet lado,
deKarado)

a scoring technique whereby
a single bladed knife Is used to
remove a crescent shaped piece
of the-outer skin of the capsule.

Opiate

Colombia

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glouary

d lacetyl

final form of heroin

Opiate

Colombia

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

dlluent

Additive used to reduce the
concentration of an active
material and/or to increase bulk.
Typical dlluents for heroin are
mannltol, sucrose, lactose, and
starch.

Opiate

Southeast Asia

Publication DEA20026
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to reduce, decrease

Non specific

Latin American
Countries

Unpublished 2002
:DEA Glossary

divulgada
actlvtdad
due-fto

reported activity

Non specific

Latin American
Countries

OEAGloss.ry

owner

Cocaine

Bolivia

11/1812004

escatrlz

scar

Non specific

Mexico

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

esmaltada

an enameled pot or pan

Opiate

espiral

condenser attached to balloon flask
used during heroin processing.

Opiate

eta pa

stage

Non specific

ether (ethyl ether)

In addition to its well-known
use as an anesthetic. it is used
as a solvent In the conversion
of heroin base to heroin
hydrochloride.

Unpublished 2002

8/3/2001
Heroin Lab Efficiency
Study 2001
Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

r.;

Publication DEA20026

ethyl alcohol (see
"alcohol'")

Southeast Asia

•thJI ether (see
"ether'")

Southeast Asia

Publication DEA20026
Publication DEA20026
Afghan Drug Slang
Dictionary 11124/2007

.xigen

Opiate

Afghanistan

eictrarda

Nonspecific

Mexico

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

akapozo ~
testing the~ of coca leaves
by squeezing a 'handful • if liquid
oozes between fingers the leaves
are sufficiently moist.
slang for a method of precipitating
cocaine base by mixing In
ammonia slowly resulting In a finer
powdery product.

Cocaine

Bolivia

8/6/2004

Cocaine

Colombia

7/26/2000

Cocaine

Peru

1218/2003

cocaine base
slang for heating base in a frying
pan as a means of drying the wet

Cocaine

Peru

12/8/2003

Cocaine

Colombia

7/26/2000

fabrlca
fist test

ftesh

fr Ito

frytng

base
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fundlclon

fusion/heating that is the final
drying process of heroin HCI

Opiate

Colombia

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

gabardlna (see
gavardlna)

doth used,.u a liltertng media

Non specific

Colombia

81312001

gasoline •clean"

gasoline that has been treated in
an acid/water mhc to remove lead/
Impurities

Cocaine

Colombia

7/26/2000

gasoline "Rich"

unused or new gasoline

Cocaine

8/22/2008

gavardeno (see
gabardina)

doth used as a filtering media

Non specific

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

go ma

initial residue on filter cloth In the
morphine base process - oplum
gum, also cooks sometimes use
this term referring to late><.

Opiate

8/3/2001

gomadeoplo

opium gum

0

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

gram

unit of weight in the metric
system equal to one· thousandth
of a kilogram. 28.350 grams
one ounce

Southeast Asia

Publication DEA·
20026

gravedad

gravity

Latin American
Countries

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

Cocaine

Peru

Cocaine

Peru

811/2003

Hbrutta

slang term used for heroin base;
the "H• Is pronounced "ah· chay•
like the letter h In Spanish and as
an Eng h~ h "h"

Opiate

Colombia

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

hacesol

dear liquid used to clean plastic
pipes - also allegedly used to
extract morphine base from
poppy gum/latex - possibly ethyl
acetate

Opiate

Colombia

5/15/2008

guarapo

gula
er containing
limonada (aci
cocaine alkaloid) Is ready to process.
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her~

slang term used for heroin base

Opiate

Colombia

Unpublished 2002
9£A·Gtossary

HIPA

hydrochloric acid and isopropyl
alcotlol (chemical agent used
to process heroin base to final
form of heroin, often processors
are not familiar with chemical
content of ipa).

Opiate

Colombia

8/3/2001

horns

stands that drums are set up on
during the solvent processing
method

Cocaine

hottest

a test done to ascertain If any
cocaine alkaloid remains In
gasollne/dlesel - the test consists
of the cook tasting the gasoline/
diesel • If it tastes hot, alkaloid Is
still present

hungulan powder

spices used to cut heroin
(niaclnamide)

hydrochloric add

lpa

.
0 piate

A solution of hydrogen chlof~~
gas CHCll In water. Als_.?}nowl\
as muriatic add. 11),#cit hero ii\
Opiate
production, hy
tori~
id is
used to convert
e bas..-.<>

7/26/20-00

B liVia

8/6/2004

Afghanistan

4/16/2008

Southeast Asia

Publkatlon DEA20026

Opiate

Colombia

8/3/2001

lpa(HIPA)

isopropyl alcohol (chemical
agent used to process heroin
base to final form of heroin, often
processors are not familiar with
chemical content of ipa).

Opiate

Colombia

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

jaret

fabric used to filter out impurities

Opiate

Afghanistan

Afghan Drug Slang
Dictionary 11/2412007

jefe

boss

Opiate

Latin American
Countries

5/1/2002

ten processors
are not familiar with chemical
content bflpa).
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Jin

A metric unit of weight in Chinese
system. Equivalent to 1l!z kilogram
(500 grams). Chinese term,
Opiate
romanized: Jin (Pinyin) or chin
(Wade-Giles Mandarin).

Southeast Asia

Publication DEA20026

jomales

days of work

Opiate

Colombia

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

jugo

"juice", reference the water/wash
removed from pozos containing
cocaine alkaloid.

Cocaine

8/612004

khaltas

unit of measure a khalta equals
7.S kilogra ms

Opiate

8/24/2007

khar rnal

term used for second class of
heroin

Afghan Drug Slang
Dictionary 11/24/2007

kilogram

A metric unit of weight equal to
1,000 grams or 2.2046 pou nds.

Publication DEA·
20026

La Boladora

cocaine product having
a granular look during
precipitation.

la drillo

Bolivia

8/22/2008

Peru

12/8/2003

la gasolineada

lacron
lactosa

5/4/1994

Opiate

Colombia

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

Opiate

Mexico

3/2/2004

Also known as milk sugar,
saccharum lactis. Present in milk
in mammals. Commonly used
as a diluent (or extender) by
heroin dealers to Increase bulk of
mJectable heroin.

Opiate

Southeast Asia

Publication DEA·
20026

coordinates

Non specific

Latin American
Countries

DEA Glossary

washed cocaine base

Cocaine

Peru

11/26/2002

;f'auca Dept for a
term used in
cloth used for filte ring
powder formula for Infants - used
as a cutting agent, added during
~processing .

lactose

Iav ad a

UNCLASSIFIED//FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY
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local bleach occasionally used In

plaee of sulfur'Jc add

DRUG

COUNTRY/REGION

SOURCE /
DEA6DATE

Cocaine

Bolivia

1/12/1993

lechuza

residual water mix that
precipitates add itional morphine
base

Opiate

Colombia

8/3/2001

levlano

Colombian product believed to
be sodium carbonate or caustic
soda.

Opiate

Colombia

8/3/2001

llga

adulterated chemical prepared in
advance of and added to gummy
final heroin product to increase
its weight(has the appearance of
sugar).

Opiate

Un published 2002
DEA Glossa ry

light carbonate

4/16/1996

llme, slaked

Southeast Asia

Pu bllcatlon DEA20026

llmonada

Peru

3/21/1994

llmpldo

Colom bia

Un published 2002
DEA Glossary

liter

Ame
Equivale

Opiate

Southeast Asia

Publication DEA20026

llvlano

Colombian p
sodium carbonate or caustic soda.

Opiate

Colombia

813/2001

lulnii•

gas stove flame

Opiate

Mexico

Yl/2004

Iyer a

type of cloth used to filter out
morphine bue

Opiate

Colombia

813/2001

mechete

cocalnea1ttlng agent

Cocaine

Colombia

6/26/1996

malmal

filter paper used In converting
batan into white heroin

Opiate

Afgha nistan

Afghan Drug Slang
Dictionary 11/2412007

m.a~

opium. latex

Opiate

Colombia

Unpublished 2002
D.EAGlossary

manguera

hose

Nc;m ~pedfic

Colombia

Unpublished 2002
OEA Gloisary
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mannitol

Also known as mannite, manna
sugar. Commonly used as a
diluent (or extender) by heroin
dealers to increase bulk of
'injectabl~ heroin•.

Opiate

Southeast Asia

Publication DEA·
20026

manta

thick cloth used for filtering
process

Opi<llte

Mexico

3/2/2004

manteca

literal translation "lard", sfang for
a white heroin In Mexico

Tucson Cable DTG
132356Z AUG 08

slang f or shredder

8/1/2003

marlposa
martillado

metal pan used In the drying of

8/3/2001

morphine base

Masala

blend of spices used to cut heroin
(niacinamide)

411612008

matones

helpers

11/18/2004

media

literally translated as half. Refers
to cc's of ethyl alcohol. Note:
amount varies for each processor
(i.e. t media = SOOcc)

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

med Ir

measure, count

ecific

metll

Latin American
Countries

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

Colombia

8/3/2001

mica

Cocaine

Peru

3117/2003

millar

Non specific

Colombia

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

morphine

An organic co
found in the Papaver somniferum
(opium poppy).

Opiate

Southeast Asia

Publication DEA·
20026.

morphine base

Morphine base is an Intermediate
product between morphine
alkaloid in opium and a morphine
brick (morph ine hydrochlori de).

Opiate

Southeast Asia

Publication DEA·
20026

morphine brick

Morphine hydrochloride, ranging
between 82 and 94 percent
morphine content, compressed
(by a morphine press) into a
standard-sized brick shape
measuring approximately 2
rnd'ies by 4 fnches by 5 Inches.

Opiate

Southeast Asia

Publication DEA·
20026
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morphine press

A metal or wood piece
of equipment which can
squeeze water from morphine
hydrochloride, leaving the
morphine dry and In unlfonn,
brick-sized blocks.

Opiate

morphine salt

A water-soluble chemical form
of morphine. Other morphine
salts include morphine sulfate,
morphine hydrochloride, and
morphine acetate- all legitimate
compounds used in medicine.

Opiate

moulln

•grinder• most likely a shredder
used to shred dry coca leaf prior
to processing

12/19/2007

muestra

sample

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

narshardar

ammonium chloride

4/17/2008

nashadar

ammonium chloride

4/17/2008

nowshadder

Southeast Asia

Publication DEA20026

Publication DEA·
20026

Afg hanistan

4/17/2008

Afghanistan

8/24/2007

Opiate

Southeast Asia

Publication DEA20026

opium, liquid

Also known
msolutlon.
Refers to opium which has been
dissolved In water. Uquld opium
is usually a clear, dark brown
liquid.

Opiate

Southeast Asia

Publication DEA20026

pagazo

Initial residue on filter cloth in the
morphine base process

Opiate

Colombia

813/2001

pagero

stick used to stir typically
fashioned with a broad slotted
end

Cocaine

Bolivia

1/1211993, 8/6/2004,
1211912007

paila (see pallo)

aluminum pan used to dry
morphine base

Opiate

Colombia

8/3/2001

Opiate

Colombia

81312001

number two
heroin

heroin base

opium
aver so
rphi n

~ U...,ail<t>

specific type of pan used to dry

morphine
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paint test

to paint - a test of quality
of cocaine base where the
base Is rubbed against the
skin, if the paste turns to
Cocaine
powder(crystalllzes) in one or two
rubs, It Is good. The higher the
number of rubs Involved Indicates
a lower quality of cocaine base.

pajero

stick used to stir ~ typically
fashioned with a broad slotted
end

Paparlna

a residue formed after the first
filtering process; typically waste
that can be used to create •crazy
h"; describes the hot water
extracted latex once It reaches a
pH of between S to 7.

papaverina

a residue formed after the first
filtering process; describes the
,,..,
hot water extracted latex o
reaches a pH of between S a

COUNTRY/REGION

Peru

SOURCE /

DEA6DATE

8/1/2003

1/12/1993, 8/6/2004,
12/19/2007

Cocaine

8/3/2001

paqueta (see
paquete)

Colombia

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

Bolivia

8/6/2004

paquete (see
paqueta)

Cocaine

Bolivia

8/6/2004

partara

Opiate

Mexico

5/25/2004

pasta baslca de
coca Ina

cocaine paste

Cocaine

Bolivia

ll/18/2004

patron

buyer for whom the cooks
process exclusively

Non specific

Colombia

2/5/2002

Opiate

Afghanistan

4/16/2008

Opiate

Mexico

511/2002

Opiate

Colombia

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

Cocaine

Colombia

7/26/2000

Opiate

Colombia

8/3/2001

peach paper

pH testing papers

pedazo

unit of measure 1 pedazo
grams

peltre
perga
perolo

=25

tray used to dry morphine (same
as etUtmeJ pan catted esmaltada>
slang for potassium
permanganate
specific type of pan used to dry
morphine

---
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pl·tzu

A Chinese term used to refer to
impure, or crude, morphine base.
Alternative spellings of the term
include pizl (Pinyin) and p'l-tzu
(Wade-Giles Mandarin).

Opiate

Southeast Asia

plasticos

plastic

Non specific

Not specified

pol on

thick filtering cloth used In
cocaine processing

Cocaine

12/8/2003

polvo

"powder• • slang for morphine
base sediment

Opiate

3/2/2004

ponche

slang for the liquid resulting from
the combination of the alkaloid
laden gasoline/kerosene and
acid/water during the processing
step when the alkaloid Is
transferred from the gasoline/
kerosene to the acid/water.

poncheador

stirring device used during
stage to create the pura ag
rlca agua

Publication DEA·
20026

Unpublished 2002

DEA Glossary

12/812003

- ,-~.A

poncher•

Peru

81112003

Peru

1218/2003

pong

Opiate

Southeast Asia

Publication DEA20026

popelina

Opiate

Mexico

10/25/2004

The separation of a solid from
a solution. The resulting solid Is
called the precipitate.

Opiate

Southeast Asia

Publication DEA·
20026

precursor

A precursor Is a chemical that
is the raw material for a new
product.

Opiate

Southeast Asia

Publication DEA·
20026

promecllo

average, measure, result

Non specific

precipitation
(chemlc•I
prHlpltat lon)

proveta

flask used to measure chemicals

Opiate

Latin American

Unpublished 2002

Countries

D~GtosAty

Colombia

Unpublished 2002

OEA~tossary
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TERM
punto
puraaqua
puriftcatlon
(chemical
purification I

DEFINITION
alcohol-based liquid used for Ph
testing (phenolphthalein)
(pure water) the acid/water
contalnlog cocaine alkaloid
The remov~al of e><traneous
materials Ompuritles) from a
substance or a ml>cture by one or
more separation techniques.

DRUG

COUNTRY/ REGION

SOURCE /
DEA6DATE

Cocaine

Boll via

1112/1993

Cocaine

Peru

811/2003

Opiate

Southeast Asia

Publication DEA20026

quelita

milky liquid from the stem of a
poppy plant · sometimes added
to opium gum by d ishonest
farmers.

quemador

decantatio n pit

5/2/1994

queso

literal tra nslation Is •t:heese•
slang for wet cocaine base

7/23/2007

rallado

vertical or horizontal score of the
poppy capsule

reagent {chemical
reagent)

A reagent is a chemical which
reacts with a precursor to f
new compo und.

Opiate

Countries

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

Southeast Asia

Publication DEA·
20026

Peru

81112003

Cocaine

Peru

3/22/1994

redplente

reina

5/1/2002

Cocaine

Peru

811/2003

resin

·• uct from the
gum-tikew
processing of t ocame base into
cocaine HCI • often used to cut/
adulterate cocaine base.

Cocaine

Peru

3/17/2003

retaque

process to e><tract any extra
merchandise from remaining
residues and filtrate Jn morphine
:an_d tieroln processes.

Cocaine and Opiate

Peru

12/3/2003

re-washing

to submerge leaves for a second
time In gasoline to e><tract the
cocaine alkaloid.

Cocal~e

Colombia

7/26/2000

remojador

mforp

---
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TERM

DEFINITION

DRUG

COUNTRY/REGION

SOURCE/
DEA6DA"re

roe a

slang for a method of causing
rapid precipitation of cocaine
base by quickly adding ammonia
resulting If harder rocky-product.

Cocaine

Peru

12/8/2003

rust lea

slang term used for heroin base

Opiate

Latin American
Countries

Unpubllshed 2002
DEAGiOSS¥Y

s.I amonlacal

salt, ammonia, acid, chemicals,
processing, production

Non specific

Latin American

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossary

sartan

pan that morphine base Is dried

3/2/2004

satin

thin cloth used for the filtering
process

3/2/2004

seer

unit of measure 1 seer equals
t,250 grams (alt spelling "seyr•)

8/24/2007

seyr

unit of measure t seer equals
1,250 grams (alt spelling "seer")

Afghan Drug Slang
Dictionary 1112412007

shisha

white crystal heroin

8/24/2007

soda ash (sodium
carbonate)

Crude, anhydrous sodium
carbonate. A white or transp rent,
odorless, crystalline powde
a salty, bitter taste. An alkali
material commonly
d in th
production of h
· bas

Southeast Asia

Publication DEA20026

solwent (chemical
solnnt)

Opiate

Southeast Asia

Publication DEA·
20026

spin

Opiate

Afghanistan

4/17/2008

spin ullah

"wheat flower", a general term
used for heroin In Nangarhar
Province

Opiate

Afghanistan

Unpublished 2007
DEA Afghanistan
Slang D1cti~nary

spoon test

dryness test of base where a
sample is melted in a spoon - if it
boils It is too wet

Cocaine and Opiate

Colombia

7/26/2000
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DEFINITION

DRUG

COUNTRY/REGION

SOURCE /
DEA6DATE

stones

slang for objects that are added
to used acetone to remove
residual water so that the acetone
Cocaine
may be reused in additional
cocaine base to cocaine HCI
processings.

Peru

3/1 7/ 2003

sugar

slang for a substance suspected
of being bicarbonate

Cocaine

Peru

3/17/2003

slang for first •wash"

Non specific

8/6/2004

ball like substance

Cocaine

12/19/2007

sweat

slang for the chemical reaction
caused by adding a basic
powdery substance to fresh coca
leaves

Cocaine

7/26/2000

tacho

slang for 160-llter plastic bucket

6/15/1994

tazon

bucket (buckets) capad ty of
approximately 30 liters

8/6/2004

tazones

buckets capacity of
approxi mately 30 liters

Boll via

8/6/2004

tempo

filtering materlal - heavy clot
(coarse weave)

Colombia

8/3/2001

Colombia

6/26/1996

sul•
sulfato

ten-twenty

an aliphatic hyd
used to dissolve

tezab

Opiate

Afghanistan

Afghan Drug Slang
Dict ionary 11/24/2007

tlmbo

Cocaine

Peru

3/21/1994

tin

impurities that are filtered out
during the process of conve rting
batan to spin

Opiate

Afghanistan

Afghan Drug Slang
Dictionary 11124/2007

tlna(s)

refers to size of a large garbage
canister used for processing large
amounts of latex Into morphine
base

Opiate

Mexico

3/2/2004

torre

literally translated as 'tower'.
Term used for a condenser, which
1$ ~if\ heroin processing.

Opiate

Colombia

Unpublished 2002
DEA Glossa ry

---
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TERM

DEFINITION

DRUG

COUNTRY/REGION

SOURCE /
OEA6DATE

tr•pa

slang for a filter cloth used In the
processing of morphine base

Opiate

Colombia

8/3/2001

turullah

•black flower•, a term used for
black poppy paste

Opiate

Afghanistan

Afghan Drug Slang
Dictionary 11/24/2007

Nonspecific

Colombia

unldad

units refers to the total amount of
~used

Unpublished 2002

D£'A;Gtossari

ustad

teacher

8/24/2007

vldrto

black tar heroin

3/2/2004

wash (usedasa
noun)

the process In where a gasoline/
kerosene mixture containing
cocaine alkaloid Is mixed with the
agua pura/agua rlca to extract
the cocaine alkaloid into the agua
pura/agua rlca

3/17/2003

white powder

usually refers to lime in
processing morphine

4116/2008

,.....

cutting agent mixed 50/50, per
DEA chemists this substance
ts susptc:ied to.t:>e pfocah'I

8122120{)1

lidocaln~ ol'benzocalne

---
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